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Police Slay Korean Veteran
Then Pistol Whip His Date'
Say Cop Had No
Reason To Shoot
By L. F. PALMER, JR.

PHILADELPHIA, Miss. — Luther Jackson, a former
Chicagoan, idled by the steel strike, came home to Mississippi from Flint, Mich. last Sunday to help his mother harvest the fall crop. Before the next day had (Ito% ned the 27year-old Korean conflict veteran was dead, Cut down by

TOPS IN GOLF — Holding
frozen turkeys ready for the
oven are winners of the Sam
Qualls Golf Club's annual turkey tournament held over ths
weekend at the Doeglasa Park
Golf course. At left are the
winners of male flight - A."
left to right. Mason West,

first; Elton Granberry, second; and Dollar Sande r s,
third. Actually, West and
Granberry shot equal scores
and tossed a coin to determine the winner. In photo at
right, winners in boys' division
are, left to right, Cleve'
land Jones, first; Charles Mud'

son, second: and Johnny Lee
Patterson, third. Winners of
the Lady's "A" flight are left
to right Mrs. Odessa Dickens.
first; Mrs. Althea Pyles. second; and Mrs. Maridelle Lew•
ellyn, third. Staff photos by
Billy Duncan,

Charges County Police Beat Him
'Unmercifully' Near Walker Homes

two bullets from a Philadelphia,!
Miss, policeman's gun.
Hall. 'I heard him say 'come on
His date, Miss Ilettie Mae Thom'r down here I think I have killed
as who witnessed the staying and a nigger' ". Miss Thomas said.
who bears scars of a pistol whip- MORE POLICEMEN ARRIVE
Two more policemen responded,
ping she took from Philadelphia's
police chief, Bill Richardson, has according to Miss Thomas, and
told the Defender what happened then Police Chief Richardson and
Mayor Clayton Lewis arrived.
on the night of the tragedy.
"At about 10:30 p.m., Luther '1 was crying and talking
and I were sitting in a friend's loud," Miss Thomas said. "Chief
car on Pine at., in Philadelphia, of Police Richardson asked me

MOTHER, MrsI VICTIM'S
laudia Johnson of Preston,
Miss., is consoled by her
daughter, Mrs. Ernestine flog'
era of Chicago, after learning

that her son, I.uther Jackson
had been killed by police in
Philadelphia, Miss. The only
eyewitness to the slaying,
Jackson's date, Miss Mettle

Mae Thomas, told the Tel-Stitt*
Defender that Jackson "wag
killed for nothing." Staff Photo by Hardin.

Veterans Benefit And Legion To
Honor Robinson And Cadet Corps

Davis said they came back.
"about six of them. I kept telling
them I didn't know where Lucious
was but they made me open an
empty apartment I manage and
The Veterans Benefit of Ameri- two wars, civia leader, pastor of said, 'The chief aim of this proMISS IIETTIE MAE THOMAS
LUTHER JACKSON
they took me in there and beat
ca and the American Legion, Au- Metropolitan Baptist and chairman gram Is to acquaint the alemphia
the need, purposi
me unmercifully."
when a police car drove past and , what I was saying and I told him tress Russell Post 7, will pay hon- of the board of S. A. Owen college; citizenry with
Davis said A policeman took a stopped," she said, "An officer that Luther had been killed for or to the Negro National Cadet and Grover C. Burson, post com- and importance of the cadet pro,L. Robinson, mander of the American Legion. gram.'' He urges all parents and
as Lawrence !nothing. He hit me with his pis- corps. Major George
belt and looped it around his neck (liter identified
and choked him until his tongue Rainey) approached the car and tol and broke my eyeglasses. I hit recently appointed leader of t h e Rev. Owen will also give a talk, Memphis citizens to be present.
A sparkling feature of the pro- /t was early in 11150 that the five
was sticking out. He said they told us to get out. Luther got out'him back. Someone must have tak- Memphis Negro Cadet corps and
en his pistol so he hit me again science teacher at Manassas high, Rram, which will be proceeded by person committee of Attorney Es
took him to Fuller Park where he first.
but this time with his, blackjack, will be the featured speaker at a a parade of veterans down Beal. tea, Col. Van J. Malone, Tay!.
was beaten and kicked and finally HEARD SHOTS
He tried to make me stop talk- program on Veteran's Day, Nov.I ave., will be the introduction of C. Reyes, Mrs. Rosie Brown Br
"they took me downtown and beat
"The officer pushed him id ing."
me for about 45 minutes."
11, 8 p. in., at Metropolitan Bap- the cadets of the various high cy, and Grover Burson made th
front of the car and around the
the way tist church.
schools throughout Memphis.
first attempts to establish milita
Avant, meanwhile, was nabbed side and out of my sight. As I Miss Thomas said on
Major Robinson will also be citAtty, J. F. Estes, of the original training in the public schools. Thi
at the home of a girl friend and was getting out of the car I heard to jail, Chief Richardson wanted
the
of
one
but
again
her
hit
to
commandant
of
committee will be presented Nov.
named
being
committee for the organization
taken into custody,
a shot. When I started towards officers warned him not to and ed for
of cadets. Other citations will go ROTC training in the high school, 11.
ill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 where they were I heard a second told him "we are in deep enough to Rev. S. A. Owen, veteran of
Johnnie Powell of the cadet sta
shot.
as it is."
Is working with Julius McCiellath:
"It all happened so quickly. She said she was still talking
of the program coin,,
chairman
When I got to them Luther was and cursing when they got to jail
tee, in setting up the event.
been and the jailer's wife told the offihad
Ile
in
ditch.
a
lying
groaning with patients.
PEAKING FOR DOCTORS
Music will he provided by Ow
killed instantly. I began. to cry cers "let me have her. I can shut
It was a white doctor talking.} The public's changed attitude toOwen choir, directed by its erst
and told the policeman 'you shot her up." Miss Thomas said she
e was saying, "You have no idea ward doctors also affects Negro
while
Three
leader, We. Dorothy GNP'
—
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
him for nothing.' I knelt down bewoman "you'd better not
haw much public attitudes and ex-, doctors. This new public attitude Negroes are in custody after side Luther and the policeman told the
ham.
in'
her
put
just
she
In
So
me."
hit
pectations have changed regarding is in line with this streamlined, they took a gun and blackjack knocked me back. Then he made
a cell.
and like the members rocketing age. Nobody has time to from an Arkansas state trooper me go back to the car."
doctors .
The next day Miss Thomas was
of other professions, doctors have waste. Everybody seems to be and beat him.
Miss Thomas said Officer Rainhaa to adapt themselves to these'in a hurry. The doctor who is in- Trooper James Beach spotted ey went to his car and called City See POLICE, Page 2
changed public attitudes and de- clined to "listen," as was suggest- a car speeding near Wrightsville
GREENSBORO, N. C. — (UPI)
ed in a recer.t article, will more Friday night and gave chase.
mands."
— Funeral services ware held
this week
said
Estes
F.
Atty,
J.
folk
want
most
explaining
that
of
course
find
than likely
Then in the
Monday for a 14-month-old
He stopped the speeders but the
that Mississippi authorities have
his statement, the doctor made a to do the "listening."
who suffocated after being give
three men grabbed him, whiprefused permission to have an aupenetrating analysis of the situa- QUICK LOOK
a plastic dry cleaning bag by hi
Pitt him and fled with his pistopsy conducted on the body of
tion surrounding American doc- They want the doctor to take a tol and blackjack. They were
tatter sister.
, Ma Bens,
Booker T. Mixon 0
tors, out of which comes a cres- "quick" look . . . reach a "quick"! captured by other troopers aftOfficers said Arthur E. Rank'
whose mysterious death touched
cendo of criticism from a varie- diagnosis ... prescribe a "quick" er a radio alarm was broadIII, son of Mr, and Mrs. Arthu
off whisperings of a possible lynchand make a "quick" cast.
ty of quarter a. The doctor's remedy .
Rankin jr., of Greensboro, di
ing.
analysis was also a pretty good CWT.
According to C'aptain Mack
Saturday after his 211-month-o
Mississippi Governor Coleman,
ROBINSON
GEORGE
MAL
defense for the embattled Negro Few patients, with the excepThompson, head of the traffic
sister give hint the plastic bag.
however, has ordered State Padoctor,
tion of oldsters who are largely out
control division, one of the men
trolmen to probe the slaying of
Incidentally, the particular doctor of the main stream of things, have
asfor
has been arrested before
Mixon who was found on a roadspeaking was in a pretty good pad the time to sit still and give a sault and battery.
side near Marks with his body
sition to speak on the doctor's doctor a long, drawn-out case hishorribly mutilated. There were inaide. He is a specialist. He is also tory of symptoms and side talk
that Mixon had been tied
dications
he
if
more
him
appreciate
They
practitiongeneral
an experienced
to a car and dragged several hunHe has been a medical school will give them an appraisal of
dred yards. Newspaper reports
' her. He is a dedicated heal- themselves in passing and get
listed him as a hit and run victim.
ear, having sacrificed a much great- through with it. They'll tell a doc"There is a great and dire need
er income from the specialized tor quickly, "I didn't come here to
for federal legislation in the whole
Miss -- If any
ian musicians who left Hong.
By EDGAR T. STEWART
practice, to work in that phase of tell you, Doc . I want you to POPI„ARVILLE,
area of obtaining authority for the
indictments are to be made in the
after Russia took over, mut g
medicine which gives him the tell me."
conducting of autopsies," Estes
Mack Parker, they
Among the recent visitors to together in Austria, They are c
There are such matters as the lynching of
greatest satisfaction . . . practice
told the Tri-State Defender. "Au- Jackson State college, Jackson, rently touring the United star
this' week, possibly
competition which the private doc- are expected
Of internal medicine.
topsies are vital in determining Miss., were seven Air Force CaWednesday or Thursday.
The concert was sponsored by t
He works with both white and tor has to meet from the entrenchcause of death and without them dets from Ethiopia. The cadets
of
punishment
though
Even
Neaccepts
he
ed public health doctor, the comJackson State and Tbugaloa
Negro patients. And
complete."
is
investigation
no
is rare,
are regularly enrolled at Ethiopia's ceurns.
gro patients' home calls . . . if pany doctor, and tile doctor who is lynchers in Mississippi
was
who
attorney,
Memphis
The
Poplarville
counterpart Of Off West Point.
they are his regulars. In other associated with military and insti- folks in and around
retained by alixon's family, said he! They are here from one year studysuffering
words, the doctor is in a good po- tutional organizations which re- were reported to be
of
ability
"the
that
convinced
is
of the jitters
,ing electronics at Keesler Air
sition to speak in defense of Ne- move them from many of the prob- from a had Case
Southern authorities to get around!-Monday as the Pearl River Counlems of the profession.
is field on the Mississippi Gulf coast.
gro doctors, too.
autopsy
an
of
the
performance
busifor
opened
Jury
They are there under an agreeThe private doctor, however, is ty Grand
OVERWORKED ,
a major reason why lynching apment with the federal government, GENEVA. Switzerland -- (UP
- Me first observed that Memphis often as not judgen be the Pa- ness.
pear to have decreased. It is my
men are reMembers of the Jackson Sate —Edward M. Warhug, chairm
Negro doctors are woefully over- tients, on the same basis as these Some 12 or more
opinion that numerous mob murname in the 374government asso- of the American Joint Distri
worked. He couldn't see how the doctors who are farther removed portedly listed by
ders are covered up by this evas- college student
turned
FBI
the
which
report
page
could
from
the
corps
exactions of a demandhost and host- lion committee, said Tuesday Os
as
acted
local Negro medic-al
ciation
ion.
over to Governor Coleman. The
serve the Negro community ade. ing public.
the "growing maturity of t
"In numerous counties — Ten- esses.
the Grand
in
used
be
will
report
doctors
the
all
if
even
snidely.
attended he Jack- American Jewish community" 11
cadets
The
HUMANS, TOO
no
are
there
—
nessee
included
hearings, although SOMP aufootball brought increased support for
*forked collectively and individual
Then, too, so many people for- Jury
coronors. Consequently there is no son State-Alcorn A & M
brushed off the
arouno the clock, without tak- get that before people became doc- thorities have
which, incidentally, Jackson United Jewish Appeal.
game
auno
as
well
as
report
coronor's
The
Bluff
Moyne
City
college
lov.:iies
will
THESE
OF
ONE
Louis D. Horwitz, JDC di
ing time out for meals, rest, and tors they are human beings. . . FBI findings as "hearsay."
the first Ameribe named "Blues B 0 S I
I.odge AS of Elks will donate topsy report in mysterious deaths," won 21-12. I was
of Parker from
lib recreation.
with all the variety of urges, The abduction
can football game most of them for Israel, said Israel has ICthroughout
true
is
said.
"This
Estes
S100
Game
queen.
recei‘e
the
Queen"
and
to
gilt
the
April
Poplarville
in
They are too few There are only hopes, strengths, and weaknesses his jail cell
their visit plished wonders in receiving
will he played Novembeg25 the South and until this situation had seen, They extended
set scholarship aid or a M00 govthat
23 Negro doctors in Memphis and of other human beings. It was sug- 1 25 by a mob of masked men
persons over Sunday and attended t he migrants but warned
of
is
families
corrected,
\Lt.
stadium.
Meiroare
the
at
for
across
Vying
bond.
ernment
headlines
screaming
unite them
there are white people who call for gested that critics would do well , off
under doubtful circumstances college's vespers and the Philhar only Judaism to
slain
genekal
Leer
is
W.
George
afterward,
Miss
title
Janice
are
Fitzgerdays
few
A
world.
the
'
Unthe services of Negro doctors.
varied backgrounds -cot:Attu
to keep in mind that doctors are
chairman. Maurice Hullifert have no choice but to accept ex- mote Flungarica concert at the
ald of Booker T. Washington
his bullet-punctured body w a s
der such demands, it is no wonder human beings.
the greatest danger facing f
Frank T. Scott are /co- planations of local authorities who Masonic Temple building.
and
HotHe
Maxine
river.
high
Miss
Pearl
Wino!.
nearby
in
found
to
hard
are
doctors
that Negro
No matter, how coolly efficient
The Hungarian organization is country — greater than any •
so often are suspected of complicichairmen,
lingeworth 0 Hamilton and
had been accused of raping a
reach in Memphk It le no wonty in these deaths."
composed of professional Hungu-ikori Without"
of Le.
Miss
Rollie
Martin
See
white
woman.
2
Page
SHADOWS,
usually
are
offices
their
that
der

Arthur Davis of 349 Flynn, been by his house trying to seU
wn as "Popeye," has told the ,him a pistol for $12.50. But Davis
Tri-State Defender that he w a s said he refused to purchase the
"beaten unmercifully" by county gun and Avant left. Davis said on
and Mississippi police who were last Tuesday several policemen
trying to find Lucious Avant of came to his house and tried to
987 James, accused of grabbing a make him tell where Avant was.
Mississippi Highway patrolman's "I told them I didn't know where
pistol, knocking him down and he was," Davis said. "They told
me they'd be back and if I kept
fleeing.
According to Davis. Avant had on lying they would beat me up."

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

dric

Nab Three Negroes
In Arkansas For
Whipping Trooper

Action Due In
Parker Lynching

No Autopsy
Allowed
Mixon Death

Funeral Held For
Plastic Bag Victim

Jackson Carpet Out
TO Ethiopian Cadets
Cites Increased
Jewish Support

r

Shadows
Continued From Page I

they may appear with their scientific jargon for common ailments, and the crisp precision with
COUNCIL ELECTION
didn't want to go home later, This
which they go about their work
Election for the Vice President dance was given to help the Stu. . doctors and those associated
of the Student Council is in the air dent Council and Student Court
with them in their work are in the
again. This year we are looking get things for themselves. T is e
final analysis human beings, with
forward to a very heated battle. president of the Student council is
all that the term means in human
There are four candidates running Clinton Taylor, advisor is 00. r.
reactions ad experiece.
for this position, but as you know, Peeples.
In other words, doctors have to
only one can be elected. The elecThe Library club, under the sueat, sleep, procreate and recreate
tion date is set for Nov. 10. Each pervision of Mrs. Rachell Carhee,
just like everybody else . . . to . .
getting
candidate
is
commithis
keep going. And that takes time
gave an assembly program on
tee together and posters, so as to Wednesday, Nov. 4, in the Cori
too . . no matter how dedicated
t .
campaigning.
start
P. Taylor auditorium. This pr
Hamilton held
their annual and company's merchandise h a d one may be to the task at hand.
Fellows
VPSC
running for the
Well, that's to be conceded . . .
Coronation Ball" Oct. 9, in the just ran out against the Wildcats.
gram was given in behalf of Book
are Daniel Brown, Johnny Mc- Week.
yznnasium. Our football queen, I hear you will play Manassas that doctors, too, have to take
Clown,
Char.'
Simpson
Robert
and
time
to
live. But also, the doctor
iss Carla Thomas, was crowned in the near future, we here at
The speaker for this program
lie Morris. Each has to be a mem- was Dr. Paul T. Jones, pastor of
y Captain Robert Flynn. The Hamilton are with you all the way, defender also conceded that some
ber of the junior class, and must Idlewild, Presbyterian church. The
ueen's court consisted of Miss so dear old FATHER BERTRAND, form of organized provision neeas
maintain certain other qualifica- Program was very enjoyable and
es Flynn: 11th grade, M is s Please don't let us down; who all be made . . even by the handful
tions. You will hear the outcome commented on by various persons
arbor& Arder; 10th grade, Miss are for the BLUE and WHITE — of Negro doctors in Memphis
and similar handfuls elsewhere
of this election in another issue.
oyce Rankin, 9th grade; Maudette We — we — we.
present.
.. HALLOWEEN
BIRTHDAY
Smith, their son, celebrating
to let their patients and the
and wide brim hat on. The kids
rownlee; 8th grade, and Miss SPORTS
DANCE
This week's spotlight turns to an
pubParty was the order of the
his
eighth
birthday
was
the
lic
had
a
time
nice
singing
know
and
they are doing their best.
rsela Beauchamp 7th grade. Her
The Student Council of Manassas la-year-old junior, namely Eugene
The Hamilton Wildcats clinched
day last week at the home of
subject
of
the
event.
That's
dancing
around
Jerry's
strawMaybe
doctors need a ?medal
lternates were Misses Eddye Mae at least a tie for the title in the
High gave • sock hop in the gym Davis. Eugene is widely known
Mr. and Mrs. Eisen Smith of
him up above at the far end
berry cream birthday cake.
math and Alice Morgan, both sen- Negro Prep League by defeating public relations counsellor to keep
on last Thursday evening after through the city for his achieve1509 Birdsong. Jerry Honey
of the table with his mask
the record for them straight in
by
(Pie
Henry
Ford).
,
rs.
school. This dance was given ments in football. He is the son of
the
the Father Bertrand Thunderbolts
Gifts were presented by var- 20-0. Hamilton was led by the ac- public mind. Otherwise socialized
to help the student council get nec- Mrs. Cleave Davis, of 1636 Lockience.
us classrooms and clubs on the curate passing of quarterback Law- medicine is closer than a lot of
essary things for the members.I ert.
Through Nov. 27, the schedule
ampus. We were delighted to rence ''Eagle-eye" Fast, and end them think. Otherwise, a new
Wash Allen and William Terre1,1 Around the school Eugene
reads as follows:
ave on our guest list, Miss Ear- Malfred "Goldenhands" Bolden, breed of healers are going to get
students from Hamilton high and not only plays football but
Nov. 7 (Saturday) 6:30 - 7:30
estine Henderson, (Miss Doug- with Claibon "Speedy Shorty" Bur- the upper hand and satisfy the
the fellows on the Teen Age Beat, is also a good studerat.
p. rn., The Jack Benny Special
as), escorted by Robert Man- rus; it would not be complete with- public need for helpful
care.
were spinning the records for us. He is known as iota "fleetfooted
with
guest
Danny
star,
Thomas.
Otherwise
the
current crop of
ing (Mr. Douglass.) We also had out Steve "Madman" Payton and
This was a very fine affair. Ev- halfback" for Manama% lie has
Sponsors
are
the
Greyhound
B
u
practitioners
are
representative from Melrose, other players such as Leon Lewgoing to find
eryone seemed to enjoy it and run very well during OurSea
corporation
and
Benrus
Watch
themselves
on
the
IV( Dorothy Jean Burnett, escort- 's, Oliver Ingram, Robert Flynn,
outside . . .
and promises to run well for ou
Channel-3, WREC-TV has an ex- months. Jack Benny, Danny company.
by one of our beloved players, Harold Smith, Ervin Freeman, looking in. Next week, the Negro
last game. We, the students, apNov. 9, (Monday) 10-11 a. in.,
ernard Roberson. Another out- LOWS Woods, George Mooten, and doctor speaks up. Until then, citing lineup of specials for the Thomas, stories from the pen of
preciate what Eugene has done
Woman! The Marriage That Fail.
andaug young lady and young last but not least Elroy Carroll. Selah!
viewing public during the next Ernest Hemingway are on tap to
ed. Third program in the ''Womfor the football team and for
assure pleasant an dintertaining
an who, Wore representatives of CATCH ON
himself. Hats 'elf to this very fine
an" group. An examination of the
On
looking for the vast television aud- factors
ather Bertrand were Miss Orrelia It is true that Lawrence Fant Is
fellow.
behind our rising divorce
ickett (Miss Bertrand) escorted going with Helen West AND ShirBRUSSELS, Belgium. — (UPI) The Manassas Tiger, left t h e
rate.
Woodstock Training school.
Callus Roberts, president of the lens Body? Who is known as ReelNov. 9, 830-10 p. m., Dupont — The Belgian chamber of depu- city Friday, going to Pine Bluff,
ior class.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tansil of Show Of The
foot around the campus? Carolyn
Month. "The Man ties, recalled a week early from Ark. The pep squad and band.
The program was M. C.'ed by Love is queen of Melrose; I know
Rockford,
Ill.,
were
its summer recess will debate the , along with the team, journeyed to
recent Who Was Don guixote."
illiam Terrell. A few among oth- a fellow who would like to have
guests of her mother, Mrs. Adelinel
situation in the Belgian Congol Pine Bluff. We plan to come out
Nov.
(Wednesday)
11,
9-11
p.
m.,
s present were Roy Chetam and her as his queen, too. Alice MorExum and Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell
where many lives have been lost on top in that game. You will
CBS Reports.
'ctoria Alexander. Louise Woods gan and Julius Flynn (Oops' too
Edmonds. Mrs. Laverne Redford l
hear the results of that game in
Nov. 19, (
(Thursday) 8:30 p.m. in recent rioting.
d Dwane Taylor, John Sanders ate).
was the delightful hostess to the
Auguste
De the next issue.
Ernest Hemingway Special. "The Congo minister
d DorisVhcimpson, Herbert Stout T. W., are
Neighborhood
club this week. lin.
Schrijver was expected to make
you being initiated
Homecoming will come off
d Barfrgra Woodard. Alt ce
mediately after arrival guests were Killers." Sponsored by the Buick a statement on the
for some club? Yvonne Parham
rioting two Thursday night at Melrose stadMotor Division of General Motors
organ and Julius Flynn, Roberti
served
a
very
tasty
barbecue
weeks ago at Luluabourg in which ium. The Tigers will go against
says Claibon Burrus is full of
via and Maxine Davis, Pearlyn
chicken plate, with macarino sal. I corporation.
Autumn is really visible around though the message was given
tricks. Most attractive girl is Vicby ad,
Nov. 27, Time not set. Westing- 40 Africans were killed and the bolts. his will determine how •
nks and Frank Reynolds.
baked
apple
the
Tr
-cities
topped
now.
All
the
with
toastlovely
Rev.
weekend
outbreak at Stanleyville the Father Bertrand Thunder.
Cole, of Jackson, who has
torts Alexander, Oops' I mean,
Thomas, stories from the pen of
OTLIGHT
I mean, Oh well, you, know the sto- fall clothing is on display in what been supplying in the absence of ed marshmallow, Halloween candy house Lucille Rall-Desi Arnaz show. where 70 Africans were reported bolts. This will determine how
and hot spiced lea. Games were
Claibon Burros is a senior at ry. Beauty Richmond and Richard ever public gathering you attend. the pastor, souls were made to
to
have
died.
feel
many ties will be in the city prep
enjoyed by all present. Prizes went "Lucy Goes to Japan."
amilton High school with a ma- Grady "It was You". Dorothy Per- The colors of nature are blending happy just to witness the
Leopoldville dispatches reported league. You will hear all about the
pastor
to Mrs. Carrie Ball and Mrs. Nar in industrial arts. Ile is the star ry and Leroy Norman, "The Bells beautifully on the trees, in the in Service- The Occasion was
that Belgian officials were urging Homecoming plans later.
the
I Dies In Bus Fall
lfback of the Wildcats, and is Kept on Ringing." Have you heard grasses and on the wearing an- Annual Fall Rally which netted omi Chrisp.
a return to law and order. Gover- WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF:
Mrs. Lynn Fisher gave a Linen
nsidered the fastest back in the of season girls? If not contact Law- parel of you — the readers of around two-hundred dollars.
SHIMODA,—Japan — (UPI) — nor-general Hendrik Cornelis said ' Selonia Cox would get a boy.
The
Shower
emphis 15rep League.
for
Tri-City
her
News.
Cotton
daughter-in-law A sightseeing bus fell 45 feet after Belgium would remain the sole
picking is church plans to buy an organ very
rence Fast, he has them on diefriend or Y. K. W. would corn
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Ruins resides with hisi play,
goining on rapidly, but not enough soon.
overshooting a curve on a moun- authority in the congo until the hack?
Please, PLEASE call in yell* tain road yesterday, killing one
other, Mrs. Lovie Burros 10.1373'
to catch up where the schools can
One other note about the CME
colony's future status is determin- 'Edna Madison had a date to the
Irma Berton and 7?7, "I Could
news if you want to see it.
elyn ate, here in the ciV. lie
re-open. Even the teachers are Conference, Rev,
passenger and injuring 43.
ed democratically.
R. G. Elam, son
Love George Brownlee and RoberHarvest Ball?
a member-of the Pilgrim Rest
helping to gather the bountiful har- of Mr. and Mrs.
R. G. Elam, Sc,,
ta Shaves. I wonder what will hapEugene Davis couldn't play footptist ouch, H-Club, Lei-goes
vest, still it is not closing out too who pastored in
pen to Amos Relay after football soon.
Covington last
ball?
and is a member of
year, was transferred to N a s h.
season is over? Ray Shepherd
Hazel Ward could get Mrs. Per-.
• Student Council here on the
Social activities are moving ville 'where he will
pastor Capers
kins' English?
mpus. He is also a member of and Doris Stout. This is a special along as well as religious activi- Memorial church.
Covington
niemtune
I
am
dedicating
to Marilyn ties.
Donna could get Clinton Taylor"Hi-Y club.
The ('ME's have just closed berg wept tears of sorrow at his
Napoleon Williams couldn't get
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PLYWOOD

America's Finest
for PRESSING!

VAN COURT

Also Knotty Pine Paneling, Lumber, Doors, Ceiling Tile, Paint,
Window Units.

3506 Lamar SOUTHERN MILLWORK, INC.FA. 3-2605

VAN COURT

Are You So Run-Down You Can't Dive Your Husband and family
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
Illoetcf-Striengthening Action of This Special Iron Tonic for Women!
Row tragic when a woman feels
Thus quickly help build rich, red
en tired, so weak and run-down blood ..to restore strength and
she cowl be a real companion! energy so you feel fine again fast)
Lucidly, It's often due to "IronPlnitham's unique formula can
, Hungry Blood" (*simple iron de- also bring blessed relief from
ficiency anemia) Then It's need- functionally-caused monthly
less for those women to suffer cramps and "Hot Plashes" of
• inch NMI weariness
change-of-hid No wonder so
Now A' wonderful iron tonic many women use Pinkhtsm's
bitgOese this condition .. Tablets all through their lives/
thus
your vitality! It's
If "Iron-Hungry Blood"
nicharnai Tablets. only left you weak and run-downhas
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—
gron tonic made especially for only "half" a woman—get
PinkRich in iron. Pinkham's harn's Tablets from
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a start to strengthen Then see if you don't
-Hungry Blood"in one day/ "all" woman again! soon feel
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45 Given Elk
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City's Student Librarians Meet
At Hamilton, Install Officers

Forty•five students are now on our college. Yet, the Negro
enElks scholarship roll for 1959-60, rollment is less than
45 of the
Among them are Spottswood Bolltotal. We have only 125,000 Negro
ing, jr one of the chief plainstudents in college today. We are
tiffs in the long drama that led
10 per cent of the American popto the Supreme Court Decision
outlawing segregation in public ulation, we should have 32,000 stu(See Pictures Page a )
club mder the direction of Mrs
Ii. CI' 200 library assistants were
education; Miss Autherine Lucy, dents enrolled in college.
The City-Wide Student LibrariI L. R. Woods. H. T. Cash, prim'.j served refreshments by the Ha mThere are three big reasons
who won international acclaim for
ans association held its first meet-I pa',
1
Mon
club. The next meeting
her fight to enter the University: why: 1 - the lack of motivation.
gate the welcome,
ing far the school year 1959-60 at
be held at Lester high school Der
of Alabama, now in the University! - the blight of poverty and 3 Hamilton high school, Wednesday. The city-wide officers were in cem b,,,. 9,
LEMOYNITES
ON TOUR Miss-, where they conducted •
of Texas; Bobby Cain, first Negro the lack of opportunity.
Woods, the LeMoyne students
The meeting was held in the stalled by Mrs. Orphelia Byes,
These Le31tryne college stuThe organization was founded in „
four-day work camp. They le Nothing is more important ti Neraduate from the Clinton integraldid odd jobs such as pulling
beautiful and spacious new libra- president of the Hamilton PTA.
dents,
members
the
of
college's
1953 for the purpose of improving
I high school; and Earnest Mc-. gro progress at this stage than detinned to Memphis last Satur.
corn, digging sweet potatoes, ry which was decorated in keeppresident,
The
Christian Fellowship, boarded
Hortena•
Miss
the
quality of the service render'
wen, who led 500 students in pro- veloping a Massive Assistance to
was the Res. Lionel A. Arnpainting buildings and help- ing with the nearest holiday, HalSpillers, a senior at Melrose pre- ed by the student librarians and
the City of New Orleans last
old. professor of philosophy and
test against "Uncle Tomism" in provide more scholarships.
ing in the laundry and Melt. loween. All of the Hamilton Libsided over the meeting
Tuesday evening for Piney
to increase enjoyment of the work. .
religion. Darnell Thomas is
en.
RAISED $1,500,000
Alcorn college in Mississippi.
rary Assistants wore a blue "H" Appearing in the program was
Wood,' School le Piney Woods,
student president. At Piney
The association is composed of
Elk Department of Education,
This list also includes
to identify themselves.
a panel which discussed "The the student
staff workers in the ,
dents of the Little Rock nine, who operating for a quarter of a ceni
Gifted
Students
Library
Helen
AssistMrs.
as
Waterford, the libralib iies of toe eight public Jun.
are Earnest Green, Minnie Jean tury has raised a million and one
rian, greeted the librarians in her ants." Members of the panel were
ior and senior high schools of the
Brown, Thelma Nlothershed a nd half dollars and given out more
private office while the president, Annie Franklin, Juanita WW1iii:is.
city. The librarians of those
Terrence Roberts, Jr . Scholar- than 800 scholarships. Many of the
Miss Alice Morgan, and her mem- Annette Ivory, Eddye M. Smith
schools act as an advisory contships have been promised to each graduates today are first rate exbers greeted the visiting students end Alice Morgan. who served as
mittee for the group. Th. libraof the Little Rock nine after they amples of the American business
as they came into the library. moderator and gave the sumrians are Mrs. V. S. Nabritt and
have completed their high school! and professional world. Such as, The New Light
Promptly at 4 p.m., the meet- unary, allowing time for many sluCivic
Club
Orof
Miss Delthenia Williams, Washtraining. Of the white students on! Miss Dorothy Height, associate di- ange Mound
ing was opened with music and dents to ask further questions
invites the public to
ington; Mrs. H. Bass, Porter:
the roll is Stephen Cohen of East! rector for Leadership training attend its
devotion by the Hamilton glee from the floor.
second
annual
Pre•
Mrs.
R. Hayes, Melrose; Mrs, F.
services
of the YMCA. and directChicago, now at Harvard uiversiDuvall, Lester high; Mrs. H. Wator of the School for Professional Thanksgivings banquet, Thursday
ty.
night, Nov. 9. 8 p. M., at the Mt.
erford, Hamilton; Mrs. J. T. Weed.
Lieut. George W. Lee, the grand Workers held each Summer by the Pisgah CME
church, 2490 Park
Douglass; Miss II. G. Walker, Car•
commissioner of education said National YMCA: Kessler Montgom- ave. Three grand
prizes will be
vet., and Mrs. R. Caches, Manas"The Negro must fight for full ery, assistant attorney general of given away.
Siig
democracy not just for himself but the state of Massachusetts, Miss
His Hayes, Mrs. Duvall a is 41
Guest speaker for the afternoon
Vet Phillips, city council woman
for all Americans."
Mrs. Carhee are serving as sponwill be Atty. J. F. Estes. Ralph
A look at the enrollment in and a member oh the Democratic
sors of the city-wide group this
Lofton is president.
merican colleges is hardly con- National Committee from Wisconyear.
Tickets for the affair may be obvincing that the Negro is doing his sin.
tained by calling Miss Arline Patfull lob in developing the means G. Wesley Rainey, director ofl ton. FA. 7-7014
or at the following
the Crown Savings Bank of Newfor educating t h e exceptional
port News, Va.; Miss Maurice C. business establishments down
young minds of the group. There King,
U. S. government instructor town:
are 3,258,556 students enrolled in in
mathematics in Jaoan; Miss
Marguerite L. Martin, principal
Douglass high school, liot Springs,
Ease PAINS OF HEADACHE. NEURALArk.; John Patterson, sales a n d
GIA. NEURIlIS with STANRACK
counseling, New
York InvestIMOUS ix POWDERS STANBACK
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
ment corp.: Mrs. Evelyn Gadscombines seseisl medically moven pam
en, Research assistant in Boston,
relievers
the added effectiveness
Mass.; Ovella White, Child Guidoh these MULUPLE ingredients bongs
MRS. GOLDIE HART
MRS. LUVERNE WILSON
MRS. FRANCIS CAPLE
taste., more complete whet, easing
ance Program, Washington, D. C..
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
MRS. MYTHR9N POWELL
anxiety and tension usually SECOINand Rev. Martin Luther King, A social fever of explosive proFree City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
Everything points in the diree- sores 100)(200 feet. But the job is of ceremonies, a job lie handled panying pain. 5.00 164
whose first opportunity to speak
in an Elks Oratorical contest for portion is rapidly developing tion of success again for this af- only half finished. Ilelp is still so well last year. For reservations STANlest
BA(:
a scholarship, plus a host of other among Walker Homes residents in ! fair that will benefit the building needed from the other business call EX 74117.
seiSi aiiy
prenaratioti
Felton
Earls,
Ii
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e
t
of
men
an
dmereliants
connection
forthcoming
first rate examples of American
with the
in the city.
of a coininunity center in Walkyou (.• eve,
., A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
tis•d
A project of this nature should re- Walker Homes Civic club, is hopbusiness and professional career. Annual Grand Dance, Friday, Nov. er Homes, The neighborhood is
dethat
ing
everyone
behind
get
will
405 MONROE — Same Phone
ceive
whole
hearted support from
JA 3-1626
6, at the Flamingo Club.
pending
on
contributions from the
Herbert Streuli
the public because it will help fur- this project and make the Com• Siee• 1871 •
Wolter Streull
This will be the second such af- Memphis public, especially the
ther the cause of destroying juve- munity Center a reality.
fair which will find our young M- people of Walker Homes, and hopes nile delinquency and serious com11111,111MNO YOU?
ales vying for the title of Walker to start building on this most wor- munity problems that affect the
Inomediety
neighborhood for need of a center.
Homes Queen. They are Mesdames thy project soon,
Relieff
Luverne Wilson, Goldie Il a r t, Aire
•se. wee. of °MORO* beioe
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.
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Powell. The one bringing in the firms have promised to furnish the by Mrs. Johnnie Mae Peters and
largest total monies for tickets area with building materials. The Mrs. Grettie &lair, who have at.
sold to the dance will be selected lot on which the center will be tended to the most minute deQueen.
built has been acquired and flies- tails, Samuel Pease will be master
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Civic Club Plans
Pre- Thanksgiving
Fete For Nov. 9

Here's Project All
Memphis Should Back
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BIG PAINT SALE

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
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STARTS NOVEMBER 6

ONE BIG WEEK!
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Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
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Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

Radio 148, It's Great
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DICK "Cane" COLE

"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

3:00 P.M. --- 5:00P.M.
.iiiiiinilliainnuliniultinuniiiiimialiniumuiminuiruninuitunlintuffloimuluiniiimmiu-:
I
1-1-

161

Madison
JA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More For The Family
At Family Finance"

The complete shopping center i
I
1- 1F, ...for complete shopping i

1
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ED BEGLEY.RORIA GRAHAM[
INTIM

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

- - JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
TIRED FEET

366 Pootot et Loodorthrio
Phew* IA 1-61141

Ag is our custom each year, we will give away 500 turkeys—approximately 10 pounds each dressed—beginning
at once--throughout the Thanksgiving and Christmas season-25 each week-5 each on Fridays and Saturdays and 3 each other days.
You don't have to buy anything to win—you get a free ticket at any of our check-out stands and you don't
even have to he present to win.

TURKEY DRAWING EACH MORNING AT 9:30 A.M.
OPEN 24 HOURS PER DAY
7 DAYS PER WEEK—PH. GL 2-7611
"WE NEVER CLOSE"

Home of the
mo
olsp
DFAay

for Friday
and

OPEN 6 A.M. TO 1 A.M.
6 DAYS PER WEEK-9H. WH 6-S964
PLENTY OF EASY PARKING

FARMERS MARKET
Saturday

Millions of women wouldn't
dream of using home-style
douches! They know that
"Lysol" is so much surer!
Because "Lysol.
'kills germs on
contact-the very germs that
cause odor!

PLENTY

THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET $ WAYS:
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FA fIGUE
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN
NOW
$100
ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO

Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
It's mild. Won't hurt you!
Free booklet on
douching. Write to
Bkontheld,
New Jersey, Dept.
D259.

VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Cho. $0, III.
r*cielsii is SI 00 (plus 20e lot moiling).
Moot* send Visions Foot Toole to —
••••-.
Nemo (printl

OF
EASY
NOW ONLY

EGGS

PARKING

Eidid4

Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic

Because "Lysol.' keeps you
sure of yourself-sure you're
sweet and nice inside!

2251 SOUTH
Store No. 2 BELLEVUE

408ERPNIE

VOW NNW

BE SURE!

RECORDS FOR EVERYONE

250 AT EACH STORE

These Prices

lieepotwe

IN ROARS

FREE 500 TURKEYS!

Store No. 1 — 2861 Lamar

Omelet ei

-I MR 1111 Mt'

Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

DON'T MISS

CHELSEA - HOLLYWOOD

1.344“444 Gs1KPEaa4
A000644 WS 430 Dip
Ah4 taisathisks - L'teas.1,
PAWN (y1t/E A
NiC,Kt--e

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.

YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:15 P.M.

s
.
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14•1, Cook J430,00.
Prok- ascot

For the first time science has found
a new healing substance with the astonething ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain - without
surgery. In case after case. while
gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place. Most
atnacing of all - results were so thorough that sufferers made astonishing
etaternente like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem)" The secret is a new
healing substance (Bio-Dynell)-discovery of a world-famous research
institute. This substance is now available in impposirory or ointment /erne
called Preparation H. At all drug
counters - money back guarantee.

LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M --- 9:30 A.M.
2:15 P.M. --- 3:00 P. M.

off-

IT NEVER FAILS

Address
City

Zoo/

Stet*

OSAND DISINFECTANT
LtAri & Pink Prod*.

$100

DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Mrs. Nancy Price of Bellevue
NEW TYLER
Appreciation Day at the New ! Baptist church and Evangelist M.
Tyler AME church, Sunday, Nov. .1. Reed drew capacity crowds
8, will commemorate two years of when they delivered addresses on
faithful service by the highly es- this occasion. Miss Maggie McDow.
teemed pastor. He is Rev. Robert ell was mistress of ceremonies.
She is a member of Cleaves MeL. McRae.
Paying tribute to the progress- morial CME church of Denver,
ive leader also will be members Colo.
Philof the New Salem Baptist church, At 3 p. m. Mrs. Annie B.
M,
Burning Bush Baptist church, Rock lips of Smothers Chapel A.
of Ages CME church and Bethel church held the audience with
others.
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you
If
men.
many
Brookins, Mrs. Edith Randolph.
certain meter
Powell, Rev, R. E. Honeysuckle,
yr back over the history of man the fact that surely
M. Thomas, Mrs. Varine
necessary in this life
and Rev. C. E. Young, will give Mrs.
no doubt you will be surprised to ial gains are
Mrs. Beulah Vassie, Mrs.
Dickens,
we
that
point
talks
the
minute
to
three
not
know the significance men have but surely
Williams, and Mrs. W. A.
M.
few
a
for
else
everything
forsake
generMrs. Sally Cotton is the
attached to life. One of the outSuggs. The guest speaker was perimportant as materal chairman of the Appreciation sonable Mrs. H. II. Culpepper, a
standing thinkers of all time, Epi- materials. As
must set
we
world
this
in
are
ials
terms
in
Day.
curios interpreted life
very active member of the Promore than mere maWoman's Day observed recently
of pleasure. To him life was a mat- our sights on
gressive Baptist church. Mrs. Olbring us a few
can
that
terials
more
added
Sanctuary
being
stately
and
at
drinking,
eating,
ter of
lie Young was the mistress of cerethe most trathan $1,000 to the church's treasury monies. Mrs. Young's membership
merry. To many people today life hours of joy. One of
gic things I have witnessed in this
It was through the dilligent ef- is at New Bethel Baptist church.
is just that.
that many people
forts of the dynamic chairman
How foolish it is that in t h e life is the fact
UNITED SINGING UNION
on a few material
Mrs. Blanche Stevenson, and a
presence of all that life means to spend their all
The United Singing Union will
did
these
that
learn
to
only
gains
host of ardent committee mempeople today many of us have been
hold an honor program at the Pilexpected.
joy
the
bring
not
realized.
was
more
success
bers. that the
satisfied to let life mean no
Baptist church Sunday, NOV•
now nor will it ever
According to many who attend- grim
than pleasure. It is within the Life is not
8. The honoreee will be Mrs. L.
pleaed, it was one of the finest Worn- Warford, the booking manager.
framework of today's living that be measured in terms of the
gains realized dur
en's Day celebrations ever held
surely there is a certain amount sure or material
The singing aggregations that
here. Life will be
there.
of pleasure associated with life but ing our sojourn
will sing praises to her name
us
of
those
to
meaningful
most
life does not stop merely with pleathe Morning Chapel choir, M.
back when the evenrett, Oliver Johnson. Mrs. K.
Queen Holmes and Beatrice
sure especially in the terms of who can look
acquainted. Above are some
SUNDAY
AND
FACULTY
N. Singers, Majestic Soft Singand
gather
to
Wilstart
shadows
Dorsey
ing
Mrs.
Guinn,
WilW.
Mr)
Reddich. Standing
thinking today. Life should mean
of the teachers who enjoyed
school teachers of the Park
ers, Campbellairs, Hymonia Singable
been
have
we
that
joy
and
Rhodes
the
see
Mobie
Mrs.
son,
McCoy,
Ralph
liam Armstead,
more to all of us than merely pleathemselves at the affair. SeatChrist gav
ers, Christian Soldiers, Spiritual
to bring into the liNes of others. Avenue(!lurch of
Mrs. Leon White, Bro. E. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hughes,
sure.
ed clockwise are Mesdames
Five, Spiritual Pilgrims an d
Bro.
This in the final analysis is what the first in a series of dinners
pastor,
is
Anderson
W.
K.
and
Norman
William
KinVersie
Perline Woolen,
There are those of us who have will be most meaningful to t h e
recently at the lovely home of
Wells Spiritual Singers.
of SS:
superintendent
Hughes,
is
inset
picture
The
FranCuinn.
Miller,
Margaret
ney,
taken on a new intrepretation as people who really live.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hughes.
Mr. N. Hendrix will give a short
McCoy, assistant superin•
Bro.
secchurch
Kinney,
church
t
Opal
s
i
t
Mrs.
p
a
B
JerLuke
The
Gray,
Johnson„Arlena
ces
many
As
was
far as life is concerned.
Other participants were Mrs.
Methuselah goes down in history! jr., of 2696 Enterprise. It
tendent and Sister Eva Du. paslored by Rev. L. R. Buckner, talk. O
included
guests
Other
retary.
Slate,
Nancy
Murrell,
ry
terms
in
it
see
we
life
getting
of us see
held for the purpose of
L. Wilkins, Mrs. G. W. Clark. Mrs.
as having lived longer than any
rette. assistant secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Caris having a "Pre-Appreciation C. Wilson, Mrs. C. Woods, Mrs. P.
of rendering a service to those other man in history. But the IraEvening" Sunday, Nov. 8, at 3
about us. Life brings the pleasure gie thing about the whole thing
and Prof. W. H. Flemi
school anytime, but especially p. m. The guest speaker for the' hung
to these people in terms of the joy stops there with just having lived j
Deama
n
Tuesday, Nov. 10. The
young people is the Rev. J. W.1 Contestants
they can bring to those about for this whole span of years. Life
who are aspiring for
tics Club, sponsored by Miss Erma Williams, jr., of Lane Avenue Bap- the title of King and Queen are
them. The real pleasure of life to will never be measured in terms
the
"After
dramatize,
will
Clanton,
list. Rev. L. R. Butler from New .Nt
these people is not a matter of of years. The real measuretnent of
r J JohnB J M t
Honeymoon, a story of a high Salem will be the master of cert.- son. Ft. Paden, Miss Carolyn Bill.
eating, drinking, and being merry life is wrapped in terms of deeds.
colskip
to
ready
graduate,
school
but rather a matter of sharing Our lives will never be meaning monies. The Macedonia Church ings and Frank S. Martin,
lege, for a high-paying job, but will also attend.
n
that which they have to those less ful to those who will think of us In
hrasirmpaa.
j jarmaonndancdo-ext
chairman
eirs
e hl
arT
is convinced he had better think Co-chairmen of the program are ,
fortunate than themselves. TO rears to come in terms of span of j
. .
before making a final de- Miss Luzenia Mosby and Charles xis.
titsue people life will be a series,years but rather in terms of the' Jehovah's Witnesses from this
•
, cision.
of lasting pleasures that will be good things we have done. Our con area have returned from a three
Morris, jr. Secretary is Miss Doro- EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
realized through joy that they can sideration for our day and
t The cast consists of Gwendolyn , thy Willet: Miss Josephine Boyd,' The Boys choir of Emmanuel
genera-' Clay circuit assembly which w a s
bring others
•
The Melrose family — the facul- Fife, Jasper Williams, Junienne assistant secretary: Eugene Mc- Episcopal church made its initial
lion will be the real monuments held at the Wonder High school,
Morris Woods, Raymond Clarin, financial ecretary.
appearance in an evening proIn the life of the Christian'to us.
in West Memphis, Ark.
ty, student body and parents will Briscoe,
is a matter of living within the One man in summing up the life
'gram last Sunday at the sane
Neal and Ralph Mc:Coy. These
Gilbert Branch, presiding minisEducation
Week
American
observe
framework as laid down by Jesus. of Jesus says. He went about ter of the local congregation, said
students are juniors and have had ing a project to have each home- ary.
Nov. 10, with open house all day,
This is quite evident as found in doing good!'' What a great tribute 549 were in attendance to' hear the
previous experiences in dramatics. room decorated and ready for The Boys choir promises to
in
2:30
gymnatorat
the
program
the words of Jesus, -I am come'to pay to anyone! How it would main sermon: "When Is God's
guests and friends. They will dis- one of the most outstanding in the
SPECIAL MUSIC
ium.
have
that men might
life and life build a great monument to each Will To Be Done On Earth?" deSpecial music for this program play projects and work done by city.
The public is invited to visit the
abundantly!" How great it is that of us if after our stay here on this livered by Watchtower minister H.
will be furnished by the senior the students in class and at home. Charles Iles, or,, is the director.
in the span of years we live we al- earth people could truthfully say.' L. Brissett of New York.
glee club and band. Miss Carolyn The art department under the su- William Hunter, a young deacon,
ways can think in terms of those He went about doing good'' I
land, Ohio and Kansas City. She SprZer, a senior and honor stu- pervision of Harold Winfrey will works with the youth, also.
"All inabout and forget ourselves. Life in That should be the goal of every; He told the delegates:
reports a lovely visit to both cities. dent, will M. C. the program giv- decorate the stage and the foyer, Rev. Samuel Rudder is the ministheir Hello folks,
in
God,
of
creation
animate
its truest sense is a matter of for- man and woman living today. We j
settling down a
If you don't read it you didn't ing the occasion and devotions. carrying out the theme: "Praise ter of the church located at 425
oper- Your scribe is
movement,
precision
highly
11
getting one's self. This is borne out must so live that our monuments'
Cynthia.
The Student Council is sponsor- and Appraise your Schools.
bit after spending two wonderful send it in,
will.
divine
the
to
according
ate
in history. The men and women will be registered in the hearts of
visiting relatives
weeks
vacation
man
Imperfect
rebel.
is
man
Only
who have made the greatest con- men corn.
behind us in terms
and friends in Cleveland, Ohio. I
tribubon to their day and time of good deeds and the like. Then follows a bad way. His will op- was accompanied by my mother,
have not been those who have been and only then will we justify our posed to God's will. His operations Mrs. Lucy Collier.
are not on the exalted level of
selfish but those who have been life here on e arth.
STIGALL SCHOOL
God's righteous principles.
"The heavenly armies led by Stigall High school teachers are
Jesus Christ at Armageddon will engaged in their In-Service Probeen
bring a change of conditions on gram. The work so far has
new
earth by clearing the heavens and very interesting. We have a
Char
earth of all wickedness." He cited teacher added to our staff,
•
the scriptures at Revelation 19:11.Ilie F. Jones. We welcome Mr
' Psalms 37:9, 10 and 2 'Fhesalonians!Jones to the faculty and hope for
la successful year.
1:6-9.
1 Rev. Brissett further said:
"Hnw'ICLUB MEET
GREENSBORO, N. C. — "If I tention to the fact that the world
the Bible Armageddon will' The Thursday Sewing Club met
could choose any period in his- today is full of confusion trouble ever,
be the last war, and then peace in the home of Mrs. Luria Lyons
tory in which to live, it would be and atnazin Paradoxes. '
will come to this earth. Bible pro- l recently. The business was presidthe next 50 years." the Rev.
..But the word's largest and phecy and physical facts in fill.' ed ovor by the president, Mrs. Ad.
Charles Bowles, minister of the most difficult frontiers are still
filltnent all point to an early' die Roe. Plans were made for next
church told the Bennett college ahead." he said, "and you are
change for the better on this earth.; years activities. A tasty menu t•f
vesper audience Sunday.
its pioneers. One of these great Hence, accurate knowledge must southern fried chicken, asparaman's
development frontiers is that of human rela- be gained in order to learn how
ng
salad, hot
from the stone age to the present tionship. Can men of different skin to do the divine will. Then you gus casserole, peach
and prune cake. Those
from he stone age to the present pigmentation and different relig- can live forever in happiness in rolls, coffee
enjoying the evening were Mesatomic age, Dr. Bowles called at•
Mix well sweet potatoes, Jack
over flow with vitamins. Can't
Yes Madame,
ious and economic beliefs live to- the new world soon where only dames Addie Roe, Lerla Lyons,'
you just see them now — hot Sprat flour, sugar, butter and
God's will shall be done on Lerlia Cunningham. Elizabeth Balgether 7"
the
is
"This
say,
will
too
You
(lisp tantalizing brown b u b- milk. Add egg yolk beaten until
lard, Louella T. Thompson, Addle
Stating that -unless the woild earth."
very thing to serve on these bling with butter.
belongs to all of us, it belongs to 34 persons were baptized in a Rawls, Eva Moody, Mossie
thick, atul tgg white, beatrn
Saturday immersion service. T h e Floyd and Enid Sims, Sunshine
brisk cool mornings." Jack
none of us." Dr. Bowles stressed
JACK SPRAT POTATO
until stiff. Cook in hot waffle
entire assembly was a complete gifts were opened and enjoyed.
sauwaffles,
potato
sweet
Sprat
the need for moral leadership in
irons until brown. Makes six
WAFFLES
added success.
and
sages, milk or whatever is your
Beauticians
He
free
Professional
a
The
world.
quickly
•
..... •
At the conclusion of the threewaffles.
I cup mashed, cooked or Jack
club attended a one day
•
favorite beverage.
-Mrs. S. A. Owen will be the that "before we can have a better ,day assembly the Witnesses
unani- Barber's
Sprat canned sweet potatoes
world.
most
better
clinic at Ellis Auditorium in Memwe
have
people.
P.S. They are just as good
featured speaker at First Baptist,'
mously el xpressed appreciation
With fresh sweet potato crops 1 cup Jack Sprat enriched
Oct. 19. Many new styles
with bacon t•s with saus2.get
Lauderdale, Sunday, Nov. 8, as it! He counseled his listeners to fol-jth
stations phis.
officials, radio ationto
harvested, the prices are down wheat flour
you will
and
demonstrated
were
Everlasting
low
"The
Jesus,
celebrates its Annual Woman'sj
Pion-i aned Peop
newspapers of the area for
IF cup sugar
Jut don't forget we have Jack
Bye fur now.
see the results of the day on our
eer." and to make Christian de- their
.pi
Sprat sweet potatoes the year 1-2 cup incited butter
•customers. Those attending were
---"Mrs. Owen will speak at the af- mocracy safe for the world.
?orter
Jana
Jack
too.
prices
right
at
round
i
cup
milk
Mesdames Lucy Lee, Willie A.
198 S. Fourth st.
isornoon assembly. 3:15 p. in. She!
Sprat flour makes the waffles 1 egg.
At the last meeting held Oct. 18. Perry, Carrie Porter, Louise
is' the dynamic wife of Rev. S. A
the newly elected Worthy Matron, Moore and Zellener Landers.
-Owen, known throughout Memoll's
Mrs. Mildred Porter, presided. Mrs. Lucy Lee motored to Indinia a freedom fighter and pastor
J.ANA PORTER
Plans for Esther's Day were com- anapolis, Ind.. on the week end to
of Metropolitan Baptist.
see a sick niece. While there the
Miss Ary Bailey is the gener-, The next meeting of the Order pleted.
Puckett family held a reunion.
at chairman of the program with of the Eastern Star Union will Mrs. Hattie B. Tuggle is the
Meeting Mrs. Lee were her sisters
Dr. H. C. Nabrit, church pastor, take place Nov. 15, 3 p. m . at club reporter.
'and brothers and Herman Puckett
lof Mansfield. Ohio: Mrs. Alice Ma' eon. Bolivar, Tenn., Mrs. cora
Johnson. James and Top Puckett,
all of Indiana. It was their first
gettogether in 11 years and you
may rest assured it was a happy
reunion.
The Ladies Auxiliary of Lee-Wilkins Post 134 held its monthly
meeting in the home of Mrs. Birdie L. Wiliams. The president
Mrs. Louise Coouper presided over
the business. Plans were made for
the innual banquet on Nov. 11.
Also plans were made to visit the
Veterans hospital in November.
Mrs. Nelda Williams has returned home after visiting in Cleve-

St. Luke Baptist
Plans Evening Of
Pre-Appreciation

e ova11's Witnesses Open House
eturn From Assembly At Melrose „again
November 10
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COUPO
M
YOUR
REDEE
WORTH 600 FREE QUALITY STAMPS

Picks Next 50 Years
As Most Productive

Come as a gift through the mail from BIG STAR
THIS week bring us Coupon No. 5- Good for 100 Free Stamps
Excellent opportunity to speed You toward many lovely Xmas
items. Free with Quality Stamps

First Baptist In
Woman's Day; Mrs.
wen speaks

Eastern Star
meets Nov. 15

ACHING MUSCLES
R•li•ve pains of tired, sore. ach,no
muscles w,th STANBACK, tablets
or powders. STANBACK acts fast
to bring comforting relief . . .
because is. STAN BACK formula
combines sever•I prescription typ•
lnprirlionts for fast relief of pain.

t
.
iff
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
oil Caders go,d
CombOooiews
ledge. for 1,1,1,.,, aM

large and
AME MEET —
enthusiastic
overwhelmingly
crowd of ministers met in St.
Louis Oct. 27 from each of
the nine conferences of the
Fifth Episcopal District 01 the
ANTE church. greeting Bishop
. R. R.. Wright, Jr., presiding
' 3ls1i. Above, from left to

right, front row are Presiding
Elders L. P. Parker, M. L.
Sim mins. U. Baker Pride,
Bishop R. R. Wright. Presiding Elder Harvey L. Vaugh.
Mrs, (.race Kyle, Pi esiding
Elder Palmer S. Ross, Rev.
Samuel L. Pointer. Rev, Emory G. Davis. Accompanying

the Bishop was his d
Mrs. D. V. Kyle. also of Los
Angeles. The meeting in St.
Louis was the 195th annua. ses:ion of the Missouri Confer-ice. compiling at Si. Paid
Wayman Blakely, hishopric
candidate. host pastoi.
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SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
71114 ft .5 I. 7/ Atilonga St 5 WI
With,
gtor,2 DC Attests 3 C•iotis

JOB WELL DONE might welt be the title of this picture, and
it is. For these talented girls have just performed a noble service
the Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South's talent
.how aired each Saturday morning over 50.000 small WD1A at 11:30.
,tig Star is air ays glad to bring these slats of tomorrow to you.
oday. For who know., the same faces you see performing today

in pigtails or crew cuts may be the same stars soil see taint,'
row on that famous television show. Above, appearing on a recent
show are, from left to right, Shirley Jones, Barbara Hall, Helen
folliser. Gloria Nightingale, Merdist Cobb, Loyola Green, Mars,.
Bolden and Fannie Farmer
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1SCHOOL IS FUN as pupils in
Weal schoolhouses found out

Friday when they took time
out to frolic in bit in recogni-

lion of the annual Halloween
celebration. At l'orter school,

Nliss Grace Collins teaches
her fourth graders a special

MRS. MILDRED RING. see.
end grade teacher at Leath,

is at left as her pupils show
off their Halloween false faces

and masks.

Halloween song.

rt
•a.

S.
P.

or
re
0.

11-

a-

he
r.
n,

25

SHOWING OFF witch made by
Leath second graders are 1.1nda Joyce Johnson of 104 Wel-

!Melon and Larry Harper of
OS Wellington.

•

•
MRS. BARBARA WILLIAMS,
at right peeking user Pupils'

shoulders, leads her lb I rd
graders at Porter in a goblins

and pumpkin song.

FIRST GRADERS at Porter
pose for Tri-State Defender

lensman with their teacher,
Mrs. Grace Williams.

City-Wide Student Librarians Association Meet At Hamilton High

PANEL OF STUDENTS dls.
cusses "The Gifted Students
As Library Assistants" at the
association meeting at Ilamil-

ton
high school Wednesday.
More than 2110 library assistants attended the sessions.
Panelists, left to right, are

Miss Annie Franklin, Douglass; Miss Juanita Wiggins,
Porter; Miss Alice Morgan,
Hamilton, panel moderator;

Miss Annette Ivory, Manassas;
and Miss Eddye M. Smith,
Hamilton.

ASSOCIATION OFFICERS are
left to right. Miss Hortense
Spillers, Melrose, president;
Miss Alice Morgan, Hamilton,
vice-president; Miss Rubestein
Clark, Manassas, secretary;
Miss Anna Blakemore, Lester,

assistant secretary; Miss pastee
William. corresponding secre.
tary. Standing left to right are
Ernest Withers, jr., glosassos.
historian; Miss Plan SOW
Washington, historitill; Booker
T. Wade, Washington, parlia

mentarian: Antoinette Mitchell. Hamilton. treasurer; Marbum Stansbury. Washington,
business manager; Miss Earline Nichols. Douglass, editorin chief of the Gazette.
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'Education U. S. A.'

iPaAti.t'cy +Prof. Doodle
1µ15 tf, WHY 40%1'0 LIKe -co RUN MRA BREAK
AND 10E4 NNALIC SLOWIN ACROSS AND
HAVE. -ME NERNE -to FROWN Al tiout

some PEOPLE.90U GIVE INETA

woman
Dear Mine, Chante: I am an- tached, mature intelligent
of age, dyxious to meet a woman between ..etween 30-45 years
or subur35 and 50 who desires a middle ing in the metropolitan
newcomer
age man. Would like for her to ban Cleveland area. A
unattac.ied,
be attractive but grace, charm, to ';.,s city, aim i
personality and intelligence must 5 f e e t, 7 inches tall, 60 lbs.
niaintain interesting exprevail. Hobbies are fishing, golf Will
and photography. I am sober, change of letters to all who regood mannered and a college spond wherever located. Reggie
graduate. T. B. Keystone, 4549 Fisher, 830 Eagle Ave., Cleveland
Lewis Place, St. Louis 13, Mo. 15, Ohio.
•.•
Dear Mute. Chante: Will y o u Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a
please help me find a good, intel- woinan of 31, 130 lbs., 4 feet, 9
ligent husband — one who is will- inches tall and very lonesome.
ing to work, likes to travel and
Would you kindly help me find a
fish. He must be between 39 and
Christian Lontleman who is inter45, about 5 feet, 8 inches tall. I
ested in riarriage. I will answer
am very serious and he must also
all letters and exchange photos.
he. Alice Anderson, 3535 S. Indi11..is Etta Smith, Hamilton Tudor
ana ave., Chicago 16, III.
Bridge, St. Mishael, Barbados.
•••
.1Dear Mme. Chante: Will you BWI
•••
please publish my letter in your
r
I
lovelorn section? I am a very lone- Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
some young lady, 20 years old, 5 to meet a young lady between 18
...011'w
1.1
tall,
inches
I Ili
feet, 3 inches tall, medium brown and 25, not over 55
complexion. I am a 1957 high and weighing not more than 130
and
4iA
clean
neat,
be
in
must
now
She
am
lbs.
school graduate and
my third year of college. Would want companionship as I do ad
love to correspond with nice serv- strive along with me to have a
icemen who are lonely as I am. home. happiness and security.
"
They must be between the ages Doubtful Thomases and curiosity
of 22-25, 5-6 to 5-9 and weighing seekers please do not write. I am
and
tall
inches
2
/
between 140-165 lbs. I will answer 30, 5 feet 51
proall letters. Gloria Chatman, Rt. 1, weigh 135 lbs. Eddie Pryor, 5628 young woman, 18, with one child, technical school teachers in
fessional safety, first aid, electriChicago 37, Ill.
Ave.,
Calumet
S.
Box 137, Minden, La.
was
husband
My
old.
months
10
•*•
cal theory and shop,
Dear Mme. Chante: I would Dear Mme. Chante: I am very recently killed in an auto accident. "The future of a strong industrilike to correspond with a lady be- lonely and would like to corre- I am very loneseme and would al economy, necessary to help
tween 28 and 48, understanding, in- spond with a young lady between like very much to hear from raise Indonesia's living standards,
great extent on the
telligent with an eye for business. 18 and 23. She must be faithful young men from other towns and dependsility
ti
a an adequate supply
of
I am 35, t.t, feet 4 inches tall, weigh and sincere. I am 26 and of the
feet, 4 inches of technically trained personnel
182 lbs., light brown complexion— Baptist faith. Please send photo in Countries. I am 5
like all sports and music. William first letter and all letters will be tall, fair complexioned, lover of capable of staffing and develop.
L. Richardson, 65 alorningside answered immediately. Wilbert music and all sports. Will answer ing new industries," says Alexave., New York, N. Y., Apt. 2N. Freeman, 423 Beale ave., Mem- all letters, Please send photo in ander. "Many of the skilled and
••
phis, 'Fenn.
semi-skilled workers for these new
•• •
first letter. Fayette E. Miles, 1344 industries will come from the
Dear alme. chime: I would
like to correspond with an mutt- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a W. Hastings St , Chicago 8, Ill. ranks of the graduate of the nation's technical schools."
A graduate of the Armour hailtute of Technology, Alexandlion Association has two fine liter earned his B.S. degree in electle booklets entitled "Sailing into
trical engineering, and prior to
To
Learns
Reading," and "Janie
his assignment in Indonesia, spent
Read" (available from NEA 'lead22 years in the Chicago area as
an electrical engineer.
quarters, 1201 16th St., WashingThe Alexander' reside at 7141
ton 6, D. C., for 50 cents each).
F,berhart aye , Chicago,
Also recommendea is "A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading" by Nancy Larrick, former
DJAKARTA, Indonesia—For the with her husband. la Indonesia, executive, technical and profespresident of the International past two years William H. Alex- Mrs. Alexander made a major vol- sional people who will carry on,
in
(available
Reading Association
ander has been assisting the Indo- untar,v contribution to welf are extend and improve these projects
bookstores in a 35-cent pocket- nesian Ministry of Education with worx by serving as consultant to In the future.
book edition),
its program to improve the coun- several Indonesian welfare organi- As an electrical engineering
specialist, Alexander's major retry's technical education system. zations.
train IndonesHe was a member of a team of The ICA is cooperating with the sponsibility was to
the electrical
technical education specialists, newly independent Republic of In- ian counterparts in
turn would be
sent to Indonesia by the Tuskegee donesia in its economic develop- field so they in
teacher traininstitute, under an International ment through technical assistance able to carry on the
U. S. assistCooperatton Administration con- on a number of special projects ing program without
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A roein the fields of education, agricul- ance.
tract.
labor He trained eight Indonesian orrl turnout of near 7,000 school
Alexander has returned to his ture, public health, industry,
boys
and girls, were on hand at
administration technical school teachers, and preformer position as test set design training, public
guide with a A&T college last Saturday for the
workshop
a
pared
transportation.
and
with
engineer
and maintenance
con- complete set of lesson plans, annual observance of High School
Western Electric Company. Mn. Each project is designed to
drawings and teaching aids and Senior Day.
increased
the
to
directly
tribute
Aarabella
former
Alexander, the
Tabulation showed that 6.802
and to examination questions for conduct.
nation
the
of
productivity
worksocial
professional
Gross, a
173 high
Empha- ing future workshops. He also dc• seniors coming from
er, who has been on leave from improve public services.
in North Carolina,
veloped course material and gave schools, chiefly
the Illinois Children's Home and sis is placed by the American
points in
border
but
a few from
training training to some 230 Indonesian
Aid Society in Chicago, returned technician on training —
Virginia and South Carolina, registered for the event.
William H. Gamble, dean of
men and chairman of arrangements for the event, said this figure exceeds last year's record attendance by nearly 150. He added
that the observance was the best
that the college had ever attempted.
The visiting youngsters, w h •
spent the entire day at the college, saw, at first hand, how college students live, study and learn.
They were conducted on pre-arnew shops at the pilot train•
ranged tours to those areas of ining center in Djakarta, Indostruction in which they expressed
nesia. Alexander and his wife
interest.
recently returned to their
Ada student guides were kept
home in Chicago.
busy answering fuestions about
college courses, college life and
many specifes on A&T.
They saw special exhibits arranged by the Schools of Agriculture, Engineering, Education and
General Studies, Nursing a n d
the Technical Institute and by the
Army and Air Force ROTC unite
at the college.

Say Reading Lessons At
Home May Be Harmful

Kago Engineer Returns
From Indonesia Assignment

the zoo — that will stimulate his inwhich he needs reading skill
By 1,01.:IS CASSELS
natural curiosity, broaden his in- in order to do something he wants
United Press International
Parents may ,do more harm terests, and teach him new words. to do. For example, if he, has a
than good by trying to give read- 5. Use word games as a subtle build -it-yourself toy, insist that he
ing lessons at home. But there t eaching device. Pre-schoolers en- read the instructions for himself,
even if you have to tell him many
are many other Ways in which
joy such games as seeing how of the words. If he wants to know
they can help their children to bemany words they cat, ilink of what's at the movies, show him
come good readers.
This advice comes from read- t hat begin with the same sound, the ads and let him figure out
lag experts of the National Edu- or helping to make up simple as much as he can for himself
cation Association and the U. S. rhymes. Older children profit while you supply the rest.
Office of Education. They were from more sophisticated games That's a starter. For parents
asked to give parents some down- like "Scrabble" and "Hangman." who want more information on
to-carth tips on what they can 6. Take advantage of situations this subject, the National Educelo to reinforce school programs
n reading.
They began with two important
1st
I. Don't undertake formal readng instruction at home unless
ou're a qualified teacher. Few
parents are trained in modern
methods of developing reading
skills. By setting up a conflict of
uthority ("Mother says do it this
way, but teacher says do it that
ay.") they may confuse the child
and make it difficult for him to
earn by any methoo.
2. Don't bring pressure on a
ehild to begin reading early. Some
ehildren are ready for reading at
about age six and a half. But othrs — perfectly normal and intel'gent — do not attain the neeesary level of maturity until a year
✓ so later. If they are pushed
'nto reading instruction too soon,
✓ are nagged about their apparnt lack of ability, they are likely
to develop emotional blocks which
will make it hard for them aver
learn to read.
The experts then listed six
logs that parents can do:
national Cooperation AdminisWILLIAM H. ALEXANDER,
I. Introduce your child to books (second from right in rear),
tration's Mission in Indonesia,
hile he is very young. A cloth
supervises the construction of
an electrical engineer for the
icture book is an ideal first birth@tech it al control boards I nr
pact two years with the Inter
ay present. As he grows older.
eep him surrounded with books
hat, are suitable to his age and
hat appeal to his particular in•
erects. Some you'll want to buy
or *him at bookstores (take him
long to help pick them out). Othrs you can borrow from public
✓ school libraries (let him go
long to browse). Get him his v
'brary card as soon as he is
ible. Give him a subscription to
has increaachildren's magazine.
iON 410 so many so-called religi- —High-speed travel
By SI.It,AN WAGNER
2. Begin reading aloud to him
d the spread of quarantinable
degrees."
Welous
—
(UPI)
—
WASHINGTON
a soon as he seems to enjoy it—
disease throughout the world. The
fare Secretary Arthur S. Flem- Tle secretary said the program
of persons held in ports
hich will probably be. well beannounced a crackdown couA lead to a request for new number
has
ming
for medifore age two. Make the daily story
"educational institu- legislation. But he observed that of entry to this country
bogus
on
F AMU PHARMACY Student
our a highlight of his schedule.
observation increased nearly
that hand out diplomas the Federal Trade Commission cal
tions"
t him choose the story, turn the
400 per cent in the year ended apereiyes Scholarship — Ger•
requiring "students" to do and the post office already are
without
aiding Rolle (left), junior
31. Flemming said the Pubages, point out the pictures,
armeo with certain powers to deal June
any academic work.
Florida
major,
pharmacy
handled
had
Service
it'
Health
You should continue reading aloud
that
problem
the
with
He told a news conference
workload without A8t's1 university. receives a
increased
the
o him even after he has begun
government
the
said
Flemming
$75,000.pour
750,000 Americans
8200 scholarship from the
undue strain.
read simple primers for him000 a year into such "mills" to had no intention of casting reflecself. This enrichment of his litermeaningless deare^s, enany tion on legitimate correspondence
obtain
ary diet is necessary because his
of them in the religious fieW. He schools. He also said the Office
.40u Kammer .-(atsce axon
GaEstrt.tenE14..
'nteresta at this age far outrun termed the fraudulent institutions of Education would not go into
PINS Ant Outt REPRESESTAT NES IN taco
Ii a reading ability. nut don't let
accrediting
of
to education.
business
threat
the
serious
a
AREA
him depend on you to read to
secretary of Health, schools and colleges.
him all through elementary school, Flemming,
t'ducation and Welfare, said he But he said he thought the pubWhen he can read well enough to
had ordered U. S. Education Coin- lic was entitled to protection from
keep himself entertained, put him
Lawrence G. Derthick the federal government against
inissioner
on his own.
to launch a three-pronged pro- the bogus degree racket
3. Treat reading as a pleasure
gram aimed at wiping out the
On other subjects. Flemming
rather than a duty. Your own expractice.
said:
ample will have far more influAs soon as possible. Derthick
—The Public Health Service will
ence on his attitudes than any
•
number of lectures. If he sees that will compile a list of all "de. disseminate information about a
gree mills " Ile also will confer new technique for diagnosing
his parents read a lot. and derive
to streptococcal infections which can
pleasure from it, he'll be eager to with other government agencies
examine the government's power cause rheumatic fever and rheuread too,
disease The cecre4. Help him build his vocabulary to cope with the evil in this coon. "(Wk. heart
tery said a flourescent antibody
in a natural way. One good 'rick try and abroad.
Finally, Flemming proposed a :echnique for diagnosis of strep
I. to label household objects with
by field
their names printed in bold tet- ,onferencc between Derthick and throats has been proven
cuts down the
ten on masking tape. Before and religious leaders. He said the aid tests. The technique
two to
after he starts to school, give him of church leaders was being time for diagnosis from
eriences — such as a trip to sought because "degree mills three days to two or three hours.

7,000 Attend
High School
Senior Day

Find Old Gunboat
Women*. Auxiliary of th•
Southeastern Tri-State Medi
cal, Pharmaceutical and Dental society- The scholarship
certificate was presented by
Mrs. Betty Stevens (right)

Jo

representative of the Auxiliary. Looking an Is Dean Murphy Jenkins of the A & M
School of Pharmacy. (A & M
Staff photo by Horace Jones,

VICKSBURG, Miss. — (UPI I—
Two skindivers said Friday they ,
have discovered remains of a federal gunboat scuttled 97 years ago
on the Yazoo river near here.
Ken Parks and Jim Hart said
they brought up two steel spikes
from the "calm," believed sunk
Jan. 12, 1862.
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Our Opinion
The Forgotten John Brown
The centennial of John Brown's raid
on the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry,
Va., passed almost without notice. Except
for a mild, silent observance of that moatitoue day in October 1859, by a few
Irthfule, there would have been nothing to
point to that landmark in American history.
Yet the raid and Brown's execution :set
off the powder keg of emotion which rendered the moral dispute over the status of
the Negro and the political conflict over
states' rights insoluble by anything short
of civil war.
The attack on the arsenal was the first
step in Brown's plan to set up a sovereign
state in the mountains of Maryland and Virginia as a haven in which Negro slaves
could find refuge.
The paradox of B'rown's idealistic goals
and his fearless methods are still being
argued in college seminars a century later.
Some would exonerate him on grounds of
genital insanity; others see him as a faVic whose passions knew no bounds. Only
a conspicuous few see him in the true perspective of history, as a martyr to a cause—
human freedom.
History books are not replete with instances in which men have mounted the
scaffold and placed their necks in the hangman's noose, forfeiting their lives for impersonal principles, for freedom, freedom of
i. at that.
piaci( me'
If Brown was belligerent, it was a belligerency motivated by his hatred of slavery. His deep convictions led him to work
for Negro emancipation as part of his Christian duty. He was willing to free the slaves
at the point of the gun. And he risked life
i limb in a bold attempt to bring this reve to pass.
This is the man whose sacrificial offering upon the altar of social justice and right
earned him only a marginal place in the annals of his. country. In short, history almost
forgot him. Yet, John Brown's death so
stirred the soul of America that a civil war
was an inescapable consequence. He had anticipated the course and verdict of history.
He was convinced that the slaveowners
would never willingly abolish an institution
which was to their material benefit, and
that it was necessary to fight force with

t

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — One issue Identical to Louisville in civil
that none of our local aldermanic rights privileges. All other public
candidates have touched in t h e facilities have been desegregated
current political campaign is pub without any untoward results.
lie accommodations.
They at first also had the excuse
In the 1957 mayoralty race, of lack of home rule. This did not
both candidates, Hoblitzell and Di- stop the local Missouri laveiali
ehl, were questioned on the sub- ers. They introduced ordinances
ject. Mayor lloblitzell said he teas which make it unlawful "for any
opposed to forced desegregation of owner, operator or manager of a
public accommodations. However, hotel, motel or restaurant within
he did set up a study committee. the city limits to refuse or deny
But to date, no report has been service to any .person because of
issued and from all indications, race or color."
the committee is nothing more What Louisville needs is one of
several aldermen who will introthan window dressing.
duce such an ordinance and staff
Really the only thing the comdent aldermep to support it. Obmittee can do is recommend. So
viously, nothing ventured is clonfar as we can ascertain, it has
ing gained. Our city needs to reyet to advance a program. That
move the ugly scar of public acleaves the issue squarely in the
commodations discrimination.
laps of the aldermen where it
Three hotels, one motel a n d
rightfully belongs.
some dozen lunch counters have
The plain fact is that Louisville found that serving people indismust take the lead in desegregat- criminately not only pays off, but
ing public accommodations in causes no trouble. But they are
Kentucky since we do not have only It drop in the bucket and too
or probably cannot get a state many people not familiar with
civil rights law in the next Gen- this limited policy are being emeral Assembly.
barrassed.
Two notable examples stand be- November 3 is the next best
fore us in s sister border state, tinie to choose a Board of Alder•
which does not have a Civil Rights men who will face up to the issue.
law. Both Kansas City and St. To ascertain those who will, it beLouis, Mo., have introduced pub. comes incumbent upon us to inlie accommodations ordinances. terrogate each aldermanic candiKansas City has virtually enacted date personally and openly on the
its law, and Si, Louis, with the subject. Then vote only for those
support of Mayor Tucker, is with- or hint who is willing to give a
in two votes of support.
firm commitment. In short, Sep.
Both of these border cities are orate the men from the boys.

force. And he was right. Now latter-day historians tell us that the civil war was fought
because many things wcot wrong, and that
the whole conflict was a tragic mistake that
could easily have been avoided if the men
of the 1860's had the serene wisdom of the
present-day generation.
This is quite possibly true; and yet the
point does remain that the war somehow
had its beginning in the simple fact that one
race held another race in slavery, and beyond that there lies the fact that the owning race considered itself infinitely superior
to the race that was owned. This was a
rather expensive attitude, since it led to the
loss of some 600,000 lives.
Even Abraham Lincoln's extraordinary
judgment on Brown fell short of the mark
when he said: "An enthusiast broods over
the oppression of a people until he fancies
himself commissioned by Heaven to liberate
them. He ventures the attempt which ends
in little else than his own execution."
(Milwaukee Journal)
qualified" than others who sought
But Lincoln was lacking in prevision,
At one and the same time a job. But she was rejected on
for he too, six years later, became one of America
shows two faces to the the grounds of race. She is a "San
the casualties of that conflict when he was world. Our congress now Is a s sei" or third generation Amenmembers
of Negro, Hindu, Japan- can of Japanese extraction.
Footholds And Toeholds
felled by an assassin's bullet while watching
the play. OUR AMERICAN COUSIN, at ese, Hawaiian, Arab and Chinese And in Kansas City the secre- "According to you," I said, mind has been brainwashed."
pose I was to change the name
extraction. This, ws say, is a sign tary general of the Nigerian Civil
the Ford Theater in Washington.
of my race from BLACK to
of maturity and r growing reali- Service Union went to a cafeter- "your Cousin Minnie has been up
"Why do you say that?"
BLUE, would I not still be black
Brown's own words addressed to the zation that race doesn't matter. ia to eat, lie was served but he North in Harlem for several years "Joyce reads too many white in the face?
Who is fooling who
And it is.
was advised never to return beand .magazines — and be.
court w‘hich was about to pronounce the But there is another side to the cause of the color of his skin. The now. Yet every time you tell me papers
with all this name changing latetrying to borrow lieves half of what she reads in ly, I want to know?"
her,
she
is
about
death sentence upon him, are a touching coin. In Falls Church, Va., a Nvell day when we can really hold up money from you. Hasn't Minnie
.
, I believe nothingthey
experienced teacher ap- our heads will be the day when
say. Joyce is also a fiend for cul- "Somebody has to open the way
vindication of his crusade against slavery. trained,
plied for a job in the public we can honestly say that we have got a foothold in the North yet?" ture. Whose culture? The white to integration," I said.
This is what he said:
schools. A school board member equality, not just in some parts of "It is very hard for a Negro to man's! Me ,I love the blues. But "The Polish American Associaget a toeholt, let alone a foutholt,"
said that she was "even better our nation but in all of it.
Joyce, every time a Negro plays tion just had a big parade the oth"Had I so interfered in behalf of the
said Simple, leaning on the bar.
Show-Pan at Town Hall, she wants er day and I did not read where
rich, the powerful, the intelligent, the so"I have been in the North longer
me to spend $4.40 to go hear it. they had changed their name to
than Minnie, yet if I was to lose
called great ... it would have been all right.
I just go to sleep on Show-Pan." the Polite American Association.
nty job tomorrow, I would be
On St. Patricks Day the Irish have
Every man in this court would have deemed
right back where I started from— "Chopin is everybody's music,"
big parades and I never hear tell
It an act worthy of reward rather than
(('hristian Science Monitor)
decision should have made at at nothing. Negroes do not make I said. "It belongs to the world.
of
the Irish changing their names
It is too bad you can't stay awake
punishment ... I believe that to have inter- On the first "decision day" of least some gesture in that direc- enough money to get a footholt. when Chopin is being played. I to anything but Irish. The Jews
its current term of the Supreme tion within five years. (It refused And a handholt. I never expect
fered as I have done, in behalf of the. de- Court, in a series of brief refus- to review an appeals court order to have."
can see you have a sensitive wife still celebrate Yom Kippur and
close up every store in Harlem.
spised Negro slaves, I did no wrong, but als to review, covered quite a to Prince Edward County to begin "That is a very pessimistic opin- whom you do not appreciate."
span of the nation's racial issues. the process in its public schools ion for a man of your abilities "1 love Joyce," said Simple. But some Negroes are now talkright.
ing about we ought to change the
Th court drew no new angles; forthwith.)
to hold," I
"How come you "But that Atheniannie Art Club name of Negro History Week to
"Now, if it deemed necessary that I rather it reinforced and underlin- In a Mississippi case the Su- never expectsaid.
to get any farther my wife belongs to has got me something less colored.
Until I get
down — especially since they
should forfeit my life for the furtherance of ed basic precepts already laid ereme Court, by letting stand an in life?"
a handholt, I refuse to call my
appeals court decision, served no- "Because I am black," said changed their name."
the ends of justice, and mingle blood fur- down.
toeholt a footholt because it is not
In a ruling on a
Carolina tice that if a state consistently ex- Simple. "I started behind the it- "The Anthenian Art Club is one
and ain't, North or Souh, nothing
ther with the blood of my children and with case, for instance, itNorth
in effect reit- cludes Negrnes from :twice that balL Bad schools, half
of Harlem's leading cultural erthe time
but a black holt — of which My
blood of millions in this slave country whose erated its policy of laying down state can expect reversals of N- no schools, when I
was a kid down ganizations."
Cousin Minnie has less than me."
rights are disregarded by wicked, cruel and broad constitutional standards and em convictions thus obtaince And South. Jim Crow all the way from "But they used to be the Negro
"Your wife, Joyce, at least, it
to local federal courts to that the fact ;hat Negro names are
Richmond to Washington to Bal- Art Club," said Simple. "Why did reaching," I said.
unjust enactments, I say, let it be done." looking
apply them and require compli- consistently absent from voting
timore to New York. High rents in they have to go change their name
Wh'le John Brown's body lies a mould- ance. Also of assuming that a law lists is ns scuse. Said the apto Antheniannie? 'It is lime to en- "For Show-Pan," yelled Simpl*
Harlem, low paid jobs downtown.
ering in the grave, his soul goes marching is constitutional 'on its face" if peals court oninion, "We -cannot—AclVancement for the white man courage integration,' Joyrt acme "While you are reaching for 111
its wording conforms to constitu- swine that Negroes. . .have en
on the job, stay-where-you-are for telling me. Well, them -Amen beer glass," I said.
on. For he died to make men free.
tional requirements — that t h e -sasse or in any substantial mum -

What Other Papers Say:

Two Faces Of America

O

For a quarter of a century the New
Deal of the second Roosevelt has given the
Democratic party its definition of liberalism
and a sense of theoretical unity. But in the
last few months more and more Democrats
have begun to suspect that it will no longer
serve either purpose. Last November's Congressional election slowed down the progress
of this idea. Since the party was able to win
a resounding victory on the strength of its
opponents' mistakes, Democrats who said
that the party ought to think afresh about
its own aims could not make their plea
sound very urgent. But the "new Eisenhower" has exposed the divisions among the old
new dealers.
It is evident that national chairman
Paul Butler, Senator Johnson and Speaker
Rayburn will not share the same bed. They
are poles apart on civil liberties and civil
rights. Even the avowed liberals disagree
about the meaning of the word. It may well
be the New Deal is no longer a useful model
f4r Democrats.

constitutionality of its purposes
and effects are questions to be decided on the merits of its administration. I On behalf of two Negro
litigants the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People had challenged the validity of the state's pupil placement
law).
In s Virginia case the high tribunal declared in effect that a coinmunity once ordered by a district
court to start compliance' in good
faith with the 1954 desegregation

me. And added to that, I am marlie" voluntarny abs'ained from
ried to a woman who lives black
rnistering as electors."
Would masy such reversaix of and thinks white nine times out of
convictions provoke lynchings—as ten."
"What do you mean?" I asked.
anticipation of this ruling is said
"I thought Joyce was a race wom1.ave Sas s in the ,ssSins
Mack Lee Parker? Possibly so. an," .
But those who still might choose "She is," said Simple, 'in her
to perpetuate all-white juries and heart, but sometimes I think her
.ssa torates ra.st !Tali's. that any
such consequence would only fan
the fires under pressure for federal prosecution of lynching cas•
es.

SO WHAT?

Editor Back In Dog House
NEW YORK — (UPI) — John
Fischer, editor, writer and social
critic, may have found himself a
permanent home — in the dog
house.
He admits It was strictly a do-

tamed such a high proportion of
cowef and eunuchoid males drilled with Prussian thoroughness to
shun all household sins."
MUTE DOCILITY
He said American husbands "endure their married lives In mute
docility, and die mercifully early
it-himself project.
Fischer stirred up •quite a bit in life from ulcers and high blood
nressure," after devoting every
of trouble In his own home and
waking' hour to "the pampering of
1111 few thousand others four years women "
when he wrote a little essay
That was in 1955 The f ur or
tills& "The Loving Care of De. stirred by Fischer has not died
termined Women" for Harper's out yet, even though he it trying
Magazine, of which he is editor.
eery bard to make amends with
In the article, Fischer charged. a brand new finding that the
among other things, that "neve, dapithters of the female tyrants
113 history his July country con• and dragons he wrote about four

I

Week By Week

Underlining, Reinforcing

Searching For A Political Symbol
11) One of the oddest sights in American
politics today is that of liberal Democrats
trying to decide which President Roosevelt
was their spiritual ancestor. The question
is raised by Arthur Schlesinger, the Harvard historian and author of "The Age of
Roosevelt" in a lively memorandum which
has been circulated among Democratic leaders.
Schlesinger, who sees American political history as a series of pendulum-like
swings from conservatism to liberalism and
back, makes two assertions. One is that the
United States is due shortly to emerge from
its spell of conservatism, made incarnate in
President Eisenhower, and to move into a
period in which liberals can get things done
again.
The second is that, if they want to make
ne most of their opportunity, the liberals
would do well to look to the example of
Theodore Roosevelt, the progressive Republican, rather than to that of Franklin
Roosevelt, the Democrat.

LANGSTON HUGHES

years ago are a far di f f erent
breed. At least they appear to him
to be more docile.
Had Fischer been a bachelor,
his life might not have been so
complicated by his barbs, But he
is a married man with two
daughters, aged 16 and 19, and
none of the women in his household was cheered one bit by his
essay.
To put it bluntly, Fischer's
womenfolk are more miffed than
ever because this example of his
writing skill has been singled nut.
Fischer is attempting to mollify
them with his new-found discovery
that sirla graduating from college

"So that's what a bouncer does! I thought he was a man
today are eager to grant equality who threw noisy parties!"

have got a integrattss narne for "Which right now is ematy,"
that club but nary
while mem. said Simple. "Set us up."
her as yet. Jest liks the Colored "I will contribute no further to
Golfing Association changed its your already wavering toehold,"
name to the Associated Golfing I said. 'Goodnight."
Association — but I hear tell of "Then drop a dime on Dinah'it
no white players associated with new record before you go," said
them up to now. Them same Ne- Simple, "else play Joe Williams
groes are still playing golf with one more time to liven up lila—
the same Negroes as before. Sup- bar."

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

LAGOS, Nigeria — Americans and Mobiloil gas stations and The biggest political story rir
are piling into this fabulous coun- signs than any others in Nigeria. cently, however, comes from Eng7
try, some to take a quick look The oil boys are also drilling for land and not Nigeria. Most of the
and others to examine business oil with some success in several Nigerian intellectuals wanted this
isrospects. Among the scheduled sections of the country.
Labour party to win because of •
arrivals this month are Ald. Leon The influx of Americans, how- their disgust with the Conserve,
Despres of Chicago's famous Fifth ever, is small compared with the ive party', recent record in AfWard and Dr. Arthur G. Falls, a British, French, Germans, Leban- rica.
Chicago physician, and his wife. ese and Syrians. A few come as The famous Devlin Report
Mrs. Esther Paraham Thomas tourists, but most of them are which castigated the Conservative
of the Esther Cosmetic company chasing the precious pound sterl- government for the Hole Camp
on Harlem's 125th street opened a ing which makes the wheels go prison scandal in Kenya, in which
factory here two weeks ago with round in this land as it does in 11 Africans died, is fresh in the
a Nigerian partner. She and her Britain. The rush of newcomers memory of Nigerians. The Tory
husband and an assistant, Miss has been inspired by the develop- pesition on Nyasaland and other
Sharp, are putting on a hair style ment which everyone expects will hot spots in central and East AMshow at one of the hotels, the Am- follow independence in 1960. It is ca is also frowned upon here.
These issues were used by Labbassador, next Saturday.
the story of Ghana all over again
our in its campaign against the
Newsmen are moving in also
in a much bigger way.
Conservatives in the English elecand the Time, Life crowd is getThe frantic political atmosphere, tion. The Nigerians were- hopeful
ting set for a big picture splash
which
has
grown
more
frantic
that British public opinion would
on the new nation which will soon
during the last few weeks as the rally to the Labour arguments and
become independent. James Bell
major
parties
have
stepped
up
the
shut its disgust with reactionary
and Ralph Gooding of the Time
campaign for the December elec- African policies of the Conserves
group, are in Lagos now and othtions,
does
not
seem
to
bother
the
tives.
ers are on the way.
net' comers, No matter which par- Instead Prime Minister MacmilArch Parsons, formerly of the
New York Ilerald Tribune, has ts (ontrols the new federal gov- lan and his Tory collegues woe
dug in up at lhadan, the capital ernment, they feel that there will a landslide victory and doubled'
01 the Western Region, where he be no obstacles put in the way of their ma ;urity in the English par.
is writing manuals and booklets expatriate capital and business liament. Labour lost ground to the
liberals and Conservatives, altsr the government under the aus- it velopment,
Some of the political leaders, though tne Liberals are a minor
pices of the Ford Foundation.
The biggest contingent from like Prone Minister Awolowo of party. The so-called African isAmerica, of course, consists of the Action Group, have made it sues, obviously, did not offset the
representatives of big business clear that should they win federal general satisfaction of Britons
Nicholas Bristow of the Mohiloil confect., the foreign investors will with the way the Conservatives
company, who is probably the top he more than welcome Awolowo have been running things in EngNegro in the orgagization, has just has also denounoed neutralism land. The Tory campaign line
completed a lecture tour of the i'nr1 has firmly aligned himself that 'snit never had it so good"
with the Western democracies in turned the trick. Such a line, howcountry.
ever, would never work ia Africa.
Incidentally,. you see more Esso his tonna policy statements.
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'Alotta' Beef Stew

STARS OF SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S Porgy and Bess walk
away with Meritorious
Achievement honors confered
by the National Council of
Negro Women. The companion awards were extended to
Sammy Davis, jr. and Doro-

thy Dandridge "in recognition of their high standards
in the theatrical profession
a n d the inspiration they
thereby afford to aspiring Negro youth in America." A capacity house witnessed the
presentation in the Grand

Ball room of the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles, on
Saturday, Oct. 31. Left to
right, are Mrs. Ferrol Bobo
Starks, Los Angeles Council
president; Davis, Mrs. A. C.
Bilbrew, program chairman
and Miss Dandridge.
EVEN ALLEY CATS got a break during National Cat
Week as evidenced by the cuddling this kitty is getting
from Miss Jennifer Bennett, 20, Miss Indianapolis of
1957. The cat's name is "Joe."—UPI Telephoto

Ike, Rocky Confer On Civil Defense
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower scheduled a
meeting Wednesday with Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of New Yore.
The White House said the conference would concern Civil Defense.
Rockefeller las' saw the President Aug. 18, to discuss national
Civil Defense necds and problems of his state in particular.
Press Secretary James C. Hagerty said Rockefeller wanted a
followup meeting with the President after conferring with the De.
fense Committee of the National Goverr.ors Conference.

Urges UN Not To Give Up Armament
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.—(UPI)—Don't give up all your armaments, the Portuguese delegate warned the United Nations Tuesday. It may be just what the Martians are waiting for.
Dr. Vasco Viera Garin told the General Assembly political committee about toe danger from outer space during a debate on the
Soviet plan for "general and complete disarmament."
"It is certainly far-fetched, but perhaps not at all absurd, the
way things are am,ving nowadays on this planet, to imagine a sudden invasion of cir• earth by aggressive warriors from another celestial body," he said.

'Top Secret' Bomber Crashes In Miss,

Iraq Orders Arab Envoy Out Of Nation Report Increased Red Hold On Baltic
BEIRUT, Lebanon. — (UPI) — The Iraqi government has ordered United Arab Republic Second Secretary Tawfiq Sulayman
Abazah to leave the country within 24 hours, Baghad radio announced Monday.
The broadcast accused Abazah of "activities detrimental to the
state."
The radio, quoting a foreign ministry announcement, said "his
presence in Iraq is no longer desired" and asked that he "arrange
for his withdrawal within 24 hours."

ROME — (UPI) — The Soviet Union will attempt to send two
men to the moon aboard a space station on the Nov. 7, anniversary
of the Bolshevik revolution, the Italian agency continentale said
Sunday.
In a dispatch datelined Prague. the agency, which specializes in
Communist affairs, claimed it obtained the information from usually
well informed sources.
The agency said the two men who will he in the space station
were picked from a number of volunteers who knew that the chances
of return to earth were slim

Famed Ex-Air Ace Dies In London

Says Anti-Castro Revolt May Fall Flat

Fulgencio Batista Monday assailed Fidel Castro as a Soviet pawn
showing his true
who "always hated the United States" and
colors now."
Batista, looking trim and dapper, explained that Castro was
merely reverting to type when he recently blamed the United
States for a pamphlet-bombardment of Cuba.
''Notice how he always accuses the United States, but never
Russia?" said the one-time strongman of Cuba, who had to flee for
his life when Castro took over last January. "I could never understand why the U. S. ever sppported him-

Britain's First Superhighway Opens
LONDON — (UPI) — Britain's first superhighway was opened
to traffic Monday in long-prepared ceremonies, but everyone knew
that a 1902 touring car had stolen the show the day before.
The 57-year-old Benz car somehow found its way on to the London-Birmingham expressway Sunday and cruised its entire length
at a conservative 40 M.P.H. Owenerdriver Geoffrey Sloan claims he
didn't mean to spoil the opening ceremonies for the 56 million dollars road — he was just looking for a shortcut to a veteran car rally.
"How could he have been on it?" a ministry of transport official
asked. "It wasn't opened yet."

Russia To Send Two Men Into Space

LONDON — (UPI) — Jim Mollison, the playboy of the air whose
fame as a pilot in the thirties was second only to that of Charles A.
Lindbergh, died in a nursing home, it was learned Sunday.
Mollison died from pneumonia Friday at the age of 54. Doctors
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Nobel prize scientist Dr. Harold C.
Urey says the Soviet photograph of the moon's far side is "an out- said he was weak and his resistance was low from a lifetime of
standing technical achievement- which should spur this country to celebration.
In 1932, five years after Lindbergh's West-East solo crossing,
greaier efforts in space. •
solo flight on the more diffiUrey agreed with other scientists here that the Russian photo Mollison made the first trans-Atlanticsingle-engine puss moth, "The
was not detailed enough to warrant conclusions about the nature of cult East to West route. His tiny
Heart's Content," was even smaller than Lindbergh's "Spirit of St.
the moon's other side.
But he said it was impossible to exaggerate the technical skill Louis."
which enabled the Russians to get the picture at all.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Former U. S. Marine Lee Harvey Oswald,
20, shut himself in his hotel room Monday to await a Soviet decision
NEW DEL11.—(UPI)—Prime 51inister Jawaharlal Nehru is pre- on his request for Soviet citizenship.
paring a major policy statement en India's relations with CommuOswald. of Ft. Worth, Tex., decided to ask for Soviet citizenship
nist China now strained by a ;eries of border incidents, high gov- over the weekend and handed in his American passport to the U. S.
ernment sources said Wednesday.
embassy here. He refused to see reporters in his Metropole hotel
He will de.AvPr it when he has finished a series of conferences room Monday and declined to discuss his background on the telewith his trusted licutenants and foreign affairs experts including phone.
"I am awaiting a reply from the Presidium of the Supreme
Home Minister ...-:vinct Ballahh Pant, known for his cool and maSoviet on my application for citizenship and have nothing to say
ture judgment sr. his firm aoli communist stand.,
Almost every major Indian newsnaper appealed editorially meanwhile." he said when contacted by telephone.
Wednesday 1.6 Nehr, to take a firmer stand against the Communists.
and not to minimize the gravity of the situation. The influential
BERLIN — (UPI) — Luthera n Bishop Otto Dibelius defied a ComEnglish language Daily Hindustan Times said failure to do so would
munist ban Sunday and entered East Berlin to preach in the jamimpair his abiii.y to unite the nation behind him.
packed Marien church.
Bishop Dibelius was ordered by the Communists to stay out of
East Berlin — he already had been barred from the Soviet zone. And
DETROIT-11'1 t—General Motors laid off another 11,000 work
he was asked to recant his statement that East Germany is a Godera Wednesday ,..cause of steel shortages thilq boosting the total less state to which no Christian owes allegiances.
number of idle I ',um workers to more than 125.000,
He dified the Communists on both points, and although his sermon
Over 2.000 d those sent home Wednesday were from the Pontiac
was moderate and somewhat conciliatory, he did make a subtle atMich.. Fisher boot: plant
tack on Communism when he spoke on the theme: "Blessed Are They
Two ether auto supply firms also announced they have been Who Hunger and Thirst After Justice For They Will Re Satisfied."
forced to layoff minther 2,000 men.

Scientist Urges More Space Research

Nehru To Give Views On Red China

non Workers

Denies Withholding Space Info
Believe; Man Could l_ive In OlutP,cnorp NASA
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The National Aeronautics and Space
u yi)-1.-.s. Air Force Col. Stanley C. White, of the
National Aeronatalis and Space Agency, told world scientists Wednesday he thought man could dye in outer space.
White, who is assigned to th, space task force at Langley Respoke before the second world Congress of Avis
search ('enter
tion and Space Medicine
He said mar probably could ity anythins from a one shot rocket to an earth-orbiting satellite and live to tell about It.

Administration has denied that the United States is withholding information on earth satellites from Russia.
A spokesman answered a Soviet scientist's claim Sunday with a
counter charge that the Soviet Union "consistently withholds basic
tate and detailed information on telemetering and tracking."
Professor Ails Masevieh said in a Moscow radio broadcast that
U. S. scientists have refused op to now to share information sent
back to earth by the American polar satellites.

•

Urges Probe Of Union 'Featherbedding'

Navy Jet May Have Launched Satellite

Alert U. S. Troops In Panamanian Area

Spot Four Celestial Light Objects

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — (UPI) — Francis McCarthy, United
Press International manager in Havana, said Saturday night the undercurrent of revolt which threatens Cuban Premier Fidel Castro's
government will fall flat if Castro can weather an economic crisis.
McCarthy told UPI newspaper editors in Indiana that certain opposing political forces are preparing invasion plans against the bearded revolutionist, but Castro's hold on the masses is still tremendous.
Cuba faces a serious foreign exchange problem and it will take
all of Castro's political skill to pull out of it. McCarthy told the editors
at a meeting here.

Former Marine Awaits Red Citizenship East Germans Release U.S. Soldier

Lutheran Bishop Defies Soviet Ban

General Motors Lays Off 11

Cuba Draws Up Charges Against Airman

Shepherd Boy Shot By Soldiers
Seek Soviet Support In Nuclear Study Charge

Navy Says Cuba Can't Cancel Lease

VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — Pope John XXIII told an audience
from his home area of Italy Wednesday that he would like to show
them around Rome but since becoming Pope a year ago he is a
prisoner.
The Pope recelved 200 churchmen and peasants from the Bergamo district in mountainous northern Italy. where he grew up as
one of a sharecrcpper's 13 children. He told them he would like to
show them the sights of the city.
"Unfortunately, I am a prisoner," he said sadly. "I cannot do
'vital I want to do Every time there are 40 people who tell me what
I have to do."

chi

Batista Assails Castro As Soviet Pawn U.S. Joins
Cuban Search For Officer
FUNCHAL, Madeira. — (UPI) — Exiled Former Cuban dictator

GENEVA — (UPI) — The United States and Britain planned another major effort Monday to convince the Soviets to join them in
a scientific study of underground nuclear bomb tests.
The three nuclear powers opened the second year of their test
ban negotiations with the deadlock unbroken on the control system
for such a ban.
The West wants to look into the question of underground tests,
which have been discovered to be harder to detect than first supposed, Russia refuses and agrees only to a limited number of inspections on her territory each year, despite the number of suspected tests.

Pope John Receives 200 'Home Folks'

Israelis Vote To Elect New Parliament

WASHINGTON"— (UPI) — Russia's "iron grip" over Lithuania
JERUSALEM, Israel. — (UPI) — Israelis voted Tuesday in 911/.
and Latvia has increased under the regime of Premier Nikita's S. degree temperatures to elect a new Knesset (Parliament). The unKhrushchev, according to testimony made public Sunday by the usually heavy turnout was expected to return David Ben-Gurion as
House Committee on Un-American Activities.
premier but without a working majority.
Ben-Gurion, whose Mapai (moderate labor) party held 40 se
Two former officials of the Baltic countries told the committee
that economic exploitation and religious persecution have been in- in the last 120-seat Parliament, was expected to win possibly moo
in Israel's fourth general elections but less than a majority. This
tensified under Khrushchev's rule.
Dr. Vilis Masens, former Latvian dipomat, said "there are no again would require him to form a coalition government with other
parties.
political freedoms whatsoever" in his homeland today.
All Israelis over 18 were eligible to vote and officials predicted
1,200,000 citizens or 85 per cent of the electorate would cast ballots
although voting is not compulsory. The voting was for the record
KEY WEST, Fla. — (UPI) — The United States joined the 24 parties entered, with the parties themselves naming the actual
Cuban government Saturday in searching for missing Cuban Army members of Parliament.
Commander Camilo Cienfuegos, it was announced here.
The Navy plane combed the area from about 4 p. m. EST until
a wide area from the Florida Keys to Andros Island in the Bahamas.
HAVANA — (UPI) — Cuba is drawingf up formal charges against
Navy officials said a U. S. Navy plane was dispatched to search
former revolutionary Air Force Commander Maj. Pedro Diaz Lanz
dark, but found no trace of the missing Cuban official or his light
that he incited a rebellion, it was disclosed Tuesday. Conviction
aircraft.
would be punishable by death before the firing squad.
But public attention still centered on the thus far fruitless search
for Army Commander Maj, Gamilo Cienfuegos, missing since last
Wednesday on a flight from Camaguey to-Havana- The hunt continuDAMASCUS, U. A. R. — (UPI) — An Arab shepherd boy was ed in spite of waning hbpe that the beaded hero of the revolutioa
shot and critically wounded bY Israeli sodiers Saturday 300 yards would be found alive.
inside the Arab demilitarized zone, a spokesman for the United Arab
Premier Fidel Castro was in persona) command of the sear
Republic charged.
for his comrade-in-arms. Haggard and looking depressed, he pledg110
The spokesman said "Israeli soldiers ambushed the boy while "not to let down in our efforts to find my dear friend Camilo" as
he was herding cattle near the East Jordan river, and inflicted he took off for Camaguey Monday,
severe wounds in the leg and arm." He said doctors had to amputate the boy's arm•
The United Arab Republic lodged an "urgent complaint" with
the United Nations' mixed armistice commission, he said. .
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Albert Whitehouse, director of the
AFL-CIO's industrial union department, has urged a Congressional
investigation of managerial waste and "featherbedding" which he
said costs the American consumer billions of dollars.
capable
of
fighters
are
jet
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Navy
Whitehouse said Monday American management "is highly
launching earth satelites and may aready have sent one into orbit, vulnerable in its loose talk about featherbedding" by unions.
a science publication reported Sunday.
He said in a statement that false claims for products by corporaThe weekly "Science Trends," published here, said the Defense tions amount to featherbedding and result in "extra and unjustified
Department has approved a Navy fighter-satellite program and that cost to the American people."
a new launching attempt is scheduled within the next two months.
Some Navy experts believe that a satellite released from a Navy
F4D Skyray fighter actually has been in orbit for more than a year,
BALBOA, Canal Zone. — (UPI) — U. S. troops were alerted
the magazine said, but "there has been no definite proof."
Tuesday against possible anti-American riots during the planned
"peaceful invasion" of the Canal Zone by Panamanian nationalists,
The "invasion" was called by former Foreign Minister Aquilino
PASADENA, Calif. — (UPI) — The California Institute of Tech- Boyd in conjunction with Panama's observances of Independence
Day.
He urged Panamanians to cross into the Canal Zone and plant
nology Saturday reported that Palomar Observator detected four Supernovae, great bursts of light believed to be exploding stars, so far the Panamanian flag there to "reaffirm Panama's sovereignty" ove
the zonethis year.
American soldiers in battle dress took up stations during the
A Cal-Tech spokesman said that a supernova is characterized
by a sudden flare-up that can illuminate an entire galaxy, an island night. Guards at gates to all military posts were supported by fire
engines with high pressure hoses. Special guards also were placed
of millions of stars•
The average supernova radiates as much light and energy in one on U. S. military flagpoles in the Canal Zone to frustrate any atday as the sun does in a hundred million years, the spokesman said, tempt to raise the Panamanian flag.
adding that the brightness fades in a few months,

HATTIESBURG, Miss.—(UPD—A "top secret" B-58 bomber,
reported carrying a nuclear device, crashed and exploded in a wooded area near here Tuesday night.
The plane carried a three-man crew of civilian experts, all employed by Convair Aircraft corp.
The pilot of the craft, Everett Wheeler of Fort Worth, Tex., was
found unharmed six miles from the crash site. He said he and his
companions bailed out at an altitude of 25,000, but would not say
why they abandoned the ship. A search was underway for the other
two crewmen.

WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The Navy said Tuesday night there is
no provision for terminating the lease agreement with Cuba for
maintenance of tre big U.S. naval base located at Guantanamo Bay
on the troubled island.
The Navy stated its position in response to questions raised
about the status of the base after Cuban Premier Fidel Castro made
implied threats about ousting Navy forces during a fiery speech to
a crowd of 2,50 POO Cubans Monday in Havana.
Castro posed the question whether Cuba should permit the functioning of a U.S. Naval Base in Cuba. The aroused crowd replied:
"No, No, No."

SECRETARY OF STATE Christian A. Herter laughs over an AO-gallon
vat of beef stew with Mrs. Elizabeth Pasewalk, manager of the new State
Department cafeteria in Washington, Monday. The cafeteria opened as
part of the new State Department building. UPI Telephoto

HEIDELBERG, Germany. — (UPI) — East German authorities
have released a U. S. Army private held since Sept. 21 when he
wandered across the East-West German border into Communist East
Germany, it was announced Saturday.
An American Red Cross announcement said that Pvt. Michael
Petrovcin, 27. of Jersey City N. J., was turned over Friday night by
East German Red Cross authorities at the Bad Ilershfeld.
Robert S. Wilson, European director of the American Red Cross,
received Petrovcin on behalf of the American authorities- The soldier
was promptly turned over to waiting U. S. Army officials who interrogated him.

Film Writers Guild Ends 20-Day Strike
HOLLYWOOD — —(UPI) — The Writers Guild of America Saturday announced settlement of a 20-day strike against three independent movie producers.
The Guild said it signed a five-year contract with the Mirisch
co., inc.. Harold Hecht productions, and the Stanley Kramer co.
The strike still remains in effect against several other independent
companies, the guild said.

France To Proceed With A-Bomb Plans
PARIS — (UPI) — France will go ahead with its atom bomb
program and attempt to explode a bomb "soon" despite protests
from African members of the United Nations, informed sources said
Tuesday.
France's bid to become the world's fourth nuclear power came
up for debate Tuesday in both the French senate and the U. N.
political committee. The Senate debate was expected to produce
little excitement, with interest here focused on the United Nations,
The African nations, headed by two former French colonies,
Morocco and Guinea, have a formal protest resolution prepared
against French testing plans in the Sahara Desert:

Winny's Son Says He Got No Answers
EAST BERGHOLT, England- — (UPI) — Randolph Churchill,
Sir Winston's journalist son, said Tuesday that no one gave him the
answers when he appeared on an American quiz show and lost oak
the second question.
.
"They didn't treat me so handsomely as Van Doren," Churchill
said. "I answered the first question but missed the second. I woe
no money at all."
Churchill flunked out of "The $64,000 Dollar Question" on a sub.tect the show's producers chose for him: The English Language. is
failed to define the origins of the word "boycott."

Steel Strike Affects Coal Industry
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Bureau of Mines reported Tuesday that the steel strike may plunge the nation's coal industry into
one of its worst economic nose-dives in years.
Bureau Economist Paul W. McGann said production might fall
below the 14-year low of 1954 if the strike lasts another six weeks.
lie estimated that coal production already has dropped by about
500 million dollars as a result of the strike.
He said the hardest-hit areas would be the Appalachian bituminout; districts, which include portions of western Pennsylvania, Ohio,
eastern Kentucky and West Virginia

Forces Win African Issue,
German Reds Renew Claims To Railway Macmillan
LONDON — (UPI) — Prime Minister Harold Macmillan's conBERLIN — (UPI) — East German Communists, in a move that
could spell trouble, claimed anew Saturday that they have full authority over the city's elevated railway installations in West Berlin.
The claim, made by the East German news service Ada, might
foreshadow a new outbreak of violence if the Communists follows it
up next week by trying to rase the new East German flag over
Western stations on the line.
The Wr-lern allied commandants here already have instructed
West Ber' .) police to pull down the Communist flags if they should
be raised to mark the Nov. 7 anniversary of the Bolshevik revolution.

servative government won its first vote in the recently-elected House
of Commons Monday night.
The Tories won by on impressive 93-vote majority on a labor
opposition motion attacking the government's African policy. The
motion was a blast at the Macmillan government's alleged failur
to make proposals to end the state of emergency in Nyasaland.
The motion was defeated by a vote of 344 to 251.
Debate on the measure was long but restrained. Many Laboritell
criticized government policies, particularly in regard to Airless
affairs but also in regard to general colonial administration,
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HALLOWEEN FUN is not just
for the kiddies. Gr,.‘tirr. the
shcsts and goblins at the Lake

view County Club Halloween Party Friday night were
members and guests of the

County Club, Couple at left:
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Peace.

ter Bailey, Charles Champion
and Walter Bailey, Party was

sponsored by the Country Club.

At right are Mr. and Mrs. Orilla Horne. Recognize them?
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ing the seasonal fun.
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IN LOUNGE, men get sway
from the festivities for a moment to talk about football.
Halting or whatever men uxu.

ally talk about when they go
to parties. Left to right are
0. Carr, H. A. Neale and W.
L. Jamison.

LINED UP FOR lb:SPECTION are the revelers who bad

are the revelers who had a
lot of fun before Halloween ac-
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and

and the trick
tieaters started their

rounds.'
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'Ti, November , .. and the Mrs. Maggie Kirkland, Mrs. Dolly
balmy weather of the first day of Jones, Mrs. Maude Mosley, Mrs.
the usually grey and melancholy Carlee Bailey, Mrs. Connie Rivmonth belies its reputation . . ers, Mrs. Onnie Hunt and Mrs.
meanwhile, we continue our paces Juanita Allen.
— knowing only too well that the Zeta sorors responding were
days of the last leaf to fall — and Mrs. Earline M. Soverville, sponthe last flower to bloom — will be sor to Amicae from the local graduwith us 'ere long.
ate chapter; Mesdames J. R.
We of the TSD are delighted to Jones, S. F. Brittenum, Carlotta
have two charming additions to Stewart, Bernice A. E. Calloway,
our staff — Miss Helen Duncan, Hattie Debro, Annie Frazier, Loversatility plus, who is our fash- retta Kateo, Birdie Lenoir, Juanion columnist; and pert sub-deb, ita Lewis, Mildred Horne, bast- GOING TO THE FAIR, The
with student tickets ($1-50) are,
Betty
Bower,
Earnestine
Robinson. Members not shown
Miss Tommye Kaye Hayes, daugh- leus of the local grad chapter; Ebony Fashion Fair, that is,
reading from left to right, botStroud, Ida Smith, Seretha
but who have tickets are NorHazel
Pyles, Dorothy Berkley, are these members
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.
of the Ortom row, Lilia Ann Abroin, AnPatton, Modena Thomas and
ish Trueman, Patricia Hooks,
Hayes Jr., a Father Bertrand Mavis Gholston, Geraldine Taylor, cliches Social club, who plan
drea Hill, Thresa Thompson
Doris Thompson. Top Row, Bar- Erancetta Estes, Eddie M a
student, now our Teen-age Column- Pytee Bolden, Bernice Williams
100 per cent attendance at the
and
Rosanna
Quinn. Middle
bara Ray, Claudette Green,
Smith and Georgia Thomas,
ist. We extend a warm welcome and Celia Chaplin.
gala affair. Already "fixed up"
row (UM, Billy Gale Baker,
Jacqueline Gibson and Juanita
Guests attending were Ed Batts,
P. S. The Fair will be here
to these journalists — knowing
Nov. 12.
that they'll find 'printer's ink and Charles Pickens, Curtis Spillers —
VIVACIOUS VIVIAN Jackson,
Schuberth of Rome. The creathe Fourth Estate' an altogether who drew the lucky ticket; Miss
Brooks, president of the American ning at 9:30 a. m. The eight point
Ebony Fashion Fair model
tion has a unique grey and
Interesting and rewarding experi- Shirley Brown, Miss Beatrice MilTeachers'
Associatio
William
n,
H.
program
will
given
be
Mrs.
by
er, Mr. and Mrs. John Tyler, Miss
strikes a pretty pose as she
ence•
black taffeta fan train and trim
Fort, president of the Tennessee N. H. Williamson, state president
Mary L. Jones, Mrs. Julia Hunt,
primps for balling in this loveSee this and many other fasBANS PAR1EL CLUB
Educational Congress and W. E. of Nashville, Tenn, The group
Mrs. Josephine Collins, Oscar
will ly ball gown of white satin
cinating gowns at the Ebony
Sans Panel Club members donTurner, co-ordinator of Division of be honored with remarks by W.
Smith, Mrs. Ida Biggs, Mrs. Amy
E.
embroidered in grey and black
Fashion Fair coming to Memned their best bib 'n tucker for
Instruction. Vice President A. L. Turner,
E. Brown, George H. Banks, Ed
State Department of Edu- It w a s designed by Emilio
their trek to their last regular
phis' Ellis auditorium Nov. 12.
Robinson, principal of Montgomery cation in Nashville.
Pope, the host; Mrs. Lillie Harris,
The
theme
to
_
meeting, the business of which
High school at Lexington will preMrs. Eliza Falls, Mrs. Josephine
be used for this meeting is "quanwas brief, due to the sparkling
side over the general sessions.
buses and ample space for play,! and plan to attend the public proGipson and Mrs. Alva Hunter,
Parent-Te
tity
Associatio
acher
ns:
and sophisticated cocktail supper
A social affair for teachers and A Need
Mrs. Texanna Reed was the winfor Maximum Growth." LEAVEN WITH a salary scale gram at Merry High school on
which followed at Sarah and Arguests will be in the Merry High Presiding
ner of a silver well and tree
will be Mrs. M. S. Drap- that is fair and decent, and a good Monday, Nov. 9 at 7:30 p. m. unah's Grill. There, with Mrs. R. L.
school gymnasium Friday night
platter.
ery of Memphis, who is the coor- plan for teacher retirement.
Owens as hostess, guests marvellat 8.
der the direction of the program
dinator for West Tennessee, James
I think we can well say that No-p next general session will be Fried at the beauty of a silver- BUFFET SUPLER
SPRINKLE generously with real committee of the Jackson City
P. T. A. CONGRESS
Buchannon is president of t h e
Well-known Jesse Eugene King vember is education month and in day afternoon at
laden table set for 24 persons.
appreciation from the community.,Teacher's Association. Pupils from
2 p. m. when Preeeedin
g the WTEC on the Jackson District.
Mrs. Owens wore a smart roy- was host at a brilliant buffet sup- the city of Jackson any way. Pro- of Fisk university in Nashville,
SEASON with your personal inter- Washington-Douglass, South Jackcampus of Lane, the annual ses- The
al blue chiffon cocktail dress; and per for Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Isa- grams are already off press an- Tenn., will serve as the keynote
National Committee of SEASON with your personal inter- son. Lincoln and Merry High
sion
of
the
West
Tennessee
bel
and
ParMr.
and
Mrs.
Robert Maur- flouncing the fifty-seenth annual, speaker.
American Education Week has the est, cooperation, and support,
was a perfect foil for the co-hostMIX ' schools will participate in interpretents-Teachers Congress will be
ess, Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Sawyer, ley and son, Robert, jr., at this session of the West Tennessee Edu-I: Special
guests will include G. W. held on Thursday, Nov. 12 begin. following recipe for a good school. WELL for one school year — ing the theme: "Praise And Alp
Place not more than 30 children GUARANTEED RESULTS
who chose chic black velvet. home at 175 Pennsylvania at., re- cation Congress to be held on thei
: HAP- praise Your Schools."
Warm expressions of congratula- cently, The supper was served campus of Lane college Nov. 12in an attractive well planned class PY WELL-TAUGHT CHILDREN: Homecoming time is one of the
tions on another natal day went from a resplendent table overlaid 13. The central theme for a four
rOOM, ADD a teacher who is capDuring the 39th anniversary most exciting times on any school
to the members who celebrated in white cutwork linen, centered year period is 'A Personal Imable and well prepared, BLEND celebration of National Education' campus. By the time this news
the cause in October. Especially, with fall flowers and pink and yel- provement of each Individual
in plenty of good books and mod- Week, Nov. 8 - 14, be sure to visit comes, homecoming
at Merry will
enthusiastic was the riotous ap- low candles in crystal holders. At- Teacher Through A Continuing In-'
ern teaching airs, ADD safe school Your schools in your community be history.
plause given Mrs. Irma Moore tending were Mr. and Mrs. liow- Service Training Program in Four
By HELEN DUNCAN
and Mrs. Helen King, the latter ard Bowen, Mr. and Mrs. Toney Areas of Instruction."
the grand organizer of the club. Chism, Mr. and Mrs. John Jones, This theme is being
developed
in
Pink champagne was the order Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Douglas, Mr. four steps Two steps have
already
of the toasting which ensued, fol- and Mrs. James Beauchum, Mr.
been discussed during the 1957,58 LONG 'BELTED SWEATERS
green, turquoise, shrimp pink,
lowed by a succulent turkey and Mrs. Hampton Houston, Mrs. meetings.
The step to be discussed From Paris comes the belted, grayish green, porcelain blue and
feast. Members and guest pres- Louise \Valker and Charles Tarp-,
this year is "A Through Look at the long cardigans. High length, they. strawberry red.
ent were Mrs. Ophelia McFadden, ley. Mrs. Stan
anti her Science Program
and Its Relations come in thin and heavy gauges TRUSIPE r SLEEVES
Mrs. Annie Mae Jones. Mrs. Ge- son, William Holmes, Mr. a n d
to the Total Curriculum." The op- and feature fly buttoning, turnTop width and wide, trumpetneva Bennett, Mrs. Mary How- Mrs. Percy Hunt and son, Percy, ening session
of the congress will ed-down nr notched collars and like sleeves register new effects
ard, Mrs. Delores Agnew, Mrs. jr., Mrs. Tillmon Owens, Mrs. Coty be Thursday
evening at 7:30 p. m. patch pockets, sometimes button- in the collection of coats and suits
Annie Parker, Pryor Owens, Mrs. Warren, Mrs. Willie Spight, Mrs. according
to President Floyd ed. Belted pullovers, of same I Illusions of top width register in
Helen King, Johnnie Walker, Mrs Bernice Dickerson, Mrs. Mary Campbell
of
Melrose High school, length, are also shownwith
polo a majority of deep armhole treatPearl Spann, Tony Carwell, Mrs. Maglin King and Mrs. Wells.
Memphis, Tenn.
collars, raglan sleeves buttoned, ments, both in belted coats and
Lela Page, Mrs. LaMartha Bol- FETE MRS. McCLEAVE
ton. Mrs. Alberta Gill, Mrs. Mil- Delta Sigma Theta sorors turn- At the opening session the ad- at cuffs and ilk pockets just above I suits and flared, or rounded coat
silhouetted. Other top width dedred L. Porter, Mrs. Pauline Sims, ed out en masse to serenade our dress will be given by E. C. Stim- hemline.
A. V. McCoy, Henry Franklin, town's most dedicated patron of bert, superintendent of Memphis Other cardigans are straight vices are shoulder encircling back
yoke, and sleeve seam which
Mrs. Earline Shoemaker, Mrs. the arts, Madame Florence Tolbert City Schools, with music being fur- without fastening and
offer notch- starts at the neckline at front or
C. McCleave with their pep
Jones and Sam Spheight.
songs nished by the Melrose High school ed collars in contrasting colors.
. . and presented a lovely
gown chorus. Friday morning beginning They are sometimes accompanied,extends from flange yoke at back.
AMICPS HARVEST TEA
ensemble, wishing that the
cheer at 9, departmental meetings in the by sleeveless pullovers with deep Wide sleeves are three-quarter
The Amid i of the local chapter will
speed her to revovery and various subject and special areas
length, and look newest in trumof Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
square or bateau deeolletes edged;
held a about her many interest in
t he will be had on the campus. The by bands matching collars of car- et-like flare from set-in shouldsuccessful Harvest Tea at
the realm of music and civic
ers. Others are cuffed or fringed,
affairs.
beautiful home of Mrs. Katie Pope Mrs.
digans.
the latter a reversible style.
McCleave has recuperated
78 Polk. The table in the
Long-sleeved pullovers have new
spa- sufficiently to go to Los
Collarless necklines are freAngeles,
cious dining room was
details such as striped collars end- quently cut close to the neck or in
overlaid Calif., for the winter, making
the
in a white lace cloth . . .
ing in little ties. Short-sleeved ones a V to double-breasted closing.
and the trip with her raughter,
Mrs.
room glowed with the
have deep round decolletes. Color I Bow-back sailor collar is interestreflections Gladys McCleave Johnson
case by royal blue
who
gamut includes fresh lettuce ing for a cutaway clutch coat.
candlelight, visited here with her parents
highlighted with rosy hued lights,
recently. Mrs. McCleave is
about the corners of the
an honroom. orary member of
Delta and she By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE
The table centered with multicol- wrote the Delta's
ored waxed buttercups in a
well-known Nawhite tional Hymn.
The Dunbar School and District
planter. Mrs. Evelyn Spillers
as- ROUNDING OUT
Schools were scheduled to open on
sisted at the punch bowl.
THE NEWS
AppearNov. 9, according to Principal C.
Mrs. Marie Douglas, a
ing on program given
Chicago
by Pi.beautician of
note, was the house E. Draper, of Dunbar.
Alpha chapter were Miss
Doris guest of her cousin,
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Owens, 1959 Princess of
Mrs. Mary
Holiday M. King of 175
Levi Luckett, Bobbie Calvin is four
on Ice, who gave a reading,
Pennsylvania —
Johnand visited also with her
months old.
ny Owens, who recited
brother,
"Life's .1. B. Davis of
A surprise party was to be givGermanto
Mirror, and Miss Marie
Edmond- Last Friday night wn, Tenn, en for Mrs. Lola
Mae Farley, but
son, doing Edgar Guest's,
lovers of
"The dancing had their
pick of two danc- the baby arrived before the party
Making of Friends." Amici
present es given by two well
and participating were Mrs.
known or- on Oct. 10. The party shower was
Annie ganizations — Kappa
L. Higgins, president;
Alpha Psi waiting to greet her on the Oct.
Mrs. .10 y fraternity, at their
annual Kappa 17 date which was a week later on
Horne, Mrs. Eva Hamilton,
Mrs. Kapers. held at the
Katie Pope, chairman of
Hippodrome — Mrs. Farley's departure from the
the tea; and the affair of Los
hospital.
Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mrs. Lois
Green- Club out at Curries Eabulousas
wood, Mrs. Anna Morris,
Club TropiThe baby is a boy. Eugene,to
Mrs. cana. We hear that
both were parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter FarPayne, Mrs. Rosetta Clark.
Mrs. lovely affairs, well
attended, and ley. The shower was given by Mrs•
Bumpus, Mrs. Evelyn Spillers, that
joy reigned supreme.
Mrs. R. V. Brown, Mrs. Annie we
V. 11. McNeil, Mrs. L. P Mason,
could not be present, Sorry
but we Mrs. A. V Gleen, and Mrs Mary
Washington, Mrs. Nettie Osbourne,• were
'under the weather'
Miller
•
; Presents were given by Mrs.
' Pearl Hunt, Mrs. Bessie Jones,
Miss M. R. Turner, Mrs. L. Miles,
Mrs. E. Robinson, Mrs. A. M. Hopkins, Mrs. E. M. Henton, Mrs. C.
Sentor, Mrs. Leta Davis, Mrs. E.
THE GREAT COAT — The
kid gloves, black shoes and a
great black and white tweed
M. Ford, Mrs. A. Milton. Mrs. S.
black velvet hat designed by
Ward, Mrs. E. Small. Mrs. W. Wilcoat that was shown in the '59
Gene Burr of Lowenstein's.
liams, Mrs. M. Ward, Mrs. Eliza
production of Sheer Artistry,
Coat by Helen Duncan.
Bell, Memphis, Tenn.: Mrs. Jenkwith elbow length sleeves and
ins, Mrs. W. B. Williams, Mrs, Ave
the wide top. The coat is worn
Greer, Mrs. Auston, Mrs. .T.
with three quarter length black
Beck, Miss Joe E. Douglas and
"I'starly etched is death for 7)/s year*
Mrs. B. R. McCorkle.
This Ifound a sew treaderrrener.New
The pastor's anniversary. Rev.
I'm happy," writes Mrs. D. Ward.
TOOTH seveata free
Zetno, a doctor's formula, liquid
blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
liere's
R. L. James, was closed Sunday
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
Hello readers! This column is sine
tubs. Pile
ACHE loss
iteti, rectal itch, chafing, rash and ecserna
to install a chapter
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
In sic.
with an atm.'s,/ new scientific interiul•
When you ire
there night, Oct. 25, with a sermon by
being written for city-wide teen- I
ends Used by
called LANACANE.This faw•acting, seamantiseptic, eases itch of surface
desperate with
Thanksgiving, Miss Erma Laws
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
age happenings and any news or the
is Rev, H. H. Harper. His subject,
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
pain, you NI, thousands set
perms while it onothei raw. Ireused end
sponsor.
filly OS 055.1(1.
athlete's foot. Stops scratching, so
"The Privelege of Following Jesuggestions will be appreciated.
snflamed skin tissue. Stops scratchinp-5O
/Of flit SISKaids
faster
heating.
BIG QUESTION
For
stubborn
speeds healing. Plain's male? ,nosier
sus." The church gave the pas/ WI rake. lust ORA-JEL"
You may contact me by phone
case., get Extra Strewth ZeMo.
Got IANACATA War as AI dna ma&
or send to: 1329 S. Parkway E. The big question of the week, tor and wife $398.48 with more
For those who don't know me, I "Which team will be the city coming in later, plus gifts.
ant a junior at Father Bertrand, champs?"was partly answered on
Thurs. night at Melrose
1. "Doreatha", Goldentones, 2.
and belong to Second
stari
, when the Father
tional church. I am also aCongregaBertrand .rhuw m "Always" Sammy Turner, 3. "I
member
derbolts
Believe"
n
with a 2-0-1 record
Ray Charles. 4. "14 e y
of the Model Teens Social Club
def„ted
and Jack and Jill. Inc.
the Hamilton Wild. Baby' Duke Savage. S. "I Want
cats
with
a
You
Know."
to
3-1
Lloyd Price, G.
r
A rush party was given by the
.
j
r.h Enchanted
n R iss Sea" Martin Denmodel Teens for the selection of puts Hamilton in first place. How:Y‘,,
four new members. They have not long they keep . will depend on;
heen -hosen as yet. but they will the outcome of the Bertrand -Ma-l—
ED C":11)8
I 1. Vivian Barnes,
BTW, 2. Benetbe notified by the end of the nassas game Nov 5
tali Nelson (Melrose), 3. Lois Davis
week. This is a hard job for us I offer my congratulations
tol(Hamil
ionj,
4. Lynn Howell (Fr.
because all of them are well quali- 4Iamilton's team. I would also like
fied. We wish to again thank our,;to say it was in Plain ignorance Bertrand), 5. Annie Ruth Phillips,
(Manassas
).
Available
-here's a piquant new taste, just in time to tempt hot weather
advisor, Mrs. George Stevens, fori some of the jeering remarks made!
fac-IBEST DRESSED FF.I.LOWS
lot a
appetites—creamy Forest Hill Cottage Cheese, accented by
helping us plan this enjoyable af- about Bertrand's students and
Sampson
Briscoe
1.
(Hamilton
lulty,
),
and even the Catholic
ernoon.
hauled
the lively flavor of blended olive and pimento. Makes a reFaith. 2. Hobert Earl Marshall (Fr.
made
cprved
ON MoVIE DATES, a girl
by
seats shows" and a new
large number of Hamlima
freshing salad—tastes wonderful by itself as a dip, snack
The Co-Ett.es have added 10
Bertrand 3. William Jackson( Mel- should look nice, lief not danm.
attitude about "going to t h e
members to their roster The girls ilton student s.
side dish ME'S different .„ distinctive ... delicious.
eel/
Charles
4.
Poole
(Manse'
Modes
dressier
are
settle"
movieall point to a new and
have been Initiated and are now MY CHOICE OF:
You'll like IV
Ins), 5, Cleveland Littleton (Wash- 1 and dressier. Demitasse coffestive
era
for the flicks.
Planning
their trip to Nash-, The Top Tunes:
/Wilton).
fee in the lounges, special "me•

JACKSON
irmwr'

S
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Anna C. Cooke

Fashion Flair

EARLE, ARK.

Young
Memphis
By
TOMMY KAY HAYES

Zemo Great for
Minor Burns,Cuts

ojnan.Tortured
y Agonizing ITCH.

A Newjetatfiiil Taste Treat

OLIVE-PIMENTO

•

or

N•v. 7,

THELMA TOWNSEND

JOHNNIE MAE RODGERS

DARNELL THOMAS

STERLING HARRIS

ERN.ESTINE LEE

ELIZA YOUNG

BERNICE HIGHTOWER
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PEARL WESTBROORS

14 Vie For Title
Of 'Miss Le Moyne'
Who will be the new 'Miss LeMoyne'?
Fourteen attractive and talented young ladies have been noininated for the coveted title by
the student body.
A committee of judges will tsarrow the 14 co-eds down to three
finalists Friday night of this
week following a 'Miss Lealoyne
a•
nd
im
So-

ny
ot12.
proI on
un• ra m
ty
from
Jack
High
pretAlp
f the
chool
news
will

FLORIDA ADAMS

MARIE EDMONDSON

HARRIET HALL

SHERRY CRUMP

CLARA WHITE

JOSEPHINE ISABEL

banquet in the New Commons.
The contestants must be single and
own a scholastic average of 1.5.
Beauty is not much of a factor
in the contest because the candidates are judged on charm,
poise, dignity, personality, expression and knowledge.
The contestants were to make
, three appearances before the
Judges this week. They were
Century Gift
scheduled to inodel in a
ins
HITCHIN, England — (UPI) — 1,e3loyne' fashion show Wednesday
Mrs. Abigail Cox celebrated her night in Bruce Hall, participate in
100th birthday Monday. She finally , a 'Miss LeMoyne' talent show on
received the birth certificate her Thursday night in Bruce Hall, and
parents had requested from goy- make brief talks at the 'Miss Leernment officials 100 years ago. 'Moyne' banquet Friday night.
Each of the three events start at

M s Ho INTERVIEWED
Winter Winean
Casseroles Soup, Etc.
I

ocloci
The judges will interview several candidates each night and then
select the finalists at the end of
e
the banquet.
When is inter n inds begin toi
When you build a wardrobe of in•
Active campaigning will start on
blow it's time for steaming caner-. expensive
i he campus next week. There will
machine-made
k
-lass be a campaign assembly next
oles. bowls of soup and plenty of
-- 1 pieces ..you van change nit' table Thtirsa _.:
good hot coffee. Table settings
so morning, and students
change character, too. There is I settings tigth the seasons or as the, will elect the new 'Miss LeMorne'
more emphasis on richly Pattern mood strikes. There is no reason from the three finalists Friday.
ed plates and cups, more seasonal why you can't express your crea- Nov. 13.
color used in serving pieces and live decorating talents at the table
Currently reigning as 'Miss leand set it imaginatively. Glass Moyne is Pearlie G. Owens, a JobeY
veoruagceansetisnix and match many goes well with other
pieces, suits nior, of 225 toeeardtheave,
different patterns to suit this new . a traditional
2
fisx Le.
or a contemporary Nominated
mood of colorful dining. These
setting. You can coordinate your Moyne' contest are three seniors,
lass plates in a gay "Burgundy"
eight
Juniors and three sophoglass tableware be developing
pattern express the harvest theme.
mores: Darnell Thomas, Thelma
They can be used with matching color theme, repeating patterns or Townsend and Pearl Westbrooks,
simply choosing pieces whirls'
cups and saucers for a coordinat- ,
seniors; Florida Adams, Sherry
ed table setting. 'fhe two and a seem to complement each other. cr„mp, Marie Edmondson, BarLet
your
imagination
he
your nice Hightower, Josephine laabl
half quart casserole which travels
Albright; Mesdames Gloria
MEHARRY RITES — Follow'
guest speaker, Joseph F. Al.
handsomely from oven to table guide and don't be afraid to ex- Ernestine Lee, Clara White and
Webster, pi esident, Harriette
ing their annual tea, the of- bright, director of public re•
n
enment.
the
beauty
also carries a seasonal motif with •-.
of glass Ehra Young, Juniors; ad Harriet
III r, recording secretay; Wil•
ficers of the Meharry Wives
tatt00% of the college. Shown
its "Golden" vine leaves. Smoky lies in its low coot and practicali-, Hall. Sterlint Harris and Johnnie
la Cullen, treasurer; and
Irons left to right: Mrs. Gayle
organization, Meherry Medical
grey tumblers are reminiscent of ty as well as in ita shining surface. Rodgers, sophomores.
college, sip punch with t h e Gibson, sergeant.at-arms; Mr.
Elaine Neely, vice president.
autumn haze, wood burning fire-1
places and the purpled hills. All
•
Junior high, Ford Road and Walk- go beautifully together
•
because of I
er school. Prof. Alonzo Weaver their glass texture.
heads Mitchell, Prof. Isaiah Goodrich heads Ford and Prof. Charles
W. Horner is principal of Walker.
Mistress of ceremonies on the
night was Mrs. Ardena Gooch,
president of the Shelby County
Council of Parent Teacher Associations. Mrs. N. A. Crawford
'4ave the PTA objectives. She is Friday, Nov. 6
president of Mitchell Road Junior 4:00 to 5:10, Early Slovie. 'En
High PTA. Mrs. Mary Ann Wru- core,'' three stories by Somerset
shen, president of Ford, spoke Ma ugha m.
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
6:30 to 7.30, Rawhide. John'
from the subject, delinquency. She
made it very clear that there is Drew Barrymore stars with Eric
SOCIAL
;this affair. Prof. Charles W. Horn- no juvenile delinquent.
There are Fleming and Clint Eastwood in
Nov. 15, attention will be focus-•er is principal.
"The Incident of the Haunted
only delinquent parents.
ed on the new ultra-modern Walk-1 Mitchell Road school PTA openMrs. Tappan, Walker s boo 11 Hills."
er School. located at 322 King rd. ed their membership drive Tuesproxy, spoke from the subject, thei 7:30 to 8.00, Hotel de Paree,
The school will be celebrating open day, Oct. 13 at their regular monthnecessity of a closer relationship Earl Holliman stars in "A Rope
house from 5-7 p. m. Everyone in ly meeting. They launched their
between parents and teachers. Mrs. Is For Hanging."
Memphis and Shelby county is in- door to door campaign Oct. 25 from
the civic 8:00 to 9:00, Desilu Playhouse,
vited, please be present to witness 3-5 p. in. and the effort was very Frances Caples read
club constitution. Other partici- Marisa Paven and Robert. Loggia
successful. Mrs. N. A. Crawford pants on
the program were Miss co-star in "Come Back to Sorenis president. Prof: Alonzo Weaver, Barbara
A. Hendree, Mrs. Mettle to"
principal and Mrs. 5lattie L. Ad- Burnett,
Mrs. Susie Smith, Mrs. 10:00 to 10:30, U. S. Marshal,
ams is the membership chairman. M. Powell.
Mrs. Evans gave the daring payroll robbery performed
Mrs. J. M. Peters is heading the
greetings and Mr. Earls gave by crooks on the inside in"Annorpublicity.
some very inspiring remarks. El- ed Car", John Bromfield stars.
The Walker School, 322 King rd. der Evans gave the benediction.
10:30 to 12:00, Late Movie, "Kiss
held their regular PTA meeting, He is also pastor of the church.
of Death" with Victor Mature,
Tuesday, Oct. 27. They agreed to The Riverside MB
church helcil Brian Donlevy, Richard Widmark,
send three delegates to Jackson, their regular worship service
Sun- and Coleen Gray.
Tenn., to the West Tennessee Din- day. Oct. 25, 11 p. m.
Respectable Community"
The church
trict meeting, Nov. 12.
is located at 248 Mitchell rd. The Saturday, Nov. 7
The delegates are Mrs. Either- pastor, Rev. 0. D. White,
preach- 10:30 to 11:00, Lone Ranger, ''Six
inc Tappan, president; Mrs. Mat- ed a very
inspiring sermon with he Gun Sanctuary."
tie L. Adams, recording secretary; text taken
from Genesis, Seventh 1:30 to 11:30, Sky Ring, 'Bounty
Mrs. Grettie Adais. membership chapter,
Memphis, lennessee
When God Closed T h e Hunters."
chairman. The meeting was a won- Door.
Everyone seemed uplifted
12.30 to 12:30, Hopalong Cassidy,
derful occasion, with the highlight by the
sermon.
"Wide Open Town" with Bill Boyd.
of the evening being the address Sunday
school
was conducted
2:30 to 400, Early Movie. "Kiss
delivered by L. F. Palmer, jr., by Alex
Moss, the assistant super of
editor of the largest Negro news- intendent. A
large number of 4:D
00
eattoh''
5;30, Shirley Temple Thepaper in Memphis, the Tri-State members
and visitors were on
atre, "Little Miss Broadway" with
Defender. Anyone that wasn't pres- hand for
the BTU at 6 p.m. unShirley Temple and Jimmy Duent missed a treat because he real- der
the direction of Mn. Thelma
rante.
ly had some wonderful information. Information that was very
5:30 to 6:00, "Annie and t he
night services were also a
beneficial to everyone concerned.' glorious
Clark.gloTrhie
occasion with the sermon First Phone".
Rev. 0. D. White gave the benei delivered
by Rev. M. E. Nunley 6:30 to 7:30, Jack Benny Show
diction.
of Chicago. His talk was enjoyed Special, Comedy and Music specOf ceiress, the secret of acre casserole se in the mace. sod
Special guests present were Mrs. by all
present. Rev. 0. D. White is ial with guests Danny Thomas,
that's where PET Evaporated Milk really makes a duffels.
Thelma Clark, Bearden Bradford, pastor,
Mrs, Charlene Dandridge, The McGuire Sisters, vocal group;
Isaiah Stevenson, Rev, 0. D.
once! PET sauces are extra rick extra creamy becalm'
The Martins Family, monkey act;
church reporter.
White, pastor of the Riverside M. PTA
PET Milk is double-rich. They're extra nourishing, too.
and David Rose as musical diB. church. Present also were presihems,'PET has twice she nourishment of ordinary milk.
The Ford Road School PTA open. rector.
dents of various PTAs in the per-!
ed their membership drive Oct.
7;30 to COO, Wanted Dead Or
Try this (rosy Corned Beet Casserole foe • Nett. Once
sons of Mrs. Rita Jones, alissis20. The president, Mrs. Mary Alive, An enraged father hires
roe taste the difference, you're wire so use double-elide
sippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist; Mrs. Mary Wrushen, of Ford A. IA'rushen is asking all parents Josh Randall to capture a killer
PET Milk every time for praise•vonning cattaerofea.
to send their membership dues of his son.
Road school; and Mrs. Johnnie M.
by their children. Prof. I. Good8:00 to 8:30, Mr.' Lucky, Lucky
Peters, vice president of Ford
CORNED BEEF CASSEROLE
saves a fleeing gangster from
Road school. Mrs. Katherine Tap- rich is principal.
three hired killers.
pan is president: Prof. Charles W.
lora or cre. owl
M421 I
yboat
IN
MT
rsO.W
3N
anie M. Kidd will be visit- 8:30 to 9:00, Have Gun,
Horner, principal; and Mrs. CharWill
air in 2% •crirert
lene Dandridge is publicity chair- ing her sisters Mrs. Katherine Travel, Paladin t ransports the
I own Gomm of asters. Ur.
% asp fin Ei.p.rel.d MISS
man. Professor Horner introduced Tappan and Mn, Amellia Eddins first pane of glass to the rowdy
Nov. 23-30. Mrs. Kidd resides at west coast.
1 erg
procoor Amor... Ono.
Mr. Palmer.
518 map 1.61.. owl Ow..
5019
Page
blvd.,
in
St.
Louis.
CHURCH
9:00 to 9:30, Gunsmoke, Mat
Ii-... sae Com. goof, NI op
The Walker Memorial Christian
Dillon lints psychology to prevent'
1% reps •••Iss41 ssoodiefs 1 sr ooss4
church, Ford road at Flynn, is atilt Stork Ignores Jam
a killing,
Sow Ws•10•4-v••••41, 151•-••••••1 Iwillog AI&
celebrating Loyalty Month. Wed- STOCKHOLM, Sweden
— (UPI) 9:30 to 10:00, Shotgun Slade,
nesday night, Oct. 28, 7:30 p. m, —Ambulance driver
% croli fwvariMed firmie0110.
Stig Fohrman "Lady In The Piano" with Scott
1
was set aside for the participation had to
Lobo two....or of wors 15 •••••••• co •••115•40419
deliver a baby when his Brady.
of the Walker Homes Civic club, ambulance
hot. Mak. 4 ...Argo.
got caught on a bridge 10:30 to 12:00, Million Dollar
president of whicn is Felton Earls. in tin middle
wort • Co.,4 stsowl I nay Isrepha• •oodkr. be 1 In 1••••
of a traffic jam. Playhouse "Arch of Triumph"
Also the three PTAs of Walker Doctors reported
coole•el woot11.. Us. •••••••el
the baby was with Ingrid Bergman, Charles BoyHomes, namely, Mitchell Road, doing fine Tuesday.
1.11,
r" II,
•.• COI
er, Charles Laughton.

1

DELTA SIGMA THETA
SORORITY
Presents A

BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
of fits

'EBONY
9
41 "4494
r4
74eT
See the .atesi Sas., or,s for seen
and vo-Pn arN ,

Thurs., Nov. 12, 1959
8 l5 P M

It Happened In

Ellis Auditorium
JNY

rrh...st beautiful
v,ill
-sture ell the new looks from
carts and Rome.

WALKER
HOMES

FOR INFORVATION CA,
Mrs. A. L. Willis
14 6.2693

Who makes the

WREC
Highlights

MOST DELICIOUS
CASSEROLES?
You do ...

with double-rich PET Milk!

THE NEW LIGHT CIVIC CLUB
OF ORANGE MOUND
"Building and Maintaining A

RALPH LOFTON,President
2716 Enterprise St.

(I

This application is to be filled out by the needy
who desires Christmas baskets from The New
Light Civic Club of Orange Mound and mailed to the chairman of t he sick,social,and welfare committee, Rev. Edgar Mays, 2724 Enterprise Ave., City, before Nov.15,1959. Any
applications received after Nov. 15 will not
be considered.
Name
Address
Dependents

Age

Phone No.

We, the members of the New Light Civic Club of Orange
Mound remain dedicated to serve you in your civic social,
sick and welfare community needs. Mrs. Lucile Hill, Seciy.

k
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If You Are A Tri-State Defender

YOU CAN WIN $200 CASH
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CASH Beginning
November 14, 1959
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Here Are The Prizes:

Here Are The Rules:

To be awarded to boys with the highest average
increase in sales at end of the contest:
$100.00
1st Prize

1. This contest will be based on average increase for the
16 week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of papers sold October 31.
Base for new boys will be 25.

2nd Prize

$, 50.00

3rd Prize

$ 40.00

4th Prize

$ 20.00

5th Prize

$ 20.00

4. Non-payment of bill will disqualify a newsboy.
5. Each newsboy must sell papers EVERY week.

6th Prize

$ 20.00

6. Customers list must be given to the supervisor.

7th Prize

$ 20.00

7. Contest begins November 14, 1959 and ends February 27,
1960.

8th Prize

$ 10.00

9th Prize

.$ 10.00

10th Prize

$ 10.00

80

BONUS PRIZE ... $100
To be awarded to the newsboy who sells the
largest number of papers during the contest
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3. Newsboys must make a complete report by Thursday of
each week.

New Paperboys Can Win Too!
If you want to start making money selling The Tri-State
Defender and enter this big contest, call JAckson 6-8397
and give your name, address and the number of papers
you want.

I.

TO ENTER CONTEST — FILL IN COUPON, HAVE YOUR PARENT SIGN IT AND BRING IT TO THE OFFICE,
236 S. Wellington, Or Give It To Your Supervisor.
AM.

Please Enter My Name In The Big New $400 Newsboys Contest.
Boy's Name

Address

Signed

Phone
Mother or Father

--------------------------------------------------------
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Today's rice, unlike the rice that
grandma used to cook, needs no
washing. Do not wash or rinse because when you du, you wash away!

A Guide To Good

r,

I, EATING

statement let me tell this sad story about some monks and nuns
• in the Phillipines.

To some cooks the word -cereal"

H

Sat., Nov. 7, 1959

vitamins. To give emphasis to this

By
GRACE WILLIAMS

p
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Better Living

The seine amount and kind of

Is just another word for break- rice rations were issued to some
fast but to the cooks who are nuns and monks in the
I. the know" cereals are made The nuns being tidy, washed theirs
Into delicious, nourishing dishes theirs. 'the monks being hasty, did
and served at all three meals of
go to all the bother. Some of
the day. They are even employed not
the nuns developed beriberi while
IS ingredients in fancy cooking.
all of the monks remained hale
Natural grains—oats, corn, rice,i and hearty.
barley and rye — are food staples
the world over. In breads, they This story coincides with t h e
are "the staff of life"; when scientific experiments which show
tremendous losses in nutrients
rolled and milled they form the the
result from the old method of washbasis of the familiar porridge of ing rice before cooking.
childhood. Some like rice, form the So, the homemaker in "the know
starch food of millions of people,
to whom the sight of a rice paddyi never washes her rice and for addis more familiar than an acreage,ed value, she cooks it in milk just
as she does all cereals.
of potatoes or wheat.
Rice, one of the most popular
cereals, is plentiful now. You will
find it ideally suited for the basic
energy dish of meals. It's a good
foundation for left-over meat, fish,
eggs or vegetables, thus making
more costly foods go farther.
TWO RICES
There are two general types
of rice—short grain and long grain.
Long grain costs slightly more,
cooks in a little less time and gives
a flaky, fluffy, tender product,
while short grain rice cooks tender,
and moist and is a 'good choice
for puddings and croquettes when
a tender, easily molded rice is desired.
Most of the rice sold in the United States is of the regular type
which has the hull and bran layer
removed and has been polished
during the milling process. However, the homemaker who wants
the most for her money will do

1-

through
Careful Planning

well to try some of the other types

of rice. Brown rice, for example,
is the most nutritious of the rice
family. This rice has only the hull
removed, it possesses a nutty flavor and is rich in both vitamins
and minerals. Brown rice requires
a longer cooking time than regular rice, and it does not keep as
well.
Converted rice is regular white
rice treated by a special process
to retain many of the natural min-

•

erals and vitamins.

Enriched rice has had extra BVitamins added after milling.
PRE-COOKED
Pre-cooked rice has been partially cooked. It cooks quickly, stays
In separate grains and does not
gain in volume while cooking as
other rice,
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*ancients. Tn• Jon•s family for merly heed
M Little nook with their grand parent..
Morare and Tanni• Smith All roared he

sa•emis

years ago char. the family
a••als to hare drooped from eight. Anyono halloo any kno•Isdie of this family
yr of their where•bouts plea. contact
11. fr Allen of the United R•search Company
by mcli. at 1024 Majestic Bldg .
Detroit 34, lfichigan
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SAMUEL N. PEACE (right)
checks over blueprints w I lb
Kr. sad Mrs. Percy Gill of

14113 S. Willett in the 21 a 13
ft. kitchen-family room of the

"Pacesetter" borne Mr. and

MELROSE REVIEW

Words of the Wise

To forget a wrong is the

best revenge.
—(Old Proverb)

Carolyn Thompson, assistant seerstory; Mary Martin, treasurer;
Ronald Mitchell, business man•
after: Abraham Campbell, chaplain: Limuel McCall, Sandra Barr,
GLEE CLUB
The Melrose Glee club, under student directors; and Lynn Bumthe direction of Miss Viola Flowers is now in the process of preparing for a trip to Jackson,
CAN YOU USE
Tenn., where they are to appear
on several programs at the an-

the

!ARKS REALTY
J.°

r31.

62 N. MAIN — JA. 5-1796

nual teachers meeting. They will

leave for their destination Thursday, Nov, 12, and expect to return that Friday. The officers of
the glee club are Sam Cross, president; Charles Parker, vice president; Mary Ann Julian, secretary;

THE PACE
SETTER
* 3 Extra Large
Bedrooms
* 2 Full Baths
* Double Car Port
* Gable Glass
*Cathedral Ceilings

y 27,

PLUS:

tate
397
perS

II
FFICE,

Kitchen and Family Room---14 by 21 Square Feet
LARGE LIVING ROOM---SPACIOUS LOT
$13,975.00
Price
$ 750.00
Move in for
$ 95.00 per month
Notes
See The Country Club Estates In

LAKEVIEW GARDENS
Live Modern In A "Wolfe" Built Home
Buy Now For A Merry Christmas
614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road, drive South
an Horn Lake Road iv one block South of Ccitter School.

WOLFE HOMES,INC.

EX 7-9343

room of their now "Skyliner"
home in t he Lakeview Gar-

shower, large carport and a

dens. The "Skyliner" features
three bedrooms, two tub baths,

modern kitchen. (Staff photo
by George Hardin.)

SENIOR PREXT

The president of the senior
class, Kenneth Cox holds the campus spotlight this week. Kenneth is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim

Cox of Me Supreme. He is well
rounded individual and is an oath,* member of such organizations
as the National Honor Society, the
Knights, Student Council and the

Dramatics club.
As of now Mr. Cox is a nom
for Who's Who in the senior clas
He is known for his leaders
ability throughout the city.

DON'T MISS
iYour

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND 11.005

STERICK BUILDING
WMIRI inint tiCi 501.1
clEf PRifeffiNfiAl

y of

pus tad Entm1tt McCutcheon, reporters. Here's wishing the glee
club a sate trip. We'll relay - the
highlights of their performance later when they return.

Hello everyone once again, your
reporter has prepared for you
tome of the latest information
from around our daily pad.

Modern Apartments
Individual Homes
Or Duplexes — Call

1111, V&

Mrs. Gill have purchased In
the Lakeview Gardens. (Staff
photo by George Hardin.)

MR. AND MRS. A. D. MILLER Is the Illts a ati ft. living

SikViCt

*Wen, you oen* win Vat at"
That's the war RIM JAMS
greets me when he mows boas
from bowling on Wed/WIlikry

night Now I've discovered at
how true that esrpreasion la

I've had some minor problems
with my back lately and ray doetor suggested I est out
111
11and stooping so mom..be.
thought_ A lot Ye knows Wait
0
housekeeping!
But the very newt day white
stropping. I found a Dm kind of
sponge mop. It has a seil-wringisig devise in
the handle
which penned
yam to wriedual
the sponge samoat eomplet•lyben
t
without
Mg over. Alm
sta•• the

DEFENDE
TRI-STAT
R
E
Read it Each & Every Week'
Use Our Home Delivery Service

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now
Application For

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

sponge WI te •

diamond shape
It provides
two mapping
eartaces A n d
fits many into
corners a a ti
bard to get at
emcee. And be
top it MI there
are no wing
outs to lonoon or hue when
the sponge has to he Twinned or
elaaned. Hain a throw* Mated
squeezing head. too!
As with most neer goassisaona,
esukin't wait to try it out. fie
away I went cleaning floors and
minnet spaces like mad.
-Bless the Blefl people. I
rhortied. 'Not only does the mop
rki an mosiked job but my poor
back W raved.''
tio what liapposad I mos
Inc so good I went thong with
Pi to this bowline alley and
prosmpally slreggad the ball on my
root' Anyone Woo Of a geed
eiPropodlot?

(DAT!)

ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Dmartment
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
NAME
fleloisaa 1,1.11

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

PHONE

I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wednesday and casts only 15s per copy.

Thank You.
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept., cie Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington,
Memphis, Tennessee).

PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS

Next

Week-The Defender All-City Grid Team
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When Coach Jerry C. Johnson cause the team is mainly a freshMagicians man lot. They are good freshmen,
sends his LeAloyne
against Lane in the opener here all stars from their respective high
Dec. 1, he will have plenty of good school teams, but freshmen make
reserve material on the bench.; mistakes and no one knows this
something he could not boast of better than Coach Johnson.
The Magicians still are in need
last year.
of a big man and the answer to
Without reserve
this problem *may be found in RobI as t
strength
ert Nelson, a six foot-five inch
season, the Mafellow weighing 205 pounds from
played
gicians
Douglass High of Henderson, Ky.
better than .500
Big gun on the team at the moball, winning 11
ment is David Gaines, a flashy
and losing 10.
guard from Northeast High in DeAs it looks now,
troit, Mich. Gaines won berths
Johnson
Coach
on the All-City and All-State last
will have two fast
season. He is fast, deceptive and
teams and each
accurate.
is good enough
Carroll Bledsoe, another fresh'
for a starting
Coach Johnson Sian guard from Manassas High,
five.
If the coach has any concern made All-City in Memphis last
about the Leltioyne squad, it is be- year.

speedy Manassas Tigers will
After 14 years of football famine, the
this week to share the honout
be
a
cinched
least
amilton has at
the boys around Parkway.
with
ors
Lawcrown.
league
•for the prep
an incentive for t he
is
the
of
This
quarterback
the
nice Fant,
who have enough
fildcats pitched a shut-out against Northsiders,
become co-champions.
to tenacious Thunderbolts. He had speed to
terrible Thunvo very capable receivers in Hal- They will meet the
Father Berted Bolden and Oliver Ingram, derbolts. Although
Porter Lions of Porter school.
LOOK OUT IIERE COME the
gan, T. Spencer and H. Leg.
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wedrand can't win the crown, they
le right and left terminals.
to win the runnerBooker T. Washington, Dougpee-weds! The Pee-Wee Footglue. In the backfield are W.
nesdays at 4 p.m. The school
Strangely enough Hamilton won will be trying
las, Lester, Carver, Manasball League that Is. Started
Edwards, R. Carlton, C. Little
PTA buys uniforms for its
r tied this championship in the up slot.
win this fracas? I have
sas, Grant a n d Klondyke
and
three years ago by the DirecGray. Coaches are Wilparticular team. There are othems fashion 14 years ago. It was Who will
my,
and
season
all
guessing
Inbeen
schools round out the group.
tor of Negro Recreation in
lia! Robertson a n d Charles
er teams in the Foote Homes
345, when the heralded Skeeta
result'
a
as
suffered
has
average
figure
Above, left to right on the line
Mempls, Euless T. Hunt, the
Williams. The teams are spon•
and Magnolia which are comram and that legendary
week, but my avare Odell Lee, W. Moss, J.
sored by the schools and play
league has grown from four
faynard Jordan combination pass- of one game last
munity sponsored. (Staff Pix
the .500 mark.
above
still
is
erage
but
foes
circuit
the
Washington, T. Denton, C. Boin the high school stadiums on
d over all
to seven teams. Above is the
by Billy Duncan)
that Bertrand
opinion
my
is
It
Hamilton
year,
This
felrose.
much desire as the
as
have
won't
teams
loop
the
all
over
passed
as
lives at 584 Scott Street.
"Go Go" tigers, so Manassas will
ith one exception, Melrose.
In the last business meeting, a
the crown with Hamilton.'
share
Parkway
around
from
The lads
mass of citizens met and discussThis will be the prep-league's curTheir
game.
after
game
nproved
ed the matter. It was an unanitain closer. It should be an excitig problem was running backs,
mous vote that this group would
ing one.
ut that devastating aerial game
Who are the Top 11 Football Fifty-three persons teed off Sat-,Walker 113-101-214; (3) Kathleen not stand by and do nothing, while
aye impetus to their running
Players in this league? Who are urday and Sunday in the S a mlJohnson 112-103-215; (4) Fran- the post office is exerting presame. The main asset of this team
sure and trying to fire Evers bethe second best? Watch next issue' Qualls Golf club's annual turkeylces Perry-123-121-243.
as been the rugged forward wall
the TRI-STATE DEFENDER's tournament at Douglass Par
for
Junior Division — (1) Cleveland cause of his political activities in
Robguard;
id by Steve Peyton.
ALL-CITY TEAM.
Golf Course. In the men's "A" Jones — 4041-81; (2) Charles the recent Memphis election.
rt Flynn tackle; and Pete Grir
flight,
Mason West and Elton Hudson — 46-51-97; (3) Johnny Philip Robertson, spokesman of
anhave
boys
These
center.
n,
Granberry came out neck and Lee Patterson-49-49-38; (4) Her- the group, said, "If an example is
bored that rugged line all season.
1m:de out of Evers, it will show
neck with 13.1 each. A toss of the man Hudson — 49-53-102.
Grambling Cagers
'ant, Bolden, and Ingram have rethe rest of the Negro population
coin made West the winner and
dived the headlines all season, but
that if you demand your civil
advanced Grandberry's score to
Prove Leading
le unheralded fellows up front derights you will get the same treat137. List of finalists follows:
ye a great deal of the credit.
Fan Attraction
ment. Not only is Evers our con5Ien's "A" Flight (I) Mason
t on)' those mentioned above but
cern, but whenever one of our
West — 71-65-136; (2) Elton
e other linemen also. I can not By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
GRAMBLING, La.—(Special) Granberry-68-68-137: (3) Dollar
leaders is attacked unfairly and
phasize this enough, but it
been a great season for Hamil- —Basketball Is rocketing in pop- Sanders-70-68-138; Bubba Jeet- The 0. Z. Evers Legal Fund without cause, Negroes e ver y"We
is
underway.
still
movement
Al.
and
college
0.
Grambling
D.
Chastene
Thompson,
effort.
team
at
er,
ularity
tremendous
a
and
n
where should rise up in his deLouisiana Tech as indicated by ex-ander, James Lyman, Samuel all must fight to win this battle,"
NGRATULATIONS
said E. C. Hatcher, chairman who fense."
two
the
for
figures
Willie
Crossley,
Leonard
Yates,
attendance
I take this space to salute the
Hill, Johnny Chandler, Bridget
ildcats and their coaching staff state institutions.
the Pyles, Cleophus Hudson, Coleman
✓ a job well done. You are to Tech led the state during
fans
Barber, '—red Reynolds, Henry
commended for the caliber of 1958-59 season with 51,600
otball and sportsmanship that and a recession is not expected Benson, Owen Tuggle, RoInt L.
MoreJackie
George Traylor, WithHawkins,
All-American
until
been exemplified on and off
drawals — George H. Norman,
e gridiron. Your team has land shoots his final bucket.
Grambling grabbed the run• Percy G. Stokes.
splayed the qualities of champ.
ners-up spot by luring 52,522
Men's "B" Flight — (1) Newt
ins or possibly co-champions.
unprece- Thompson — 79-68-148; (2) Paul
m sure that I voice the senti- fans and enjoyed the
ents of the sport fans of the Bluff dented prosperity of a 28-game Henry Nichols — 80-73-153; (3)
ity in saying that your team was winning streak to finish ahead Booker T. Brown — 77-79-156;
Don't miss those Merry Madcaps
of Tulane university which Harvey Smith, Robert Haley, Stumply terrific.
drew 41,000 spectators.
Jimmy
Herndon,
Lewellyn,
art
Hamilton does not stand alone
These figures were released Aubrey Pierce, Banks L. Glover,
s the class of this circuit, because
by Wallace R. Lord, editor of Arthur Gillum, Boyd Alexander,
the 1919 Converse Baksetball Nat Ferguson — withdrew
Year BookMen's "C" Flight — (1) John
Northwestern S tate college,
Ryans — 85-80-165; (2) Willie L.
where basketball players are he- Brooks 85-82-1C7; (3) Dr. A. E.
roes for life instead of two or
Home 85-86-171; Dr. W. 0.
Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru Fri., 7:35 P.M.
three seasons, drew 33,500, col- Speight, jr., J. R. Williams, Roborful Centenary college inveiglert W. Wallace, Matthew Duckett,
ed 28,000, McNeese State entic- Dr. I. A. Watson, jr., withdrew.
ed 24,000, and Louisiana State,
Ladies "A" Flight — (1) Odessa
hampered by a weak team and
Althea
relegated to a comparatively Dickens — 94-97-191; (2)
dimmer role in Southeastern Pyles — 101-97-08; (3) MariConference circles, attracted dello Lewellyn — 04-106-210; (4)
Florence Moore Scott — 103-110
21,054 fans.
.
8111111W 1IPII1
—213.
i
FM 1111 $8108 1111111Q
Ladies ''B" Flight — (1) Lillian.
ROOSEVELT HANCOCK (No.
10) and Charlie Lee, standout
performers in the Memphis
with Clifton Webb
prep circle, now are exhibiting
Lucille Ball
and
their skill for Coach Eugene
Stevenson's Fisk Bulldogs of
Nashville. Both hope to crack
Coach Stevenson's first string
squad very soon in the quarterback slot. Wonder which one
will make it first?

Granberry, West Tie
In Qualls' Tournament

Evers Fund Is
still Growing

Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night

Ia

Wednesday, November 4, 10:00 P.M.

TASTE THE GREATNESS
WILLIAM H. HARRISON and
SEN. ROOT. HAYNE plan a railroad. According to a Chicago newspaper, Harrison
praised the quality of Old Crow.

Discuss Japanese
Pacific Series
TOKYO — (UPI) — Japanese
baseball officials were interested
in the Pacific Coast League's proposal for a Pacific World Series
and hoped to get concrete details.
They said, however, that it would
take at least a year or two before
any such series could be worked
out.

LOANS

with Victor Mature
and Coleen Gray

Saturday, November 7, 10:30 P.M.
it

Arc Of Triumph"

There has never been a whiskey like Old Crow! Praised by the famous
down through history, today Old Crow is the first bourbon
of the land—in quality and popularity!
LIGHT • MILD

1JLP

and Ella Raines

"Dragonwyck"
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THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO. FRANKFORT, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

Rome Owned flom• Operated
2 Locations
JA 81611
Ill Madison
JA 5-1351
—
Ill Se Main
Examined ane Supervised
by State Department
at Insurarre and Banking
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Fla. A M TrouncesCookman, 68-6

LEE D. JENKINS

Cookman Scores
In Last Minute

Willie McCovey
• Tops Hot Stove
League Topics
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The hot stove league will come plate
nigh to the melting point with
Willie seem over anxious at the
the rehashing of a now historic
baseball season. The final emerg- During his whirlwind bat antics,
ence of the Chicago White Sox as Willie outlined his bat theories as
American league champions, the one of taking strikes while waiting
subsequent folding of the erst- for 'his' pitch.
while all - powerful New York "I don't go up there swinging
Yankees, the Los Angeles Dodg- at everything, They're going to
ers jump from seventh plac e to
pitch to me," said Willie.
the world championship within
the space of one season, et al,I His patience is endorsed by Carl
will provide the juiciest ammuni- Hubbell, Giants farm chief. "Mction for the arm chair experts. Covey knows the strike zone and
he knows what he wants to swing
Sure to get deserving att ention
at. He's a youngster but he's in
in these world shaking barber no hurry," says Hubbell.
shop and pool room conferences The biggest handicap that faces
will be Willie Lee McCovey. Hardly ever has a rookie come up with
so little fan fare and proceeded
to make such a mockery of big
league pitching. Twenty-one-yearold, 6-4 Willie, up from Phoenix
at the frantic call of manager Bill
Rigney, gave the San Franciscc
Giants almost enough to capture
the National league bunting.
Some indication of the impact
of McCovey's talent is shown
when he shoved last year's Rookie of the Year, Orlando Cepeda,
out of the first base spot into
assorted duties at third base and
left field. This is especially inter
eating as Cepeda was the expert's
choice as the best first baseman
in the N. L• during the '58 cam
paign.
Coming into what is considered
a pitcher's league, he made the
tour of the circuit twioe to erase
any 'flash' fears. He personally
won the five of the first six games
he played in as a member of the
Giants cast. And when the season
WILLIE McCOVEY
closed, Willie was still "owning'
the N. 'L. moundsmen.
with the coming season
McCovey
his
McCovey didn't display
prowess as ae oerpowering hit- is the storied 'sophomore jinx.'
ter, instead his hitting relies on This bugaboo has long proven to
his show of quick, strong wrist be more fable than fact. If you
action, much on the order of Chithe second year is no
cago Cubs slugging shortstop Ern- csn hit,
than the first And Mcie Banks. At no time during his different
sure hit.
limited stint with the Giants did Covey can

*
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JACKSONVILLE, Fla. —Flori- head of steam for their homeda A & St's Rattlers are still un- coming tilt with South Carolina
defeated but they were dropped at Tallahassee. Coach Jake llai•
from the unscored upon ranks as ther is pointing his crew toward
clean record for the annual
Bethune-Cookman rang up a last
quarter touchdown to chalk the Orange Blossom Classic conic
Ratta
by
garnered
December.
only points
Florida rambled to nine touch•
ler foe. EAM had little trouble
otherwise, blasting the outclassed downs and ran seven points aftCookman 11, 68-6, before 12,206 er. picking up 452 yards while
fans a: Jacksonville's Gator Bowl. Bethime•Cookman was held to a
Few fans were left when Cook- minus seven.
man quarterback Donnell Burke Jordan Pope. Lewis Johnson,.
uncorked a 30 yard heave to Bob Eddie Daneils, Clarence Childs,
Dickerson with only 57 seconds left John Glover. Peter Livingston
to play. Dickerson split the Ratt- Willie Wilson, Ted Richardson,
ler defenders to gallop 35 yards Ben lampkin John Hamilton and
with the pitch to complete a 65 Ben Merchant took turns crossing,
yard scoring play. Herman Slur-, the Cookman goal line,
phy nas swamped as he attempt- Childs and Wilson picked up two
ed the PAT.
touchdowns apiece to top the scorStriking in every period, the
powerful Rattlers got up a good ing.

ALLEY-00P — R. C. Owens.
San Francisco 49er star re•
ceiver, shows off his skills
much to the dismay of Chicago Bears defenders Erich
Barnes (left) and J. C. Caroline In th. final stage of 49er
Bear game at San Francisco'
Owens, former college cage

star, and quarterback Y. A•
Title, have perfected a high
and deep pass play that has
NEI. pass defenders spending
sleepless nights. The pass
catch shown gave the 49ers
a 21-16 win over the Bears.
(UPI Telephoto)

And Unavailable'

ERNIE DAVIS (left) a n d
Mark Weber, top Syracuse
halfbacks show the other side
of a footballer's career as
they combine thrtr study tat-

Sugar- Greaves
Bout Cancelled

eats. Davis, 6'2," 203 pound
sophomore from Elmira. N.Y.
has been called the 'new Jim
Brown' by Syracuse followers.
(UPI Telephoto)

Scotch Trade Rumors

Cubs Sign Banks
To '60 Contract

Mighty Zuuna.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Sugar and the
Although Nov. 13 is a Friday,
Ray Robinson was placed on the
Robinson-Greases fight was
"ill and unavailable list" by the the
for television. T h e
New York State Athletic Commis- not slated
had preempted that night
sponsor
influenza.
of
because
sion
By CHARLES E. AHRENS
for a TV spectacular.
At the same time the commis- Meanwhile, the Garden has tenThe
Chicago Cubs scotched ruSquare
Madison
sion approved
tatively re-scheduled Robinson and
round hout at Washington.
mors that they might trade or sell
VIRGIL AKINS (right), f o r•
Garden's cancellation of the mid- Greases for Feb. 1 or 5.
eye
his
over
cut
a
(coin
Blood
their star shortstop, Ernie Banks,
mer welterweight champion,
dleweight champion's non-title
Robinson's title was vacated by
runs down Akins' face and upa year on a
by announcing that the home run
hatters opponent Kenny Lane
One of basketball's problem chil- after he had spent
fight with Canadian Wilfie t h e National Boxing Association
had
also
who
Lane,
arm.
per
Harlem
eighth
the
with
slugger had signed a 1960 contract
on the ropes in the
dren, seven foot Walter Dukes, is I vaudeville tour
Greases on Nov. 13.
deto
failure
decision.
this
the
for
4
won
eye
May
on
cut
a
10.
scheduled
at a substantial raise.
round of their
off the basketball court for the Globetrotters.
The commission's examining fend. He has n o t fought since
(UPI Telephoto)
not a good
There was no announcement as
first time in many moons but the' The year 1956 was
that
recommended
March, 1958, when he recaptured
e physicians
to the figure, but Banks reportedunemployment may be only tem- one for either Dukes or t h
Sugar Ray be "re e‘aluated the crown from Carmen Basilio.
of
parting
a
came
there
so
Knicks
a
of
out
ly will receive $55,000 to 930,000
porary. Dukes walked
over to within two weeks to determine However, he still is recognized as
and became the second highest
money conference with Detroit the ways with Walt going
clear- champion in New York State and
has
condition
this
whether
paid player ever to wear a Cub
Pistons general manager Nick l the Minneapolis Lakers. The Set- ed up to enable him to be ap•
Fullmer
Gene
places.
a few other
finally got
uniform. Ralph Kiner, now generKerbawy over a small matter of on Hall All-American
boxing."
for
medically
Proved
NBA
the
is
Utah,
Jordan,
West
of
legs and
al manager of the Pacific Coast
$2.500 in salaries for the season.' rid of his Globetrotter
keep champ.
re-evaluation
that
Should
in
fitting
league San Diego Padres, was
For a while, Dukes was on the , showed some flashes of
list, Commission chairman Melvin I..
, him on the ili and unavailable
said to have received $65,000 when
trading block or no the Pistons with NBA tactics.
cause postpone- Krulewitch announced that M i g.
could
possibly
it
considwas
he
he was obtained by the Cubs from
said. Actually, the trade gimmick Even improved
of his liiie defense against conduct charges will be served
ment
Jack
with
ring
Lakers
the
of
out
by
climbed
expendable
the
Pittsburgh in June, 1953, for playBy LEO BURNET'r
is the most overused managerial ered
Paul Pender at Boston, Dec. 14. upon fight-manager Cus D'Amato.
had
Dempsey
Pistons.
after
the
to
Dempsey
him
shipped
who
to
ers and cash.
trick in professional sports and
When Sugar Ray notified the D'Amato, manager of former WASHINGTON — (UPI) — For- floored Jess Willard seven ,times
fluctuated
hit 43
prove it, the Detroit management As a Piston, Dukes has
ill and un- heavyweight champion Floyd Pat- mer welterweight champion Vir- in the first round at Toledo. Ohio. Last season, when Banks
was
he
that
medioGarden
the
and
good
the
between
attempt
ERNIE BANKS
National
now admits their trickery
Garden president terson, is tinder fire for alleged gil Akins yelled, "We wuz robbed But they were called back and home runs and led the
train,
of
to
real
able
occasions
some
with
cre
teams
NBA
he
by saying the other
in,
ruins
batted
113
league
with
he
and
the
with
knockout!"
Ned Irish immediately replaced misconduct in connection
of a technical
had to wait till the finish of the was said to have received a $45,- spent six seasons with the Cube
lust didn't offer enough. Now the brilliance.
some rumors the Nov. 13 fight with a wrestling June 26 Patterson-Ingemar Jo- demanded a return bout with third rotund for victory.
and over this span has hit 228
Pistons say that Dukes will be in There have been
000 base salary plus a bonus estihomers — three short of the club
southpaw Kenny Lane, who won While Akins was trying to stop
that Dukes is hard to handle, match between Antonino Rocca hansson fight promotion,
their lineup or none at all.
about
$5,000.
at
mated
sins
record of 231 set by former Cub
the decision despite a badly cut brown-haired lane, after the bout
This will certainly not set too which covers a multitude of
Vice president John Holland
Hartnett.
But
right brow.
was resumed, Akins suffered a made the announcement of Banks' catcher Gabby
well with the former Seton Hall and sometimes none at all.
so
On Oct. Di. Banks was named
In the third round of their TV gash on his own left brow. It was
star. He performed last year for nobody in his right minri is
signing, but refused to discuss the l'nited Press International's
kiss off I
fight at the New Capitol Arena, a lesser wound than Lane's.
an estimated $11.000. Add to this hard to handle as to
terms of the contract.
work.'
National league Player of the
climbed
the NBA ruling that allows for 25 $11,000 plus for six months
ATLANTA, Ga. — (UPI) — Akins of St. Louis had
former lightweight chal- "Ernie will be paid in keeping
Lane,
k
II
go#
Year for the second consecutise
to
rated
startwas
aren't
and
Pistons
ring
the
The
from
down
players
all
for
cut
percent salary
Great Britain will fly another Rywho was seeking recogni• with the best player in the Nationlenger
season. The slender slugger from
when
too far toward the NBA champion
der Cup golf player to the United ing for the dressing room
not signed by November 1,
lion as a welterweight contender, al league, and we think he is," Dallas was voted the honor in an.
tough
have a much
referee Ray Barnes called him weighed 1445 pounds to Akins'
States to replace Peter Mills.
• One of the NBA teams, making ship. They'll
Holland said.
.
nual balloting by the UPI's 24elongated as
Mills resigned from the squad back and told him the bout would 147.
1
a serious bid for the servigss of er time without the
Holland said Banks signed his man
National
of
committee
on
just
be
may
because of a back injury suffered continue.
big Walter is the New York sets of Walt, who
I,ane registered his 57th victory 1960 contract at the end of the league experts. Banks received a
I
his own.
during a practice rotund at Wash- The recall came after a two- and lath knockout in 64 fights. season and the announcement was
Knickerbockers. Dukes was t h e the verge of coming to
12 votes to beat out
minute halt in the third round, Akins suffered his 24th defeat and made in a formal chub statement total of
ington recently.
Knicks' No. 1 draft choice after It's safe bet -to give odds that
Hank Aaron of the Milwaukee
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ernie
during which the referee and Dr, third kayo in 75 starts.
his All-American year in 1954. The the two get together as neither
_
to dispel a rash of recent rumors Braves, who received eight.
Knicks finally got Dukes but only can afford to be too stubborn.
Davis, regarded by Syracuse uni- NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Dave Gordon discussed the advisthat Banks might be placed on the Banks, who hatted .304 111 1959,
the scheduled
—
versity's foothall followers as the annual major league player draft ability of stopping
trading block.
said he was entirely satisfied with
bloody,
a
of
because
10-rounder
"In order to answer queries we the new Cub pact.
"new Jim Brown," was selected has been pushed back to Nov. 30 inch•and-one-half gash on lane's
to coincide with the minor league
lhave received concerning the pos- "The Cubs and owner Phil Wrigas the "Sophomore of tlia Week"
meetings in St. Petersburg, Fla. right brow. They decided to let
sibility of any deals involving ley have always been very fair
by the Eastern College Athletic The draft originally had been the fight go on.
The Banks, we felt it wise to let every- to me and my new contract is
WILBERFORCE, Ohio.
Commission chairman Harvey
Conference for his performance in scheduled to be held in New York
one know that shortly after the just another example of their gen.
"Jocko" Miller said that was per- Central State college cross counlast Saturday's 40-0 victory over on Nov. 20.
season was over Banks signed his erosity," Banks said. "I will say
missible under District of Colum- try track team under coach Gascontract and is all set for next that the day we clinch our next
West Virginia.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Wil- bia rules.
ton "Country" Lewis continues to
year."
rennant will be the happiest day
the Davis. a 205-pounder from El- liam D. Cox, former president of
Lane's seconds, headed by man- be an outstanding cross country
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The red Howard struck first midway
"We have no intention whatso- of my life."
Central
N.
1%,
mira,
outing,
gained
141
yards
did
last
a
the
Kearns,
In
(Doc)
team.
baseball
Phillies
the
Jack
Philadelphia
ager
hot Fisk University Bulldogs put first quarter when Theodore Hill- In nine tries against West Virconsidering a deal Besides being wicked at the hat,
club, announced the formation of good job in limiting the flow of State defeated the University of ever of even
the dressing on Homecoming cele- man plunged across the goal line ginia, scoring on
for Banks," Holland said. "He re- Banks has been the Cubs' workMarauders
The
of
and
runs
57
15-50.
rest
the
during
Cincinnati
the
cut
a
soccer
new
league.
from
professional
blood
score
The
to
brations here Saturday with a from the two-yard line.
29 yards. This was the best sin- Cox, president of the New York of the fight. Meanwhile, Speedy finished in the first 11 places, he- cieved an increase in keeping horse and has been reluctant
hard fought 8-6 win over Howard climaxed a determined drive from gle-game
or
rushing effort by a entry in the International Soccer Lane of Muskegon, Mich., used in- ing led by Nate Foster, Joshua with his fine year of 1959 and both upend so much as an inning
runA
line.
yard
45
the Howard
the mos
Syracuse player since Brown, league, said the circuit would be and-out tactics against aggressive Rugs, leelie Hegedus. T h e Ma- Ernie and the club are satisfied two out of the lineup. At
Overcoming a six point deficit, fling conversion attempt failed
mrnt, he tops all National leagu.
now star fullback for the Cleve- made up of teams from 10 na- Virgil to win a majority decision. rauders established a new Cincin- with his new contract."
for
defeat
meant
ultimately
Stevenson's
Fisk
and
Eugene
n
e
Coach
in consecutive games played,
land Browns, gained 197 yards tions. All games will he played
The situation had an ironic twist nati course record of 14:50. The Banks, who will celebrate his
gridders pushed across a TD in the invaders from the nation's
29th birthday January 31, has with a streak of 498.
in New York.
Ifor Kearns. Back in 1919, Kearns old record stood at 15:13.
against Colgate In 1956.
the second quarter and carried a capital.
lead into halftime which they nev- Quarterback Joe Lewis of Hous• er turned loose.
ton teamed up with sensational
Freshman Owsley Sweeney of
Nashville to tally the big one for
Fisk. Not long before half time,
se c
Lewis connected with Freshman
In mathematical statisties one ly, they are averaging is points all - conference and all-America away runner, averaging 3.6 yards tricky runner on Foster's frustrat- Maurice Hatton, Ha-pound
with Smith
James Smith of Nashville for an is
i taught that changing the sign per game offensively; they a re honors. These candidates a r e per carry in the rushing depart- Mg option plays, superb passer, center, who alternatees
Hughes
Sweeney
Tommy
yards.
36
of
BRISBANE. Australia — (UPI) aerial gain
good punter, good pass defender, quite effectively;
of correlated variables does not holding opponents to 4.75 points headed by the following person- ment.'
o
—Neale Fraser's desire to win then tossed the pigskin to Lewis alter their magnitude one iota; it per game. Oddly, going into their nel:
reliable tackler, steadily becom- 230 pound sophomore tackle w
WILLIAM TAFT McCOY:
his procliv
paydirt.
into
may
scampered
title
who
tennis
the Wimbledon
Freshman sensation, 185-pound ing more and more proficient at has shown repeatedly
merely lends dliection to the fix- fifth game with Clark college this CAPTAIN ROBERT STONE:
work: and Johnn
determine whether he will accept Switching up, Lewis hit Sween ed relationship.
Saturday, the Tigers have Played 2t5-pound junior tackle, brutish fullback, workhorse in Foster's field generalship and play selec- ity for rough
tion, has pitched two home run Popwell, 16.5 pound senior guard
a reported "five figure" offer sty with a perfect pans for the
The 1959 edition of the More- each of their games under water- and mean on defense, authorita- basic split-T offense, explosive
kick-off specialist, and most con
passes to date.
from Jack Kramer to turn profes- two extra points that gave the
is a living logged conditions. Alumni specula- tive blocker on offense, averag and deceptive running operator,
Tigers
house
Maroon
sional.
Bulldogs their third straight win.
tion runs high as to what the Ti- ing 7 tackles per game, possessor leading grbund gainer (rushing) Other stalwarts in Coach Fos. istent "up front where the ME.
this
of
postulate.
manifestation
Fraser has been assured a bum- The Fisk squad has dropped only
aver- ter's bid for conference and na- hang out."
Starting the season with a hand- gers will do under more "coopera- of two key blocks (those blocks with a 5.1 yards per carry
fresh- Still other noteworthy perform
five figures "in pounds" but one game this season,t heir opentive" weather conditions.
that epring the ball carrier free age, holder of single game rush- tional recognition include
veterans
combat-teeled
of
ful
guard Willie J. Jordan, 200 era (and more is certain to
man
would give no other details.
er with Tuskegee.
Tuskegee),
record
(against
inspirational
ing
date,
to
score)
to
(about 20), Coach Duke Foster This team's direction is obvious
He discussed the offer in a teeNext Saturday Fisk leaves home
of leading team tacklers from pounder who is not spectacular heard from these athletes) whoa
and his very capable assistants to any football layman; that di- team leader, and all-the-way per- one
phone conversation with his fath- ground to tangle with Knoxville.
secondary, most depend- in his performance, but when the contributions are invaluable in
defensive
former.
a
1.0',
stratois
jr.;
definitely
rection
(end coach Henry Darlington,
er, Victorian Judge A. M. Fraser.
both-ways performer, holder opponents knock on his door, he's clude Richard McNeil, 238-poun
able
DOLLAR:
DONALD
eluded
has
that
climate
have
spheric
Hill)
backfield coach Homer
190- freshman tackle from Pompom
Neale also said he would seek the
junior guard, devas- of team single game record of 9. "at home:" Cearge Lester.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Middle- laboriously moulded a football the Housemen for the better part 200-pound
pound junior tackle who collabor- Beach, Fla., who hae alread
advice of the Australian Amateur
hlocker, CI.INTON RANNAW:
rugged
tackler,
tating
1
capsdecades.
two
apparently
of
is
that
machine
of
Brooklyn,
Tennis Association before giving weight Randy Sandy
ates with Captain Stone in secur- earned his spurs as a capable re
itself in prac- In addition to a youthful, dy- another all-the-way practitioner, 160-pound junior Co • Captain,
slots; Robert lief man for Stone and Lester
his decision to Kramer's Austral- N. Y., scored a split 10-round de- ble of accounting for
having a one game high of 7 in- outstanding scat back; deceptive ing both tackle
progressive
highly
and
nainic
competition.
of
caliber
any
Griffith
tically
young
Emile
over
cision
Ian agent, Bob Barnes. by Dec. 11,
runner, field goal expert and PAT Blount, academic senior, but ath- Robert Hall, 6:5, 192 pound sopho
dividual tackles executed.
are
prime
the
what
staff,
coaching
a
Fostermen
e
r
the
Currently
bout
feature
the
in
New
York
of
busa
Fraser has been assured
letic junior. 195-pound end; Ben- more end w h o "spells" Biotin
points•scored- ntovers behind this precision ma• ALFONSO "BUDDY" CRUTCH.. performer, steady ground gainer,
ness future with a world-wide at the Academy of Music. Sandy, operating on a
jamin Logan, 210 pound senior arid Logan; Jennings Coleman
5.8
pass
possesses
receiver,
good
halfback,
sophomore
175-pound
approxi- chine?
sporting gouda ri,uo. rraser, who a former National AAU middle- points-allowed ratio of
end, kick-off specialist, combining stellar junior quarterback, a 1:,
average.
rushing
scoryards
having
percarry
scorer,
team
leading
aggres
term
is
the
.
won the United States title this weight champion who turned pro mately 3 to 1, possessing a confer- Collectively
with Blount to give the Tigers for- pounder, who shuttles in and ou
well conditioned ed 28 points on runs of 65, 50, 10 ISIAH COATES:
wit
alternating
year hut has yet to win at Wim- in 1951, gained the decision when ence record of 3-0, and an over- else, big-enough,
pass defend- Another freshman whiz, 1 a at midable tine corner men: Johnny offensively,
terrific
yards,
80
alert,
and
and
'mentally
3-1.0.
physically),
Across
of
the
card
report
viewed as "the'
bledon, said he wants the Austral- both judges — Joe Eppy and Jot all
tackler, excellent yesr's MVP in Atlanta's High Smith, 130 pound sophomore cen- Coates, generally
tertiary
and
er
opportunistic
the
of
exponents
Tigers
have
and
Maroon
the
board
tan Association to tell him his Armstrong — voted for him. The
ter whose straight•line tackling quarterback in Coach Foster's of
Several mem- pass receiver, outstanding punt School all-star tilt, 6:1, l‘h pound
frau,.
prospects for overseas tours if he referee — George Walsh — voted scored CO points while relinquish. trodus operandus.
home-run type break- quarterback, roll-out artist deluxe, finds him in defensive secondary;
returner,
for
candidates
sure-fire
are
bers
four
Obviousopponents.
to
I
ing
for Griffith.
remains an amateur.

WALTER DUKES,PISTO NS IN SALARY DISPUTE
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Akins Yells Robbery
After Lane Defeat

Ernie Davis

'SPORTS BRIEFS

L.a iie

ew
m Brown

Tough Fisk Bulldogs
Trot Over Howard, 8-6

•

•

Fraser Ponders
Kramer Pro Offer

Central St. Cross
Country Team Wins

Morehouse Cridders Prove Living Manif estation Of A Postulate'

(HELLO/74r.. AINIT
YOU THE NEWL1L.
GURL THAT JUST

B. T. W.

MOVED

ON OUR
STREET'

The Hamilton High school p. T.
A. held its first meeting of the
school year Wednesday night, Oct.
21, at the school's cafetorium.
The program for the evening was
a panel discussion on the subject
"Know Your PTA". Panelists were
Mrs. Inez Glenn, who spoke o
"Objectives of the PTA," Mr
'
s.
Maxine Draper. who spoke on
"The Structure of the PTA, Mrs.
Lillian Jones. who spoke on "MemGeorge Clark, Mrs. Bernice Harris,
193 MAKE HONOR ROLL
bership," James Knight spoke on
totally free.
At the close of the first six and Booker T. Jones.
baby sister, Tommy?"
just like Pop says, there are lots
"The Teacher's Role in the PTA".
LAUGH OF' THE WEEK
weeks of school 193 students made STUDENT COUNCIL
959 Delaware.
"Oh, she's all right, I guess. But of things we needed worse."
and Mrs. John Dickerson of 1431 New
teachers were welcomed
the honor roll. Of those, 18 made Plans are now in progress for "How do you like your new
A daughter, Veta Mane, to Mr. Rozell.
and introduced by the principal,
the principal's list.
and Mrs. Fred Franklin of 1963 A daughter,
our Student Council election. A
Deborah Kay, to Mr. Harry Cash.
the
PRIN- meeting was held Monday and
making
Those
Frisco Apt. 1.
and Mrs. James E. Austin of 729 After the
CIPAL's list are: Mildred Scott, nominees for the various offices
meeting there was a
A daughter, Evelyn Patricia, to Miss.
get acquainted social hour.
Dorothy Works, Georganne Waine- were nominated. Candidates are:
Mr. and Mrs. Elven Boyce of 253 A son, Robert
Mrs. James S. Byas is president
Carl, to Mr. and
wright, Myrtle Mae Greer, Betty president, Harold Middlebrook,
Boyd st.
Mrs. Roy J. Holmes of 3309 Mar- of the organization.
Buggs, Minnye Pearl Todd, Eve- Victor Elton, Booker T. Wade and
Oct.
29
gretta.
Roosevelt
Brooks, Wil- Herbert Woody; vice president,
lyn Works,
A son, Demetrius, to Mr. and
lie Chapman, Marian Evans, Glo- Bobbie Collins and George Jones;
A daughter, Valerie Queen, to
Mrs. Calvin Lyons of 205 'odder. Mr. and Mrs.
ria Kerney, Mildred Smith, Ruby 2nd vice president, Charles Miller,
Marvel Granderson
A daughter, Robin. to Mr. and of 333
Nell Washington, Betty Brandon, George Anna Washington and ViN. Dunlap.
Mrs. Nathaniel Robinson of 1727
Betty Kimball, Helen Davis, Peg- vian Bonds.
A daughter, Eleanor Katherine,
Eldridge.
gy Eggson and Hertcene Mitchell. Third vice president. Robbie
A son, Eddie Peoples, to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. William Worthy The
PTA of Alonzo Locke school
VISIT MANASSAS
Ford and Ernest Marshall; reand Mrs. Eddie Jones of 1337 Glem. of 400 S. Lauderdale.
Three of Washington's students cording secretary, Mona Brooks,
met last Oct. 15 in the school cafeA son, Booker T., jr., to Mr. A daughter, Deborah
Jean, to torium. Mrs. Alice Whitney, pres
were invited, a few weeks back, Evelyn Liggins a n d Carolyn
and Mrs. Booker T. Odom of 708
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A. Wilkes
to be the guests of Manassas High Dukes; corresponding secretary,
Sims.
dent, presided over the session
school at the Journalism Clinic. Claudine Stansbury, Rose 011ie,
of 999 Lavon.
Born At John Gaston Hospital
John Blanc of 937 McDowell.
that saw the executive committee
A son, John Edward, to Mr. and A daughter, Charlene, to Mr. and
The clinic, held in the library of Doris Johnson and Lucille KenneA daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Mrs. John McGinnis of 495 Balti- Mrs. Charles Stewart of 510 Balti- A daughter, Angela Yolanda, to and the
the school, was to help inform fu- dy; financial secretary, Geraldine Oct. 23, 1959
membership chairman re.
more.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Jones of 1342
more.
ture journalists about the newspa- Gray, Melissa Cooper and Marva A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Joe mond Smith of 2969 Yale.
porting on past meeting and the
A daughter, Pamela Fay, to Mr. Kansas,
A son, Roger Steven, to Mr. and A son, Stephen to Mr. and Mrs
per business.
Moore; treasurer, Elizabeth Pru- Young of 1072 Neptune.
progress in the membership drive,
and Mrs. George Parnell of 143
daughter, Patience, to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Farwell of 2204 Burnie Muldrow of 769 St. Paul.
A daughter, Sharon Denise, to
Speakers were L. F. Palmer, dent, Bettye Kimball, Elsie Lew- A
Williams.
During the meet the president
Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Jones of
Editor of the Tri-State Defender; is, Mary Mayhue and Marian Es'- Mrs. Robert C. Edmondson of 3469 Clayton.
A son, Keith Andre, to Mr. and A son, Rickey Anthony,
to Mr. 1969
Elder Cove.
appointed the following chairmen:
A daughter, Dorothy Jean, to Mr. Mrs. Floyd Townsend of 513 No. and Mrs.
Kansas.
Malcolm Adams, city editor of the
Franklin Seymour of
Commercial Appeal; Clark P r o- Other candidates are: chaplain, A son, Keith Anthony, to Mr. and and Mrs. Walter Mitchell of 248 Loath.
A son, Anthony Sherrod, to Mr. Mrs. D. M. Johnson, member.
836 Speed.
teous, reporter for the Memphis Isabelle Hill, Rev. Walter Morris, Mrs. Edison Cole of 707 Savoy. Hernando.
A daughter, Angela Ann, to Oct. 30
and
Mrs. Wesley Butler of 2515 ship; Mrs. I. R. Ward, hospitality
daughter,
Gale,
Yolanda
to
A
A daughter, Barbara Louise, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wilson of 1592
Press-Scimitar; Robert M. Rat- and Jo Evelyn Grayson; sergeantand publicity; Mrs. Alberta SameA
son,
Marvin
Andre,
to
Carnes.
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Adtric
and
Gillespie
of
at-arms,
Roy Hopkins, Joe Perry
Mr. and Mrs. David Boyd of 1761 S. Lauderdale.
cliffe, public relations director at
and Mrs. Ulysses Lane of 362 Lale, program; Mrs. H. 0. Lewis.
Gracewood.
436
Percy
and
A
Wiggins;
daughter,
parliamenPamela Delois, to
Marble.
LeMoyne college; Thaddeus T.
A daughter, Carol Denise, to Mr. clede.
Stokes, editor of the Memphis tarian, Lowell Winston and Wil- A daughter, Jacquelyn Denise, to Oct. 241
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur McGhee of budget and finance; Miss Irma
and Mrs. ZeKinley Jones of 2371 A daughter, Linda
Fay, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coleman of 348 A son, Joseph, jr., to Mr. and Hunter '
Braxton, magazine.
World; and Orville Hancock, re- liam Wilks.
I
and Mrs. George Davis of 2109 1682 N. Trezevant.
Mrs. Darlene Willard is secreMrs. Joseph Richardson of 1648 A daughter, Katherine Denise,
porter for the Memphis Press- There is but one candidate for the Walker.
Kansas.
A
son,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Louis tary with Mrs. H. 0. Lewis.
office of business manager, as of A daughter, Pamela Delores, to Harrison.
Scimitar.
prowlto Mr. and Mrs. Cossie Evans of A daughter, Sylvia Fay,
to
Mr.
Mims of 176 Silverage.
pal.
Washingtonians visiting Manass- now, Markhum "The Ole Buddy" Mr. and Mrs. Robert Garrett of
Alston.
719
as were Louvenia Clayton, editor Stansbury. Other candidates are:
of the Warrior; Booker T. Wade, commissioner of student activities, A daughter, Julius Ann, to Mr.
columnist for the Memphis World: Willie Chapman, Addie Heard and and Mrs. John W. Treadwell of
and Markhum Stansbury. editor of Sarah Martin; commissioner of 589 Lauderdale.
the Washingtonian and BTW School publicity, Roy Cheatham, Doris A son, Phithp Rainer, to Mr. and
Notes columnist for the 'Tri-State Thompson, David Porter a n d Mrs. John Reese of 623 Miss.
A son, Bernard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elna Marshall.
Defender.
Running for the office of com- Aster Pittman of 606 MarechalOur thanks go to Rev. William
L. Bell and Benjamin Lanier, ad- missioner of health and safety are neil.
A son, Willie James, jr., to Mr.
visor and editor-in-chief of the Ma- John Hudson and Olia Reed.
and Mrs. Willie James Baker of
nassas Newsette, respectively.
WAYOUT SOPHOMORES
384
Boyd.
RECOGNITION PROGRAM
The 10 wayout and most widely
A recognition program was held known sophomore damsels are: A daughter,
In the gymnasium last Monday. Alverine "Buttercup" Duncan, Mr. and Mrs.
The purpose was to present to the Charlesella "Squaky" Jackson, 3074 Johnson,
student body the students who had Astra "Snooky" Roach, Patricia Oct. 24
brought honor to the school since "Patsy" Wiliford, Irma "Sug" A daughter, Lucille Juanita, to
closing in June through October. Daugherty, Pearline McNeel, Doris Mr. and Mrs. Willie Springer of
Devotion was lead by Claudine Harris, Joan Hampton, Geraldine 637 S. Orleans.
A daughter, Sharon Ann, to Mr.
Stansbury. Flyd Bass presented Spencer and Vivian Barnes.
and Mrs. Lueious Cathey of 666
the WDIA Tri-State Fair Talent CURRENT COUPLES
Clayton.
Search Winners; Jackie Gibson Eula Harris and
Joe Owens, Hel- A son.
Lorenzo, to Mr. and Mrs.
and Herbert Marshall. He also pre- en Davis and Henry
Robertson,
Montroe Ray of 227 Tinsman.
sented the science winners; Ronald Johnnie Stevens
and Wade Evans,
Roby and U. Grant Harvey.
Mildred Newtono and McArthur A daughter, Mary Melanie, to
Mr. and Mr:. Altcrt Sherktna of
The occasion was given by Betty Smith, Melrita Evans
and Jimmy
70 W.
Kimball. Reports were given from Guest, Earline Burks
and Jack
A son, Calvin James, to Mr. and
Girls State by Irma Cody, coun- Greer, Seland Hubbard
and Ernest
The Anderson; with their son Michael at leech.
Mrs. Calvin Dubose of 902 Clayty judge; Doris Thompson, mayor Purnell, Joseph
Cobb and Merdist
Dessert will be Mrs. Anderson's rich C,arnatios
brook.
of Sevior; and Samye Lynom, sec- Cobb, Denise Brown
and James
custard. "Ordinary milk won't do for this nourish.
A son, Toney Ray, to Mr. sod
retary of Hamiltonian Party. A King, Gladys
Loyd and Carl WilliMg custard," Mm. Anderson explains. "It's never
Mrs. Richard Hopkins of 679
presentation of the Quiz Team ford, Dasie Jackson
and Julius
McKinley. '
was made by Quiz member Ma- Williams.
'watery', with double-rich Carnation. Every custard
A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Mr.
rian Evans.
and creamy recipe I've made for years has been
PROSPECT OF THE WEEK
and Mrs. Lee H. Smith of 649 S.
Young men reporting from Boys Bettye Kimball
made with Carnation Evaporated Milk."
and Freddrick
Lauderdale,
State were William Ifiggin, govern- Hooks.
or; Rodgers Robinson, senator: OF VITAL
Oct. 25
IMPORTANCE
and Richard Taylor, mayor and Booker T. Wade
A daughter, Shelia Denise, to
would like for
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elion of
commissioner of public works. Jo it to be known by
all readers that
670 Mosby.
Terrell LaMondue was mistress of the courtship-friendship
by. for,
ceremonies.
and between Booker Wade and A son, Kelvin Leon, to Mr. and
Mn. Johnnie Givens of 1705 RaChairman of the program was Hymelia Walker
is dissolved and
Mrs. Vivian Robinson. Working that they have
gan.
absolved, and diswith her were Miss Rosa Robin. continued from
A son, Anthony Lee, to Mr. and
all allegiance to
eon, Mrs. Attlee Price. Mrs. Thel- each other
and that all connection Mrs. Grady Gilmore of 6022 Shama Harris, Mrs. Lettie Brooks, between them
dy Grove.
is and ought to be
A son, L. C., jr., to Mr and
Mrs. L. C. Scott of 603 Jessamine.
A daughter, Sheila Renee, to Mr.
sod Mrs. Fred Q. Durrah of 717
Pontotoc.
A son, James Cleveland, Ill., to
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wigiams
of 3542 Rochester rd.
A son, Anthony Marquette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Wright of 2809
Broad,
Oct. 26
A daughter, Debra Denise, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bras Nelson of 823 loka.
A son. Marcellus Brown, to
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Brown of
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson relax for coffee at home.
410 S. Lauderdale.
"We like Carnation better than cream for our,
A son, William McKinley, jr , to
coffee," Mrs. Anderson declares. Millions prefer
Mr. and Mrs. William Reed of 897
this double-rich milk because it makes' coffee taste
Barton.
an much richer. Carnation in the red-and-white can
A daughter, Rhonda Rachelle, to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buford of
ii the world's favorite evaporated milk.
,
1832 Keltner Cir.
"We deliver as many as 125 babies a month," Mm. Anderson points out.."I know how important
A daughter, Ozella, to Mr. and
it is
Mrs. Odell Underwood of 2544 Perfor tiny babies to have the safest, most digestible form of milk for their formulas." More
mothers
ry.
feed Carnation to their babies than any other brand. It is the world's leader for infant
feeding.
A daughter, Rubysteen, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie T. Ayers of
371
(English Lady)
Jones.
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
"FAILURE-PROOF"
A son, Hervey Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Adams of 619 NepA GYPSY
CARNAT
ION CUSTARD
tune.
This Is her new nfnce at the Mississippi
A
daughter
(Makes
to
6-8
Mr.
individual csialards)
and
Mrs.
State Line MADAM F1E1,1, Is back after a
Booker T. Howard of 432 Linden.
long time of being away and at last sheIi
A son, Dennis Bernard, to Mr.
4 eggs
bark to stay In her new home
and Mrs. Anderson Lee of
1004
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Hay*
Caldwells Alley.
/
1
2cup granulated sugar
Mrs. Ida Mae Anderson is head nurse and maternity
roe Met faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are Yon
A son, Bobby Joe. to Mr. and
/
1
2teaspoon salt
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? If say of these are your
Mrs. Hayes E. Lee of G94 E. Georsupervisor at a leading hospital in Detroit. She is a gradgia.
emblems, come let MADAM 8E1.1 advlse yea at once. She
1 teaspoon vanilla
uate of Good Samaritan Hospital in Charlotte, N.C.She
A daughter, Gwendolyn Denise,
will read the te you lust as she would read as Opel hook
10 Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher
1 cup water
GateTell you why your job or business is net a success If you have
was once affiliated with the largest hospital in New York
wood of 3022 Broad.
tailed be the rest COMO see MADAM REI.L at once.
cups (large can)
1/3
Oct. 27
City, and has been an outstanding leader in advanced
Located on Highway Si South. lust Over MISSISFippi Moe
A son. Juan Bruce, to Mr. and
undiluted
CARNATION
Mrs. Clarence Sparks of
nursing methods for many years.
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 blocks below
603
EVAPORATED MILK
Plum.
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re
cure
In addition to her professional life, Mrs. Anderson
A son, James Chester, to
Mr.
I. look for the RED BRICK HOUSE aid you'll find
Beat ingredients to mix welt. Pour
and Mrs. Wilson Fitzpatrick
ber Mere
of
does
her own cooking at home for her hubband and their
at all times. iShe newer hart an office in West
355 Sycamore.
custard into 6-8 baking dishes;
Memphis 1
A son, Del Ellis, to
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehayen State Lint
2.year-old son Michael Lynn.
Mr. and
sprinkle with nutmeg. Put dishes
and get
Mrs. Robert Siggers of 1520
off at Star Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM
Elin 2/
1
2" deep pan; pour water
HELL'S
lington.
"Michael
was
bottle
a
baby
for
nine
months,"
Mrs.
HAND '611I:N
A daughter. Gwendolyn
around custard dishes.
•
Monetle,
Anderson says. "His formula milk was Carnation, of
to Mr. and Mrs. William P.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
WalkBake in moderate oven (350°F.)
LATE
er of 896 Polk.
course. When Michael changed to the cup we kept him
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
A son. Gregory Ray. to
40.45 minutes, or until knife inMn, and
Mrs. Marion Rainey of 197
on Carnation. We mix it with an equal amount of water,
serted in custard comes out clean.
Dukes
I ct.
Flours a as tolpm
Headings Dolly Ones on Sundays
Remove from water and cool. Add
. A daughter. Sandra Lynn,
and it gives him all the food values of whole milk, with
to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Quinn
topping, if you desire.
1 don't rosin any horn. calls or answer any
of
NO S.
letters B. put
extra Vitamin D,as well."
Fourth.
to look he the right sign and the right name
A son, Travis, to Mr.
and Mrs.

School Notes
By
MARKHAM STANSBURY

By Bus„,„„,„„„„„„„.
GO
—
•

It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
E- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
E MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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MADAM BELL

Head nurse tells why she selected

CARNATION MILK FOR HER OWN BABY
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